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ABSTRACT 
PETER ROBERTSON 
INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND ARCHITECT-
URAL FORM ON THE DESIGN AND THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF 
THE FLAT-PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR SYSTEM. 
Solar heating systems, by the nature of their design and inherent 
thermal mass, are sensitive to the changes in the prevailing climatic 
conditions. 
A computer program has been developed to predict and display 
the dynamic performance of solar water heating systems and their 
installation designs under transient climatic and restricted site con-
ditions. A multi-node capacitance model describes the dynamic heat 
transfer and energy storage processes within the solar collector unit, 
storage tank and the connecting pipework. This simulation model 
predicts the dynamic system performance under intermittent solar 
radiation, system operation and energy usage conditions. 
Validation studies have been carried out on the computer sim-
ulation results against the performance of a purpose-built solar col-
lector test facility and a commercial solar water heating system in 
actual operation in Aberdeen. A good correlation has been obtained 
in both cases. The accuracy of the prediction was found to be dep-
endant upon the time interval of the available climatic data and the 
complexity of the thermal simulation network chosen. 
The experimental facilities and the computer simulation program 
have been developed to investigate the effect of integrating the solar 
collector installation as part of the roof fabric, as a possible technique 
to improve the system performance in exposed locations. 
The application of this computer program lies in the development 
of innovative solar collector system and installation designs to achieve 
optimum system performance under transient climatic and restricted 
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1.1. General Introduction 
Solar energy can provide the world with its energy requirements. 
Its use for the space and hot water heating of buildings is not new. In 
the past, the low cost of fossil fuels has prevented the widespread use 
of solar power although several experimental houses incorporating 
solar heating systems have been built. Rising fuel costs, the exhau-
stion of fossil fuels and modern technology have initiated a radical re-
assessment of this situation. 
Basically a solar heating system comprises a collector to absorb 
solar radiation, the heat from which is then transferred to a storage 
medium. A flat-plate solar collector is normally chosen in order to 
maximise the collection of diffuse radiation. Storage of the heat may 
be achieved by heating water or small pebbles, or by inducing revers-
ible chemical changes. From the storage tank, the collected heat 
energy is distributed to the space heating appliances of the domestic 
hot water for use when needed. Both air and water have been used as 
the heat transfer media to and from the storage. 
The present development of solar heating systems is limited by 
the short term heat storage available, the payback period of the instal-
lation cost and the accurate assessment of system performance. 
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1.2. Brief Review of Previous Investigations 
1.2.1. Dynamic Thermal Simulation of Solar Collector Performance 
Solar heating systems, are by the nature of their design, sen-
siti ve to the changes in the prevailing environmental conditions. In 
order to simulate the complex thermal behaviour of the flat-plate solar 
collector, anum her of steady-state heat transfer prediction techniques 
ha ve been developed 1,2, 3 • These techniques neglect the effect of 
collector thermal capacitance. As a result, these prediction tech-
niques are limited to the calculation of the average daily useful energy 
collection under steady-state solar radiation conditions. 
Subsequent studies to predict the dynamic collector performance 
under variable climatic conditions led to the development of a simple 
collector capacitance model 4,5. This model simulates the collector 
heat transfer and energy storage processes as a single thermal nodal 
unit. This technique has been extended to create a two node model 
in which the dynamic thermal behaviour of the collector plate and the 
cover are simulated separately 6,7. The prediction results from both 
models have been analysed under fluctuating solar radiation conditions, 
revealing significant inaccuracies in the collector temperature and 
7 performance. 
For the present investigation, a multi-node model has been post-
ulated as a possible technique to improve the accuracy of short term 
collector performance under prevalent variable climatic conditions 6 
1. 2.2. Prediction of Solar Radiation Conditions 
The accurate prediction of the incident solar radiation on the m-
clined collector surface is an essential part of any steady-state and 
transient collector performance models. In previous studies, it has 
been assumed that the hourly horizontal solar radiation measurements 
are available for the particular location to be simulated 8,9. 
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The prediction of solar radiation on inclined surfaces from the 
measured horizontal radiation, assuming clear sky conditions, has 
been extensively studied 8,9,10. However, the degree of cloud con-
ditions varies over each day and for the particular location. 
As a consequence, Page 11 has developed techniques to predict 
the direct and diffuse solar radiation on vertical surfaces under clear 
sky and overcast cloud conditions for particular geographical locations 
in the United Kingdom. 
At present, no suitable technique is readily available to predict 
the incident solar radiation on an inclined collector surface under 
intermittent cloud conditions. In this investigation, the technique. 
developed by Page 11 has been modified to provide a simple, accurate 
method of predicting the direct and diffuse radiation components under 
fluctuating cloud conditions. 
1.2.3. Dynamic Thermal Simulation of Solar Heating 
System Performance 
The energy collected by the solar collector unit is most commonly 
stored within a water tank system. In conjunction, with the solar 
collector prediction model, the accurate simulation of the heat transfer 
and energy flow processes within the storage tank is essential. This 
, 
behaviour has been extensively studied to form a dynamic simulation 
model of a solar water heating system 12,13,14. These simulation 
techniques have been used to analyse the influence of various environ-
13 14 
mental parameters on system performance ' . As a result of the 
previous limitations in the prediction of the dynamic collector perfor-
mance under intermittent cloud conditions, the accuracy of these 
.studies is restricted. 
1. 3. Objecti ves of Present Work 
The objectives of the present investigation are: 
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(i) the development of a comprehensive thermal network technique 
and computer program to predict the dynamic thermal behaviour 
of the flat-plate solar water heating system under transient 
climatic conditions. 
(ii) the validation of the predicted results of the computer program 
against experimental results from a solar water heating test 
facility and the monitored performance of a commercial solar 
heating system under actual operating conditions. 
(iii) the investigation, by the development of the computer program 
and the experimental collector facility, of the design and thermal 
performance of integrated solar collector installations in buildings, 
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SECTION 2 
THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF THE FLAT-PLATE 
SOLAR COLLECTOR 
~7-
2.1. Review of Previous Work 
A brief review of the previous work has been outlined in Section 
1. 2. In this section, a detailed review of the more important aspects 
of the collector simulation techniques presently available will be 
gIven. 
2.1.1. Hottel-Whillier-Bliss Steady-State Model 
At present, the prediction method developed by Hottel and 
Woertz 1, Whi11ier 2, and Bliss 3 is the most common technique util-
ised to simulate the steady-state performance of the flat-plate solar 
collector. In the prediction of the steady-state performance, this 
model neglect~ the effect of the collector thermal capacitance. As 
a result, this model can be defined as a Zero Capacitance Model. 
The steady-state collector performance, based on the useful 
energy gain of the fluid circulating through the collector tube ways is 
expressed by Whillier 4 as: 
Rate of useful 
energy gaIn = 
Amount of solar energy 
absorbed by collector 
plate 
Heat 1055 from 
collector plate 
(2.1) 
where Fit F' is the heat removal efficiency factor for the particular 
collector construction derived by Whillier 5 and Bliss 6. 
The accuracy of the zero capacitance prediction model is limited 
to the short or long term average collector performance under steady-
state climatic and operating conditions as defined by Liu and Jordan 7. 
Klein 8 and Wijeysundera 9 have analysed the prediction accuracy of 
the zero capacitance model under simulated variable climatic cond-
itions. 
The results from these studies have shown that the short term 
prediction accuracy of this method is sensitive to the fluctuation of 
the climatic conditions and the effect of the collector thermal capaci-
tance. / 
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Under simulated solar radiation conditions, Klein 8 and Wijeysundera 9, 
found a significant error in the short term collector performance. 
Although, the short term inaccuracies tend to be cancelled out, 
as indicated by Klein 8, over the period of a heating season. These 
studies have highlighted the need for a prediction method to accurately 
model the short term collector performance under variable climatic 
condi tions • 
2.1. 2. One Node Capacitance Model 
From the previous steady-state work, Close 10 developed a dyn-
amic thermal model which incorporated the effect of collector thermal 
capacitance. This model utilises a simplified thermal node technique, 
in which one nodal equation models the heat transfer and energy storage 
processes within the collector unit. 
Energy stored within 
the collector plate = 
Amount of solar energy 
absorbed by collector 
plate 




- Energy transferred by circulating fluid 
= F:[S - U .(T - T ) - C .dT ] L w a w w (2.2) 
'dt 
where T w is the mean collector fluid temperature. This techni que 
can be defined as a One Node Capacitance Model. 
In the above expression, Close 11 assumed that the collector 
plate temperature was equivalent to the fluid temperature, and that 
the temperature distribution along the collector was linear. In 
addition, the net collector unit thermal capacitance was simplified to 
the product of the total collector thermal mass multiplied by the rise 
of the mean collector fluid temperature over time. The thermal 
capacitance effect of the collector cover was neglected. 
Klein 12, described this model, with the application of factors 
to allow for differential thermal storage effects within the collector 
. . I H KI· 13 d W·· d 14 umt component materla s. owever, eln an lJeysun era 
still/ 
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still found that the assumptions taken in the model restricted the pre-
diction accuracy under variable solar radiation conditions. 
2.1.3. Two Node Capacitance Model 
Recognising the need for a more detailed simulation model, 
Klein 15 outlined a theoretical technique which divided the collector 
unit into a series of interconnected thermal nodes. This mode 1 can 
be defined as a Multi-Node Capacitance Model. 
The simplest application of this technique is a two-node model 
in which nodes are positioned at the collector plate and the cover. 
The heat balance equations for the whole collector plate and cover 
have been expressed by Klein 15 as follows: 
collector cover: 




mCp .dT = S2 - h1"(T - T ) - 2mCp.(T - Ti ) (2.4) p --P pe  
dt 
where h1 and h2 are the heat loss coefficients from the collector plate 
and cover respectively. 
The prediction accuracy of the two node capacitance technique 
has been analysed by Wijeysundera 16 against experimental work and 
the results compared against those predicted by zero and one node 
capacitance methods. The investigation concluded that the zero cap-
acitance model is limited to the prediction of average daily useful 
energy collection using hourly averaged meteorological data, given 
steady-state conditions. A significant improvem~nt in the prediction 
of the short term dynamic collector behaviour has been found by 
Wijeysundera 16 for the two node method as compared against the 
previous one and zero capacitance techniques. However, under 
fluctuating solar radiation conditions, the two node capacitance model, 
revealed significant discrepencies in the hourly useful energy collection 
and/ 
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and the collector fluid temperature, As a consequence, a more re-
fined collector simulation technique is required for the accurate pre-
diction of the dynamic short term thermal performance and the detailed 
temperature behaviour under fluctuating solar conditions J prevalent 
in the Uni ted Kingdom, 
2.2. Theoretical Analysis - Dynamic Behaviour of Collector Units 
2,2. 1. Me thod of Analysis 
In this section, the two node capacitance model, outlined in 
Section 2.1.3., has been developed to form a nodal thermal network 
of elemental sections at the collector plate and cover J illustrated in 
Figure 2.1. The equations describing the heat balance within each 
elemental section can be expressed as follows: 
Heat balance within collector cover 
Energy stored within _ Solar radiation absorbed + Net heat gain 
cover section - by cover section from collector 
plate 
C1,dT 2 Sl+CF:cr.~4_T4 +F:h .{T -T )J-[~,ec.(T4-T4)+h .(T -T)J (2.5) 
c 1 + 1 ewe c awe a 
- ep ec- . dt 
Heat balance within collector cover 
Energy stored within 
collector plate 
section 
== Solar radiation absorbed + Upward heat loss 
by collector plate section from collector 
plate to cover 
- Rear and edge heat losses - Heat transfer 
from collector plate to from plate to 
external air ci"rculating fluid 
C2.dT - S2-[F:6'.~4_T4 + F:h .(T -T )J-CF:F 'W-T 1J- mCp .dT w ewe e I W w dt 1 ep+ ec-l - cl kr 1 hr (2.6) 
The derivation of the heat transfer and energy storage terms within 
the elemental collector plate and cover sections are fully outlined in 
Appendix 1.1, 
The following assumptions have been taken in the deriviation of 
the terms within the heat balance equations: 
~ll-
pas tiO"l of se;TT'Erl rodes 
ine 
a.tlet. 
Th:rrml network Irodet of silr cdtecmr. 6 ~~. 
Exi?rrol air. 
h, h, I 
~-----!------+-----;'CoIlector pote. 
E lerrentol collecior CCNer SEgment 
Elemffifnl cd ledor pate segment. 
Figure 2.1 Multi-node thermal capacitance model. 
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,. 
(i) The convection coefficient hc, of the heat transfer between the 
collector plate and the cover has been tabulated by Tabor 17 for 
a range of collector inclinations and temperature differences 
between the collector plate and the cover. The tabulated values, 
derived by Tabor 18 from an experimental study of the natural 
convection between inclined parallel heated plates give greater 
accuracy than the normal calculation method to obtain the con-
vection coefficient. 
(ii) The radiation shape factor for the radiation transfer between the 
elemental section of the collector plate and the cover has been 
graphically determined to be 1.0 for the possible elemental 
collector section geometrics to be studied 19. As a result, 
this factor has been neglected from the radiation transfer term 
in equations (2.5 and 2.6). This factor is illustrated in Figure 
2.2. 
(iii) The rear insulation within the collector unit has been assumed to 
be a parallel slab of finite thickness and length. As a conseq-
uence, the heat flow as derived by Tabor 20 is greater at the 
collector perimeter. To compensate for this increased heat 
flow, Tabor 21 has formulated an edge correction factor Fe, 
which is applied to the rear heat transfer coefficient. 
Fe = 1.0 + Sa.di/L' 
where Sa is the edge addition coefficient tabulated by Tabor 22 
and L' is the characteristic size of the collector plate. 
(iv) The following approximate values 23 have been taken for the rear 
convection loss coefficient h ,for the various collector con-
. r 
structions: 
(a) fixed externally to the roof fabric, with h = 14-23 W /m 20C I' 
depending on the climatic exposure of the site. 
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(v) The forced convection heat loss coefficient hw, for the heat tran-
sfer from the collector cover due to the wind effects has been 
obtained from the empirical relationship derived by McAdams 24, 
and expressed as follows: 
(2.8) 
(vi) The fluid temperature gradient along each elemental collector 
plate section is assumed to be linear as a result of the small 
collector section lengths involved, as illustrated in Figure. 2.3. 
The matrix representation required for the numerical solution of 
the simultaneous heat balance equations is outlined in Appendix 1.2. 
This method of matrix solution was chosen because it is relatively easy 
to execute on the digital computer since only the non-zero terms within 
the matrix will contribute to the calculation. This explicit numerical 
method obtains the new values of the cover and fluid section temper-
atures T'c and T'w from the initial temperature values Tc and Tw. 
The Modified Euler numerical method was chosen as the easiest 
d o h ° ° I h 25 pre lctor-corrector tec nlque to lmp ement on t e computer program • 
However, it was found that during the program validation studies, out-
lined in section 2.4.2., that this particular method became strongly 
unstable at above 8 section nodes, because of the effect of the roundoff 
error caused by the number of iterations required to attain 2 digit 
accuracy. 
In an attempt to solve this problem, a fourth order Runge-Kutta 
numerical method was chosen. This numerical method, outlined by 
26 Stark ,has the advantage over the Euler method of greater accuracy 
for the corn parable amount of calculations. Four digit accuracy was 
achieved within five iteration steps. The numerical technique re-
quires that the period from the initial value point X , to the point of 
o 




ALid inE>t ~ure. 
l.!rgifu:iirol sEd-m thro. hYPJfh?ticQl s:>iar cdledor rrol?l. 
Figure 2 . 3 Representation of typical multi- node model 
of a flat -plate solar collector. 
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an iteration of the following form. 
This method has been sucessfully tested in the program validation 
studies, shcwing no sign of instability at large collector thermal net-
works. 
2.3. Computer Simulation 
2.3.1. Outline Structure of Program 
The mathematical model, previously outlined, has been trans-
lated into a computer program, written in Fortran. To facilitate the 
simulation technique, the program softwa re is structured into sub-
programs. This technique allows the user to systematically alter 
the collector physical, thermal and climatic parameters and monitor 
the subsequent changes in the dynamic thermal performance of the col-
lector. 
As with other similar graphics orientated application programs 27 t 28 
the program is structured into the following routines: 
(i) the algorithmic routines to predict the collector performance, 
(ii) the data handling routines, 
{iii} the graphics and menu executive routines. 
The executive component of the program, illustrated in flowchart 
form in Figure 2.4. , outlines the structure and the interactive nature 
of the program routines. 
2.3.2. De scription of Corn pute r Program 
A brief description of each of the sub program routines to perform 
the above algorithmic, data handling and graphics functions is outlined. 
The computer program is fully listed in Appendix 2.1. 
(i) Subroutine MOD 1 
The function of the subprogram MOD 1, is to enable the use r to 
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The user specifies the name of a particular external data file, 
which has been created beforehand with the required collector 
physical characteristics. This data is subsequently trans-
ferred to the program common storage area. 
(ii) Subroutine NUSELT 
The function of the subroutine NUSEL T, is to calculate the 
thermophysica1 properties of the heat transfer fluid, which in 
this case is taken to be water. From the tabulated physical 
data of the fluid thermal behaviour for various temperatures 
within the routine, the Prandlt, Reynold's and Nussett numbers, 
fluid conductivity, viscosity and density are calculated to det-
ermine the fluid convective heat transfer coefficient. 
(Hi) Function CPRO 
The purpose of the routine CPRO, is to calculate the thermal 
capacitance of the heat transfer fluid from the tabulated values 
of the fluid density and specific heat capacity for temperatures 
between 0 and 120 deg. C. 
(iv) Subroutine MOD 2 
The function of the routine MOD 2, is to calculate the components 
of the heat balance equations. These components consist of 
the thermal capacitance of the collector plate and cover, the top, 
rear and edge heat loss coefficients, and the fluid heat transfer. 
The first subprogram section initialises the calculation constants 
within the routine, and calculates the thermal capacitance of the 
cover section, the fluid mass flow rate and velocity. The 
second subprogram section MOD 2 BC, calculates the values of 
the collector material component thermal resistances and capac-
itance to determine the collector plate section capacitance, and 
the top, rear and edge heat losses for the particular collector 
construction. The third subprogram section MOD 2 D, calculates 
the/ 
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the fin and collector efficiency factors for the particular collector 
construction, and the solar radiation absorbed by the cover and 
collector plate sections. 
(v) Subroutine MOP 3 
The function of the routine MOD 3, is to initialise the numerical 
method matrix, and iteratively solve by the Ouartic Runge-Kutta 
method, the network section node temperatures after each time 
increment. 
(vi) Subroutine MOD 4 
The function of the routine MOD 4, is to control the operation of 
the other interrelated subprograms, from which to calculate and 
display the section temperatures at each time increment over 
the specified simulation period. 
(vii) Subroutine MOD 5 
The function of the routine MOD 5, is to determine the convection 
heat transfer coefficient between the collector plate and the cover 
above. The convection coefficients have been tabulated within 
the routine Jor various collector tilts given the temperature dif-
ference between the collector plate and the cover. 
(viii) Subroutine MOD 6 
The function of the routine MOD6, is to print in tabular form, 
the calculated values of the inlet and outlet collector fluid tem-
peratures, the collector and cover section node temperatures, 
the level of solar radiation, air tem perature, and the collector 
efficiency for each time increment over the specified simulation 
period. 
(ix) Subroutine MENU 1 
The function of the routine MENU 1, illustrated in flowchart form 
in Figure 2.4., is to control the operation of the program by the 
selection of a number of options. 
possible/ 
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As a consequence, it is 
possible from the MENU 1 program options, to iteratively alter, 
predict and analyse the dynamic thermal performance of any 
number of different solar collector designs. 
(x) Subroutine MENU 2 
The function of the routine MENU 2, illustrated in flowchart form 
in Figure 2.4, is to control the alteration of the data files, which 
store the collector parameters and climatic data. 
(xi) Subroutine MENU 3 
The function of the routine MENU 3, illustrated in flowchart form 
in Figure 2.4, is to select the particular method of displaying 
the predicted collector performance over the simulation period. 
(xii) Subroutine PLOT 1 
The function of the routine PLOT 1 is to display in graph form 
the range of actual climatic data and predicted collector perfor-
mance results. In addition, the routine allows the user to 
overlay any combination of results. The graphics softwa ve 
within the routine has been written from the GINOGRAF graphics 
software 29. 
2.4. Experimental Investigation 
2.4.1. Objectives of Experimental Investigation 
The objective of the experimental investigation has been to validate 
the predicted dynamic collector behaviour under variable climatic con-
ditions against actual performance results. This objective has been 
achieved by the following experimental studies, utilising a purpose-
built solar collector test facility to investigate the heat transfer and 
energy storage processes within the collector unit. As a consequence 
of this investigation, the simulation model has been amended to improve 
the accuracy of prediction. 
2.4.2. Error Analysis Against Previous Work 
The first part of this investigation has been an error analysis of 
the/ 
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the computer simulation results against previous work. The aim of 
this initial analysis is to detect major errors in the computer simul-
a tion program. 
The analysis involved the detailed study of the heat transfer com-
ponents against previous steady-state work by Whillier 30 and Duffie 
and Beckman 31. This investigation was restricted to the collector 
steady-state performance, due to the lack of previous work on dynamic 
collector performance. 
The majority of errors detected in the program were caused by 
Fortran language errors, rather than discrepancies in the theoretical 
heat transfer model. The second major error I revealed by the 
program analysis, was found within the initial numerical method 
chosen: the Modified Euler Method. This method was found to be 
unstable for thermal networks above 8 sections, in which large round-
off errors occurred, due to the excessive number of iterations invol-
ved to obtain a solution. 
With the elimination of the major subprogram errors, the next 
stage in the program validation studies involves the analysis of the 
accuracy of the prediction results against actual collector performance 
experimental data. 
2.4.3. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure 
A flat plate solar water collector system, illustrated in Figure 
2.5, has been designed for the indoor and outdoor performance valid-
ation studies. A copper tube in plate solar collector of domestic 
scale has been chosen as representative of the present commercial 
collector design available. In addition t this insert type of collector 
has been selected for further experiments involving the collector unit 
incorporated within the roof fabric. In the present indoor and out-
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external air to facilitate heat loss measurements. Alte rna ti ve co 1-
lector glazing is supplied, with 4mm glass or 6mm perspex. 
Constructed on a 450 mild steel angle frame, the collector array 
is connected by 1Smm copper pipework to a 150 litre insulated hot 
water storage tank. For this investigation, the temperature meas-
urements from the storage tank have not been taken into account. A 
commercial pump is used to circulate the fluid through the collector 
system. The pump operation is continuous for each experiment. 
The measurement of the collector thermal behaviour was mon-
itored by a network of premium grade copper constantan thermo-
couples, positioned as shown in Figure 2.5. This network gave, as 
far as possible, a complete record of the temperature behaviour within 
the collector unit, accurate to within'± O. SoC. The fluid flowrate is -
measured by an electronic turbine flowmeter manufactured by Litre 
Meter for a specific flow range, in this case the range between 0.1 -
4.5 litres/minute. The measurements of the turbine rotation are 
electronically integrated over intervals of 1 minute for the complete 
experiment. This type of flow measurement is sensitive to small 
changes in the flow velocity, and gives an accuracy of '± 0.05 litres/ 
minute. 
The flowrate was held constant over each experiment. The 
measurement of the solar radiation was recorded by three solari-
meters, manufactured by Kipp and Zonen, measuring the horizontal, 
incident 450 tilt and the diffuse solar radiation. The solarimeters 
were calibrated previous to the experiments, at the Meteorological 
Office in Bracknell, to give an accuracy of'± 1.5 % • The air tem-
perature is measured by an enclosed dry bulb thermocouple probe, 
the wind velocity is measured by a hand held wind speed recorder, 
+ 
accurate to - O.Sm/s. 
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These measurements were recorded at specified intervals by a 
Solartron data logger, which electronically processed the analogue 
experiment readings into digital form, and subsequently transfers 
these readings onto punched papertape. The inherent error within 
the transfer of the analogue readings to the digital papertape form is 
limited to ~ 1. 5 % error. The papertape records were subsequently 
read onto magnetic tape for long term storage and analysis within the 
Institute main frame computer. A purpose-written computer program 
STAPEL, outlined in Appendix 2.2, is used to analyse, tabulate and 
graphically display the results of each experiment. These results 
were finally analysed against the predicted values from the simulation 
program. 
The procedure used to obtain the above results from the indoor 
and outdoor experiments is outlined as follows: 
(i) Indoor collector experiments 
Briefly, the purpose of the indoor experiments is to measure 
the solar collector, storage tank and pipework heat losses under 
no radiation input, steady-state conditions. 
With the experiment test facility set up as shown in Figure 2.5, 
and the measurement apparatus calibrated, the indoor collector 
experiments were carried out for three collector heat loss studies. 
The experimental method used is to raise the water temperature 
in the storage tank, by the use of an immersion heater, to an 
arbitary temperature between 550 and 650 C. The circulation 
pump is activated and the subsequent variation in the temperature 
at the sensor locations in the collector unit and storage tank re-
corded. All three experiments were monitored for a period of 
two hours, with a recording interval of 1 minute. 
During the experiment period, the internal air temperature with-
in/ 
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within the laboratory space is continuously monitored. The 
wind velocity within the laboratory is assumed to be negligible 
after the initial air movement measurements registered no sig-
nificant air velocity. A selection of the results from the indoor 
experiments are illustrated and discussed in section 2.5.1. 
(ii) Outdoor collector experiments 
The purpose of the outdoor experiments is to measure the col-
lector heat gain, heat loss and the thermal efficiency under var-
ious type s of solar radiation conditions. 
As with the indoor experiments, the experimental procedure 1S 
initially the recalibration of the thermocouples after the recon-
struction of the test facility at the outdoor location within the 
School of Architecture. With the experiment test facility set 
up, as shown in Figure 2.5, and the measurement apparatus 
calibrated, the outdoor collector experiments were carried out 
for five studies. 
The experimental method used is to first run three experiments 
for a detailed monitoring period of 10 hours, under a range of 
solar radiation conditions. The second stage in the outdoor 
experiment procedure is to run two experiments for a long term 
monitoring period, under, as far as possible, a similar range of 
solar radiation conditions. In both cases, intermittent measu-
rements and observations were taken cf the wind speed and the 
sky cloud conditions respectively over the experiment period. 
A continuous pump operation is used. As a consequence, heat 
loss measurements were taken during the evening of the exper-
iment period under no radiation conditions. A selection of the 
results from the outdoor experiments are illustrated and dis-
cussed in section 2.5.2. 
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2.5. Presentation and Discussion of Results 
The results from the indoor and outdoor collector performance 
experiments are discussed and illustrated in sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. 
In addition, the prediction results from the computer simulation are 
compared against the actual thermal behaviour of the collector test 
facility. 
2.5.1. Indoor Experiment Results and Prediction Validation 
The results of the indoor experiments carried out in the laboratory 
to investigate the collector heat loss under no radiation, steady-state 
conditions are discussed and illustrated. The temperature distri-
bution profile within the collector, for one experiment representative 
of the heat loss studies, is illustrated in Figure 2.6. The temperature 
distribution, within the collector unit, over the experiment period, 
gives an indication of the rate of heat loss disappated from the collector 
plate. For the steady-state conditions present in the experiments, 
this rate of heat loss is a constant, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. To 
facilitate the analysis of the temperature distribution within the collector, 
the results are plotted at 10 minute intervals. 
The results predicted from the computer simulation studies are 
over1ayed on the actual experiment temperatures, as shown in Figure 
2.6. The predicted temperature distribution within the collector unit 
is graphically compared against the actual distribution. A good 
correlation has been obtained. As a result, this correlation valid-
ates the accuracy of the theoretical heat transfer equations modelling 
the collector heat loss under steady-state no radiation conditions. 
2.5.2. Outdoor Experiment Results and Prediction Validation 
From the five experiments carried out on the outdoor collector 
test facility, the results of two experiments, representative of the 
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outlet and the collector temperature distribution results for these 
experiments are illustrated in Figures 2.7 - 2. 10. 
(i) Short Term Collector Performance 
In the first two experiments, the collector behaviour and climatic 
conditions were monitored for 10 hours, at 1 minute intervals. 
The experiments were carried out under clear sky, intermittent 
and overcast cloud conditions, illustrated and discussed in detail 
in section 3.5. 
The results from the experiment, illustrated in Figure 2.7, 
clearly indicate the effect of different solar radiation conditions 
on the solar collector thermal performance. The temperature 
distribution profile within the collector, for one experiment rep-
resentative of the short term performance studies is illustrated 
in Figure 2.7. A significant temperature distribution is pre-
sent under clear sky conditions in contrast to the negligible dis-
tribution present under overcast sky conditions. 
The results predicted from the computer simulation studies are 
overlayed on the experiment results, as shown in Figure 2.7. 
A good correlation has been obtained against the actual temper-
ature distribution within the collector. The actual and predicted 
collector efficiency values are plotted in Figure 2.8, in conjun-
ction with the variation of the solar radiation. These results 
indicate the significant influence of the fluctuation of solar 
radiation conditions on the prediction of the steady-state collector 
efficiency. A good correlation has been obtained, however, the 
results illustrate an error in the prediction of the solar radiation 
conditions at low solar attitudes. As a result, these correlations 
validate the general accuracy of the collector thermal simulation 
under variable solar radiation conditions. 
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(ii) Long Term Collector Performance 
In the second range of experiments J the collector thermal beh-
aviour and climatic conditions were monitored for 2 days J at 
10 minute intervals. As with the short term experiments J 
these studies were carried out under different solar radiation 
conditions, illustrated and discussed in detail in section 3.5. 
The temperature distribution profile within the collector, for 
one experiment representative of the long term performance 
studies, is illustrated in Figure 2.9. The collector efficiency 
over the period is plotted in Figure 2.10. The results emph-
asise the effect of fluctuating solar radiation conditions, indica-
ted in the short term experiments J on the collector performance 
and efficiency. 
The results predicted from the corn puter simulation studies are 
overlayed on the actual experiment collector temperatures and 
efficiency values, as shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. The pre-
dicted temperature distribution within the collector unit is gra-
phically compared against the actual distribution. A good cor-
relation has been obtained during solar radiation conditions above 
100-lS0W fm 2 , however below this level and during no radiation 
conditions a significant error is introduced into the temperature 
distribution. This error can be explained by an increase in the 
radiation and convection heat loss to the external air J above the 
level predicted by the simulation model. The second feature 
from the results is the significant temperature gradient within 
the collector, along with fluid flow parallel and perpendicular to 
the collector tubes. A good correlation has been obtained against 
the actual collector efficiency results over the longer experiment 
period, significantly better than in the short term experiments. 
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2.5.3. Summary of Results 
The present indoor and outdoor collector test rig experiments and 
the subsequent computer program validation studies can be summarised 
as follows. With the correction of the obvious errors within the com-
puter program revealed by the error analysis against previous steady-
state collector performance results, the following validation studies 
were carried out. These studies consisted of the 
comparison of the predicted collector temperature distribution and 
efficiency against the experiment results. A good correlation has 
been obtained between the predicted and indoor heat loss experiment 
results. 
In the short term and long term outdoor experiments, a signif-
icant inaccuracy has revealed in the prediction method to calculate the 
incident solar radiation on the collector surface from the actual mea-
sured total horizontal solar radiation. This error occurred at low 
solar altitudes, and has been corrected in the method outlined in sect-
ion 3. A second error revealed by the experimental studies is the 
under estimation of the predicted collector heat loss to the external air 
during no radiation conditions in the evening. This error is corrected 
in section 3.1.2. This study has validated the general accuracy of 
the multi-node prediction method utilised to model the dynamic collector 
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SECTION 3 
SIMULATION OF CLIMATIC CONDITIONS AND THEIR 
EFFECT ON COLLECTOR PERFORMANCE 
-J8-
3.1. Review of Previous Work 
A brief review of the previous work has been outlined in Section 
1. 2. In this section, a detailed review of the more important aspects 
of climate simulation techniques are discussed. 
3.1.1. Solar Radiation P-rediction 
The accurate prediction of the total amount of solar radiation 
incident on an inclined solar collector plate is essential for the assess-
ment of the actual collector performance. The prediction of the 
solar radiation on inclined surfaces under clear sky conditions has 
( . 234 been extensively studied by Parmelee ,LlU and Jordan ' , • 
Unsworth and Monteith 5 and Page 6. Although these techniques vary 
in detail, the general prediction method involves the calculation of the 
following solar components: 
(i) the solar geometry 
(ii) the direct and diffuse solar radiation on an inclined surface 
(Hi) the solar radiation transmission through the collector cover 
As a consequence, these components can be outlined as follows: 
(i) Solar geometry 
The derivation of the fundamental equations to calculate the solar 
components which describe the position of the sun for a specified 
time: the solar altitude and azimuth, are fully outlined in the 
classical works of the astronomical or nautical data such as the 
Astronomical Ephemeris 7 and the Nautical Almanac 8. In 
addition, these components provide the data to calculate the 
period of sunshine from the times of sunrise and sunset for the 
particular location. 
(ii) Direct and diffuse solar radiation on inclined surfaces 
From the fundamental data on the position of the sun for a spec-
ified time and location, the amount of solar radiation incident on 
an inclined surface can be determined. The general method 
outlined/ 
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outlined by Liu and Jordan 9, from previous studies by Moon 10, 
is to divide the total incident solar radiation into three compon-
ents: the direct, the sky diffuse and the ground reflected solar 
radiation. This general equation can be expressed as follows: 
Total incident _ Direct solar Sky diffuse Ground reflected 
solar radiation - radiation + radiation + diffuse radiation 
"'" In·RD + + (3.1) 
where RD, Rd and Rs are respectively the conversion factors for 
the direct, diffuse and ground reflected radiation and are defined 
by the following ratios: 
RD = the direct radiation incident upon the inclined surface 
the direct radiation incident upon a horizontal surface 
(3.2) 
Rd = the diffuse sky radiation incident upon the tilted surface 
the diffuse sky radiation incident upon a horizontal surface 
Rd = (1 + c0613 )/2 
Rs = sum of the radiation reflected on the inclined surface 
from the ground 
total radiation incident upon a horizontal surface 
Rs = .0 • (1 - 006(3)/2 g (3.4) 
The prediction method outlined by Li u and Jordan 11 is limited to 
clear sky conditions and the assumption that the sky diffuse rad-
. 12 13 iation is isotropic. Parmelee and Page have observed 
that an expression of non-isotropic sky diffuse radiation is more 
relevant to actual clear sky conditions. The sky diffuse radia-
.. d b P 14 .. I I' h' . h hon 1S expresse y age as an emp1r1ca re ahons 1p W1t an 
angular correction for the position of the sun. 
Idh .. a' + b'a. (3.5) 
where a l and b l are correction factors for the particular location. 
This relationship has been further developed by Page 15 to apply 
to overcast and average cloudy sky conditions. 
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In the present investigation, these concepts have been further 
modified for the prediction of total solar radiation incident on an 
inclined collector plate under actual variable cloud conditions. 
This method is outlined in section 3.2, and described in Appendix 
1.2. 
(iii) Solar radiation transmission through collector cover 
The fundamental derivation of the transmittance of solar radiation 
through transparent covers and the behaviour of short wave rad-
iation between parallel planes has been outlined by Ouffie and 
8eckman 16 and Whillier 17. The fraction of the incident direct 
solar radiation that is absorbed by a single cover S10' and the 
collector plate S2D' is expressed by Ouffie and 8eckman 16 as: 
SlD ,.,. L.a. • (1 +1:'.,0 1(1 - t) .t) )) 
-n c c V c P 
S2D .. L. (1: .a. )/(1 -,0 .t) ) 
-n c p c p 
(J.6) 
(J.7) 
where the reflection and absorption losses are dependant upon 
the angle of incidence of the direct radiation and the transmittance 
of the cover material as outlined by Whillier 18. 
The transmittance of the diffuse radiation through the cover is 
treated separately and is assumed by Ouffie and 8eckman 19 to 
be unidirectional in nature. All radiation components are neg-
lected after two reflections within the collector unit 20. 
:3 .1.2. Air temperature and wind effects 
The derivation of the equivalent sky temperature from the air tem-
perature is outlined by Ouffie and Beckman 21. The accurate deter-
mination of the sky temperature is important in the calculation of the 
radiation heat transfer between the collector plate and the surrounding 
sky hemisphere, outlined in equation form in Appendix 1.1. Whillier 22 
has related the sky temperature to the air temperature under clear sky 
conditions by the following simple expression. 




The influence of average sky conditions on the sky temperature has been 
partially taken into account by the expression outlined by Duffie and 
23 8eckman • 
(3.9) 
At present, no expression is available which fully models the influence 
of overcast cloud conditions and the ground reflectance on the sky 
temperature 
The forced convection heat loss coefficient from the collector 
cover due to wind has been derived by McAdams 24 as the following 
empirical relationship to the wind speed, expressed as: 
h = 5.7 + 3.8v 
w 
(3.10) 
3.2. Theoretical Analysis - perivation of Solar Radiation Model 
In this section, the solar prediction techniques outlined in 
section 3.1.1, have been amended and incorporated into a hybrid pre-
diction method, to calculate the incident solar radiation on an inclined 
collector surface under actual conditions given the total horizontal rad-
iation data. The application of the previous work to form the pred-
iction method is described below, for the calculation of the solar geo-
metry, the incident solar radiation and the solar transmission. This 
method is described in equation form in Appendix 1.2. 
3.2.1. Solar geometry 
The solar geometry has been predicted from the method outlined 
W 25 h" h" l"f" hI" I " 8 b" by alraven ,w lC slmp lIes t e c assIca equatIons I to 0 tam a 
lesser accuracy of 0.01 degree of the position of the sun. The simp-
lifications made by Walraven 26 are to neglect the detailed pertur-
bations of the earth's orbit by the moon, and other minor effects such 
as the refraction by the atmosphere and parallax. This method is 
illustrated in Figure 3.1 and outlined in Appendix 1.2. 
3.2.2. Solar radiation on inclined surfaced under actual sky conditions 
The solar radiation on an inclined surface under actual conditions 
has / 
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has been predicted given the horizontal radiation data from a method 
which estimates the horizontal direct and diffuse radiation components 
and transforms the components to the inclined surface. This method 
is described in Appendix 1.2. The relative components of the hori-
zontal direct and sky diffuse radiation for clear sky conditions are cal-
culated using a linear relationship derived by Page 27 and Parmelee 28. 
The diffuse radiation is similarily estimated for overcast cloud cond-
itions, from an expression outlined by Kreider and Kreith 29. It is 
assumed that in overcast cloud conditions, the direct solar radiation 
is negligible. 
Once the direct and diffuse horizontal radiation components are 
known for clear and overcast sky conditions for the particular simu-
lation period; the method developed estimates the actual level of cloud 
cover and the subsequent horizontal diffuse solar radiation. This is 
determined from the interpolation of the actual horizontal solar rad-
iation level between the possible horizontal radiation under clear sky 
and overcast cloud conditions. Thi s method is illustrated in Figure 
3.2 and descri bed in Appendix 1. 2. 
To summarise, the method developed utilises the prediction 
techniques outlined by Page 27 to calculate the possible direct a~d 
diffuse radiation levels under clear sky and overcast cloud conditions. 
The horizontal radiation components can be accurately calculated for 
k d o ° 27 F h 1 1 ° these two s y con lhons • rom t e ca cu ahon of these para-
meters, a linear relationship is applied to the actual total horizontal 
radiation to estimate the actual cloud conditions and the horizontal 
diffuse solar radiation. 
As a result of the estimation of the direct and sky diffuse com-
ponents are transformed to an inclined surface. The method, 
derived by Liu and Jordan 30 and outlined in section 3.1.1, involves 
the/ 
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the application of conversion factors to the direct, diffuse and total 
horizontal radiation to calculate the direct, diffuse and ground reflec-
ted diffuse radiation on an inclined surface. 
3.2.3. Solar radiation transmission through collector cover 
The transmittance and absorption of the incident direct and dif-
fuse solar radiation on an inclined collector cover and plate has been 
described by Duffie and Beckman 31. This method assumes that all 
radiation components that have undergone more than two reflections 
within the collector unit are disregarded, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. 
In this study, a single cover collector is taken to be representative of 
the commercial designs available. 
The reflection and absorption losses within the collector cover 
system are dependant upon the angle of incidence of the direct radiation, 
and the transmittance of the cover material. The transmittance of 
direct solar radiation through a glass cover has been outlined by 
Varma 32 as a regression function of the solar angle of incidence. 
This expression has been amended to incorporate any type of cover 
material such as Tedlar or Filon plastic covers. The transmission 
and absorption of diffuse radiation through the transparent cover is 
treated separately by Varma 33 , with the transmittance and absorption 
coefficients assumed for the particular cover material as constants. 
As outlined by Whillier 34, the absorption coefficient for the col-
lector plate surface is dependant upon the surface treatment, whether 
a matt black or selective surface coating has been applied. The ab-
sorption and emittance coefficients of the selective coating has been 
taken by Whillier 3S to be constants. The absorptivity and emissivity 
of the matt black coating have been expressed by Kreider and Kreith 36 
as a range of coefficients from 0.96 - 0.66 dependant upon the solar 
angle of incidence of direct radiation. The absorptivity and em is-
sivity/ 
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emissivity of a matt black plate are assumed to be equa1. 
thod is described in Appendix 1.2. 
3.3. Computer Simulation 
3.3.1. Description of computer program 
This me-
The solar radiation prediction method equations previously out-
lined have been translated into a series of computer subprograms, 
written in Fortran. These subprograms have been incorporated into 
the solar collector performance prediction program. A flowchart 
representation of the subprogram structure of the solar radiation 
prediction routines is given in Figure 3.4. A brief description of 
each of the subprogram routines to perform the algorithmic functions 
in the prediction of the incident solar radiation is outlined. The 
computer program is fully listed in Appendix 2.1. 
(i) Subroutine HOUR 
The function d the subprogram HOUR is to calculate the sidereal 
time and provide solar data to determine the sunrise and sunset 
times for the day under study. 
(ii) Subroutine SUNRS 
The function of the subprogram SUNRS is to calculate, using the 
solar data supplied by the routine HOUR, the sunrise and sunset 
times for the particular day under study. 
(iii) Subroutine SUNPOS 
The function of the subprogram SUNPOS, is to calculate the 
solar azimuth, declination and altitude angles. 
(iv) Subroutine SUNRAD 
The function of the subprogram SUNRAD, illustrated in flowchart 
form in Figure 3.5, is to calculate, utilising the method set out 
in section 3.2, the solar radiation absorbed by the collector 
cover and plate. 
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(v) Subroutine ABSORB 
The function of the subprogram ABSORB, is to calculate the angular 
variation of the absorptivity of a matt black collector plate sur-
face. 
3.4. Experimental Investigation 
3.4.1. Objective of Experimental Investigation 
The objective of the experimental investigation is to validate the 
predicted results of the solar radiation incident on the inclined collector 
surface against the actual solar radiation measurements. This obj-
ective has been achieved by the following experimental studies, utilising 
a purpose-built solar collector test rig and associated solar radiation 
measurement facility, illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
3.4.2. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure 
A solar radiation measurement facility has been designed to mon-
itor the components of the solar radiation climate, the direct and sky 
diffuse radiation, during each outdoor experiment period. The rad-
iation measurement facility consisted of three solarimeters, manu-
factured by ~pp and Zonen, calibrated to an accuracy of '! 1.5%. 
The solarimeters recorded the total horizontal, the direct incident and 
the horizontal sky diffuse radiation. Previous to the series of out-
door experiments, the absorptivity and transmissivity of the cover 
material was determined. The experimental procedure for each out-
door experiment has been previously outlined in section 2.4.3. 
3.5. Presentation and Discussion of Results 
3.5.1. Validation of Solar Radiation Prediction Model 
The monitored levels of solar radiation during the outdoor col-
lector experiments are graphically illustrated in Figures 3.6 - 3.8. 
The experiments were carried out over a period of three weeks and a 
representative/ 
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representative range of solar radiation conditions have been used to 
validate the prediction mode 1. The predicted results from the com-
puter program are superimposed on the actual radiation conditions in 
Figures 3.6 - 3.8. 
3.5.2. Summary of Results 
The results obtained from the validation studies can be summar-
ised as follows. A good correlation has been obtained with the pre-
dieted results against actual measurements of total solar radiation on 
inclined surfaces under clear sky, intermittent and overcast cloud 
conditions. The accuracy of the results predicted are within:!: 5 per-
cent for the overall daily total incident solar radiation, under variable 
radiation conditions. This accuracy of prediction is equivalent to 
present clear sky radiation prediction techniques, outlined in section 
3.1.1. The prediction accuracy under fluctuating cloud conditions, 
is limited to the time increment of the available solar radiation meas-
urements and simulation time interval. However, the results obt-
ained, under highly variable cloud conditions give a good correlation to 
within 15 percent of the actual measurements for the time increment. 
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THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF SOLAR WATER HEATING 
SYSTEMS UNDER INTERMITTENT SOLAR RADIATION 
AND ENERGY USAGE CONDITIONS 
-58-
4.1. Review of Previous Work 
A brief review of the previous work has been outlined in section 
1.2, a detailed review of the more important aspects of solar water 
heating system performance simulation techniques presently available 
is given. As a consequence of the previous study of collector sim-
ulation techniques given in section 2.1, this section outlines the pre-
sent methods of modelling water storage tank and collector system 
usage behaviour. 
4.1.1. Solar Water Storage Tank Mode 1 
At present, water storage is the most inexpensive and readily 
available method of harnessing the sensible heat gain from a solar 
water collector system. The thermal modelling of the internal heat 
transfer processes within the storage, the interaction with the collector 
system and the energy usage demand is complex. The sim plest 
method to simulate the dynamic thermal behaviour, outlined by Duffie 
and Beckman 1, is to assume a fully mixed, non-stratified water 
storage tank, m;)delled by the following heat balance expression: 
Heat energy stored 
within water mass = 
Rate of heat 
gain from 
collector 
Rate of heat 
- from storage 
tank 
u • (T - T ) 
s s a 
Rate of heat re-
moval to load 
(4.1) 
This simple expression has been developed by Close 2 to incor-
porate the effect of temperature stratification within the storage tank. 
The storage system is sim ulated as an insulated, stratified water tank. 
The dynamic thermal behaviour of the water storage tank is modelled 
as a series of separate isothermal sections. The thermal processes 
between each elemental section are illustrated in Figure 4.1. 
The fluid flow heat gain from the collector unit to the storage 
tank is modelled by a set of flow control functions which direct the 
fluid/ 
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Figure 4.1 The thermal proce$ses within the elemental sections 
of a water storage tank model. 
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fluid heat gain to the appropriate tank section. The flow functions 
operate the fluid mass transfer by the relative fluid density of the col-
lector outlet and the elemental tank section. The internal fluid flow 
behaviour between the elemental tank sections, illustrated in Figure 
4.1, is modelled by a set of control functions. The heat balance ex-
pressions for the three section stratified water storage tank are des-
cribed in equation form in Appendix 1.3. 
Close 3 compared the predicted results for a three section and a 
six-section tank and concluded that a negligible difference existed for 
the increased simulation accuracy. As a consequence, in this invest-
igation a three section simulation model is used, as described in 
Appendix 1.3 and illustrated in Figure 4.2 
The rate of heat removal to the load is assumed by Close 4 to be 
a fixed quantity of energy supplied by the storage tank as hot water at 
some preselected minimum temperature. This type of load repres-
ents a use in which cold water from the mains is mixed with the hot 
water from the storage tank to obtain water at some minimum tem-
perature. The relationship between the mass flowrate of the load 
and the storage tank temperature is expressed as follows: 
(4.2) 
where 01 ... 
oad 
is the rate at which the solar heating system must 
supply energy for the specified load period. Close 5, Gutierrez etal 6, 
and Courtney 7, have all modelled the time dependant load functions of 
different simulated domestic water usage patterns. In each study, 
whenever the temperature of the storage tank supply water drops 
below the preselected minimum water temperature, it is assumed that 
some form of auxiliary energy is used to supplement the load 
requirement. 
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Figure 4.2 The thermal processes within a three section model 
of a water storage tank. 
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The heat losses from the connecting pipework between the collector 
unit and the storage tank have been considered by Beckman 8 to be 
significant if the pipework is uninsulated, and can be modelled by the 
following expression: 
Q .. U • (Ti - T') + U • (T - T') ~ pap 0 a 
where Up is the heat loss coefficient of the pipe. 
(4.3) 
The temperature of the daily mains water has been predicted by 
Brinkworth 9 for the United Kingdom over a year from the following 
expression: 
T = 9 - 3cos (26 . (D + 11.25)) mw 3 5 (4.4) 
where D is the day number. 
4.2. Theoretical Analysis - Dynamic Behaviour of Solar Water 
Heating System 
4.2.1. Method of Analysis 
In this section, the three node model of a stratified water storage 
tank, outlined in section 4.1.1, has been used in conjunction with the 
multi-node model of the collector unit to simulate the dynamic thermal 
behaviour of a solar water heating system. The ~quations describing 
the heat balance within the top, middle and bottom sections of the 
storage tank are described in Appendix 1.3. 
The following modifications have been incorporated into the model 
of the storage tank and system pipework previously outlined. 
(i) the option of either a direct or indirect solar water heating 
system simulation is available with the insertion of a heat ex-
changer within the storage tank. The heat exchanger modifies 
the collector heat input to the storage tank and the level of 
temperature stratification. 
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(ii) the thermal capacitance of the material structure of the storage 
tank is taken into account. 
(iii) the heat losses from the connecting pipework and the thermal 
capacitance of the pipework are modelled as part of the system 
thermal network simulation. The derivation of the heat trans-
fer and energy storage processes within the pipe work is out-
lined in Appendix 1.3. 
(iv) the heat energy generated by the operation of the circulation 
pump is significant in small domestic systems, and is incor-
porated into the system simulation. The heat input is estim-
ated from the power rating of the particular pump. 
The matrix representation and the numerical method chosen for 
the numerical solution of the simultaneous heat balance equations des-
cribing the collector unit is utilised for the storage tank and system 
pipework thermal simulation. The matrix representation is outlined 




Description of computer program 
The numerical solution of the heat balance equations describing 
the dynamic thermal behaviour of the storage tank and the system pipe-
work, previously outlined, has been translated into a series of computer 
subprograms, written in Fortran. These subprograms have been in-
corporated into the solar collector performance and the solar radiation 
prediction routines to form an interactive computer simulation program. 
This program has the capability to model the dynamic thermal per-
formance of various solar water heating systems under intermittent 
solar radiation and energy usage conditions. A flowchart represen-
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Figure 4.3 Flowchart representation of the storage tank and 
system pipework thermal prediction subprogram. 
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A brief description of each of the sub program routines to perform the 
algorithmic functions in the prediction of the storage tank and system 
pipework thermal behaviour is outlined below. 
is fully listed in Appendix 2.1. 
The computer program 
(i) Subroutine MOD 8 
The function of the routine MOD 8, is to initialise the numerical 
method matrix, and iteratively solve by the Ouartic Runge-Kutta 
method, the storage tank section temperatures after each time 
increment. 
(ii) Subroutine PILOS 
The function of the routine PILOS, is to initialise the numerical 
method matrix, and iteratively solve by the Ouartic Runge-Kutta 
method, the system pipework temperatures after each time 
increment. 
(iii) Subroutine SOLHT 
The function of the routine SOLHT, is to calculate the heat sup-
plied by the solar heating system and the auxiliary heat require-
ment to meet the specified load demand. 
(iv) Subroutine MAINST 
The function of the routine MAINST, is to calculate the cold water 
mains inlet temperature to the storage tank. 
In addition, the existing program routines MOD 1, MOD 4, MOD 5 
and PLOT 1, are expanded to incorporate the storage tank and the sys-
tem pipework routines. 
4.4. Experimental Investigation 
4.4.1. Objectives of Experimental Investigation 
The objective of the experimental investigation has been to validate 
the predicted dynamic storage tank behaviour under variable climatic 
conditions against actual results. This objective has been achieved 
by/ 
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by the following experimental studies, utilising a purpose-built solar 
collector system test facility, to investigate the heat transfer and 
energy storage processes within the storage tank. 
4.4.2. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure 
A domestic scale solar water heating system, illustrated in 
Figure 2.5, has been designed for the indoor and outdoor system per-
formance validation studies. The storage tank used is a 150 litre 
capacity insulated copper indirect tank connected to the collector array 
by 15mm uninsu1ated copper pipework. The procedure used in the in-
door and outdoor experiments is fully outlined in section 2.4.3. The 
temperature, solar radiation and flowrate measurements were re-
corded at specified intervals by a Computer Automation data logging 
system. This system, by means of a purpose-written computer pro-
gram, processes the analogue experimental readings into digital form t 
and subsequently prints these results. These results were analysed 
against the predicted values from the simulation program. 
4.5. Presentation and Discussion of Results 
The results from the indoor and outdoor system performance 
experiments are discussed and illustrated in section 4.5.1. In addit-
ion, the prediction results from the computer simulation are compared 
against the actual thermal behaviour of the storage tank. 
4.5.1. Experimental Results and Prediction Validation 
(i) Indoor experiments 
In this section, the results of the indoor experiments carried out 
in the laboratory to investigate the collector system and the stor-
age tank heat losses, under no insolation conditions are illustrated 
and discussed. The temperature stratification within the stor-
age tank for one experiment representative of the heat loss studies 
is/ 
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is illustrated in Figure 4.4. The temperature drop within the 
storage tank, over the experimental period, determines the rate 
of heat transfer from the storage tank. The heat energy stored 
within the water tank is primarily transferred by fluid flow to the 
collector array and by conduction and convection heat loss to the 
internal air. To facilitate the analysis of the temperature strat-
ification within the storage tank, the results are plotted at 10 
minute intervals. 
The results predicted from the computer simulation studies are 
overlayed on the actual experimental observations, as shown in 
Figure 4.4. The predicted temperature stratification within 
the storage tank shows a good correlation with the measured 
values. As a result, this correlation validates the accuracy of 
the theoretical heat transfer and energy storage equations model-
ling the storage tank heat losses under steady-state, no insolation 
conditions. 
(ii) Outdoor experiments 
From the five experiments carried out on the outdoor collector 
system test facility, the results of two experiments, represent-
ative of the complete study are illustrated and discussed. The 
top, middle and bottom storage tank section temperatures, the 
mean collector fluid temperature and the incident solar radiation 
for these experiments are illustrated in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. 
In the first experiment, illustrated in Figure 4.5, the storage 
tank and the collector system behaviour were monitored for 10 
hours, at 1 minute intervals over a variety of solar radiation 
conditions. The results from the experiment indicate that the 
temperature stratification within the storage tank is divided into 
two sections, the top and bottom, with the middle section tem-
perature/ 
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temperature being equal to the bottom section temperature. 
The temperature stratification within the storage tank is small 
for the low temperatures involved. 
The results predicted from the corn puter simulation studies are 
overlayed on the experimental results, as shown in Figure 4.5. 
A good correlation has been obtained against the actual storage 
tank temperature profile over the experimental period. For 
the temperature stratification, the predicted top and bottom 
section temperatures give good correlation to the actual meas-
urements. The predicted middle tank section temperature is 
not equal to the bottom section temperature. 
As a result, this correlation validates the general accuracy of the 
solar collector heating system simulation under variable solar 
radiation conditions and no draw-off demand. 
In the second set of experiments, the solar heating system beh-
aviour and climatic conditions were monitored for 2 days, at 10 
minute intervals. The temperature stratification within the 
storage tank, the mean collector fluid temperature and the inci-
dent solar radiation for one experiment representative of the long 
term system performance investigation, are illustrated in Figure 
4.6. A sinasoidal temperature profile is obtained for the tank 
temperature over each day, given relatively clear sky conditions 
and no draw-off demand. 
The results predicted from the corn puter simulation studies are 
overlayed on the experimental results, as shown in Figure 4.6. 
A good correlation has been obtained against the actual storage 
tank temperature profile over the experimental period. The 
predicted temperature stratification between the top, middle and 
bottom sections is significantly greater than the actual results. 
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4.5.2. Summary of Results 
The present indoor and outdoor solar heating system test rig ex-
periments and the subsequent computer program validation studies can 
be summarised as follows. 
A good correlation has been obtained against the predicted and 
measured heat loss from the storage tank by fluid flow to the collector 
unit, and by conduction and convection to the internal air, under no 
insolation and no draw-off conditions. This correlation validates the 
general accuracy of the theoretical fluid flow, thermal capacitance and 
heat transfer equations modelling the storage tank dynamic thermal 
behaviour. 
In the outdoor experiments, a good correlation has been obtained 
for the predicted storage tank temperature profile with the measured 
results over the short and long term experimental periods. In the 
prediction of the temperature stratification within the storage, three 
distinct levels of stratification are obtained against the two levels, 
observed at the top and bottom tank sections. 
A good correlation is obtained for the temperature difference bet-
ween the top and bottom tank sections. This discrepancy in the pre-
dieted temperature stratification can be explained by the low storage 
tank temperatures and temperature difference within the tank observed 
for the experimental period. At such low temperatures, below 350 C, 
the temperature stratification is limited to two sections. The sim-
ulation method requires further refinement to incorporate this feature 
into the model. As this point is not significant to the overall accuracy 
of prediction, this refinement has been neglected. 
4.6. Monitoring of Solar Water Heating Installation in a 15 
Person Hostel 
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performance was available for a high latitude location in this country, 
the opportunity has been taken to monitor a solar water pre-heating 
system in Aberdeen. The system was designed in collaboration with 
the installers, Solarway Systems Ltd., for the client, the Camphill 
Village Trust. From the outset it was decided to use commercially 
available components and installation practice. Only minor modif-
ications were made to facilitate the use of monitoring equipment. 
The installation has been operational since its completion at the end of 
April, 198·0. Saluja and Robertson 10 have highlighted a number of 
installation problems and some inadequacies of the monitoring equip-
ment. 
4.6.1. Description of the Building and the Solar Installation 
The newly built hostel, illustrated in Figure 4.7, is a ten bed-
room 15 person detached building of 350 square metre area on two 
floors. As part of the overall design for energy conservation, the 
building incorporates the following features: high economic insulation 
standards, strategically placed double glazed windows to maximise 
passive solar gain, and a solar water pre-heating installation. 
The solar installation is a direct drain down system which pre-
heats the water in a solar storage tank before entering the calorifier 
of an oil fired boiler. As shown in Figure 4.8, the solar collectors 
are arranged in two parallel arrays of 6.4 square metres, each with 
independant circuits, circulating pumps, and control systems. The 
collector panels are matt black copper plate assembly with a serpen-
tine copper tube pattern and single glazing. The collectors are roof 
mounted at inclinations of 700 and 450 from the horizontal for near 
optimal solar collection in winter and summer respectively. Each 
collector array is directly connected to the same 450 litre solar storage 
tank which supplies the preheated water to a 230 litre calorifier. 
The flow of water through each panel array is governed by a 
differential/ 
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differential temperature controller which operates the circulation pump 
when the controller temperature exceeds the tank temperature by a pre-
o 
set value of 3 C. The panels are drained automatically as soon as the 
pump stops. In addition to the differential controllers, the whole 
system is protected against freezing by incorporating a frostat in the 
system. 
4.6.2. Description of the Monitoring System 
The objective of the monitoring programme was to obtain detailed 
information on the following parameters: 
(0 The thermal performance of solar collectors at the two inclinations 
and the overall performance of the system under normal operating 
conditions. 
(ii) The solar contribution to the hot water energy requirement. 
(iii) The incident solar radiation on the horizontal, and at the two 
collector inclinations. 
(iv) The pattern of system drain down under normal operating and 
freezing conditions. 
(v) The temperature stratification within the solar tank under varied 
operating conditions. 
Details of the monitoring equipment and techniques are as follows: 
(a) Solar radiation 
For the initial setting up of the monitoring system only one Kipp 
and Zonen solarimeter was used to measure the total horizontal 
radiation. For full scale monitoring, three Kipp and Zonen 
solarimeters have been used to measure too total incident radiation 
on the horizontal and the collector inclined surfaces. In addition, 
a shade ring has been installed on the horizontal solarimeter to 
measure the diffuse radiation level. 
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(b) Water flowrate 
Three 'Litre Meter' electronic turbine flowmeters have been in-
stalled within the solar and auxiliary heating systems, positioned 
at each of the collector array circuits and the calorifier draw-
off point. These meters electronically integrate the flowrate 
over a period of one minute, which is output in the form of a 
voltage signal to the recording instrument. The accuracy for 
these instruments is '± O. OS litres/minute within the recommended 
range of flow for each meter. 
In selecting the flowmeters for the solar circuits, no difficulty 
was encountered as the flowrate remains practically constant at 
the design value. The problem arises in measuring the draw-
off flow rates at low values as the anticipated range could be large. 
This problem is further aggrevated with the highly intermittent 
nature of the draw-off demand. 
(c) Temperature 
A network of premium grade calibrated copper constantan ther-
mocouples have been positioned within the installation, as shown 
in Figure 4.8, to measure the temperatures at various locations, 
accurate to within'± O.SoC. 
(d) Data logging and analysis 
A Solartron data logging unit, utilised in the collector test facility 
experiments, records the outputs in the form of analogue measur-
ements and store the data in digital form on papertape. The 
data from the papertape is transferred onto a magnetic disc file 
and stored within the main computer for further processing. A 
purpose-written computer program MONITR, outlined in Appendix 
2.3, is used to analyse, tabulate and graphically display the 
results of each monitored period. The output in terms of tem-
peratures , / 
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temperatures, flowrates, insolation at collector inclinations, 
collector and system efficiencies and the solar contribution to 
the total energy requirements can be obtained in tabular or gra-
phical form. The program output is illustrated in Figures 
4.9 and 4.10. These results were finally analysed against the 
predicted values from the simulation program. 
4.6.3. Presentation and Analysis of Monitored System Performance 
The performance of the solar water heating system in the 15 per-
son hostel has been continuously monitored since June, 1980. The 
measurements taken have been used to determine the feasibility of the 
solar water heating system from the following criteria: 
(i) The amount of solar energy available. 
(ii) The amount of solar energy collected by the solar panels. 
(iii) The level of the collected energy used by the occupants. 
(iv) The auxiliary energy required to supplement the solar water 
heating. 
The amount of solar energy available and the percentage subseq-
uently collected by the solar panel arrays are illustrated in Figure 
4.11. The amount of solar energy collected over the period July to 
October, 1980, was 1165 kwh. Although the average collector effici-
ency over the period seems low at 43 %, subsequent modifications to 
the system, described by Saluja and Robertson 11, in particular, the 
repositioning of the control sensors have increased the daily collector 
efficiency to SS % • 
The level of the collected energy utilised and the amount of aux-
iliary heating required are illustrated in Figure 4.12. At this point, 
it must be stated that due to instrument failure of part of the flow 
monitoring equipment, only the most recent draw-off measurements have 
been used to gauge the overall performance. However, the results 
over/ 
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over the period have shown that the draw-off demand pattern and level 
tends to remain relatively constant. The draw-off demand of the 
hostel was approximately 2110 kwh over the period. The solar energy 
system contribution was 825 kwh or 39% of the required hot water 
demand. 
These results illustrate a lower than expected solar contribution. 
This can be partially attributed to the earlier installation problems, 
outlined by Saluja and Robertson 11, which have since been resolved. 
Another point which must be raised is that at present the draw-off tem-
perature is set at 6SoC; a reduction of SOC would significantly reduce 
the hot water ~emand and consequently increase the solar contribution. 
In conclusion, the solar water heating installation has made a significant 
contribution to the hot water demand, although due to installation dif-
ficulties less than had been predicted. 
4.6.4. Validation of Predicted System Performance 
The results from the monitored system performance of the solar 
installation are illustrated in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, for a five day 
period representative of the overall validation investigation. The 
results illustrated consist of the collector and storage tank temperatures, 
the incident solar radiation, the draw-off pattern and the collector pump 
operation. The results predicted from the computer simulation studies 
are overlayed on the actual collector and storage tank temperatures, as 
shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. 
A good correlation has been obtained for the prediction of the 
overall daily solar contribution, collector efficiency and collector per-
formance against monitored results, as illustrated in Figure 4.15. 
A prediction accuracy of within ~ 10% has .been achieved. 
The temperature stratification within the storage tank, for the 
higher operating temperatures involved, is distinctly divided into three 
sections. / 
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This stratification pattern and the temperature profile closely follows 
the behaviour predicted by the computer model, as illustrated in 
Figure 4.14. A good correlation has been obtained against the over-
all storage tank temperature profile over the simulation period, under 
intermittent hot water draw-off conditions. 
A good correlation for the predicted collector performance has 
been obtained against the monitored collector array inlet and outlet 
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SECTION 5 
DESIGN AND THERMAL PERFORMANCE OF INTEGRATED 
SOLAR COLLECTOR INSTALLATIONS IN BUILDINGS 
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5.1. The Influence of Restricted Built Environmental Conditions 
on the Performance of Solar Water Heating Installations 
The previous investigation has modelled and studied the solar col-
lector thermal performance under fluctuating climatic conditions. 
These variable solar radiation and cloud conditions are prevalent in 
the Uni ted Kingdom. In the modelling of the collector performance, 
the effect of, the surrounding buildings and the building installation itself 
must be taken into consideration as an important factor in the modific-
ation of the prevalent climatic conditions. The effect on the collector 
performance is two fold. 
Firstly, the density and the position of the surrounding buildings J 
determines the amount of sunlight available to the collector installation. 
In an inner city area, the amount of incident solar energy would be 
closely related to the level of overshadowing on the collector surface 
caused by the surrounding buildings. 
In addition t the level of exposure to the prevailing weather is also 
directly related to the type of location, that is whether it is in open 
country or within a town. This factor indirectly influences the trans-
mission of the solar radiation, by the level of pollution in the atmosphere, 
as illustrated by the difference between a country and an industrial loc-
ation. 
The second factor is the construction of the building to be fitted 
with a solar installation. The amount of roof area which is useful, 
that is suitable for solar collection is limited by the overshadowing of 
the roof, the angle of the roof, and the orientation of the building. 
5.2. 
5.2.1. 
Theoretical Analysis - Dynamic Behaviour of Integrated Solar 
Installations in Restricted Built Environmental Conditions 
Method of Analysis 
In this section, the simulation model describing the effect of 
transient solar radiation and intermittent energy usage conditions on 
the/ -91-
the system performance t has been extended to take into account the 
effect of restricted built environmental conditions. 
can be described by the following parameters: 
The se condi tions 
(i) The overshadowing of the collector surface by surrounding 
buildings t 
(ii) The limitation of the usable roof area in existing buildings 
suitable for solar collection. 
The objective of this study is to model and predict the effect of 
these conditions on the collector performance t as outlined by Saluja 
and Robertson 1. No previous work has been cited to quantify the in-
fluence of built environmental condi tions on urban solar installations. 
The method used to achieve this aim has been to amend and dev-
elop the solar radiation and the thermal prediction mathematical models 
to incorporate the above features. In addition t the effect of integrat-
ing the solar collector installation as part of the roof fabric has been 
investigated and modelled t as a possible technique to improve the sys-
tern performance. 
5.2.2. Overshadowing of Collector Installations 
The method adopted to predict the period of shadowing on the col-
lector surface has been to amend the existing building and window 
shadow prediction techniques as o~tlined by Souster 2 and Clarke 3. 
This method involves the adapt ion of the shadowing effects on vertical 
surfaces to inclined collector surfaces. 
The shadowing of the collector surface is a combination of a 
number of components which can be defined as: 
(i) The effect of dirt on the collector cover t 
(ii) The effect of the shading of the collector plate by the collector 
frame unit, 
(iii) The effect of the shadowing of the collector surface by surround-
ing buildings. 
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These factors can be outlined as follows: 
(0 The effect of dirt on the collector cover 
The effect of dirt on the collector cover and the subsequent re-
duction in the cover transmittence of solar radiation has been 
studied by Garg 4; this effect is expressed as a reduction factor 
applied to the transmitted solar radiation. 
Fd = (1 - fd) (5.1) 
where fd has been taken by Garg Sand Duffie and Beckman 6 to 
be 0.02. It can be assumed however that this constant fd, 
changes due to the geographical location of the solar installation. 
In this study, the constant is determined by the type of location; 
a dense urban location fd = 0.04, an open country location, fd = 
4 0.01 . 
(ii) The effect of the shading of the collector plate by the collector 
frame unit 
The effect of the collector plate shading by the frame unit has 
7 been expressed by Hottel and Woertz as a reduction factor of 
0.97 applied to the daily incident solar radiation. 
However, such a simplification is inaccurate for the detailed 
hourly simulation of shadow prediction. In this study, the area 
and the period of the shadow cast on the collector plate are cal-
culated from the solar angle of incidence and the collector frame 
dimensions. 
This method is described in Appendix 1.4 and illustrated in 
Figure 5.1. The effect on the collector thermal performance 
for the overshadowed collector surface area, is an obstruction of 
the direct incident solar radiation. Diffuse solar radiation is 
unaffected by the shadow cast. 
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Figure 5.1 Prediction of the shading of the collector plate 
by the collector frame unit . 
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(iii) The effect of the shadowing of the collector surface by surrounding 
buildings 
The external shading of buildings has been outlined by Clarke 8 • 
. This method is applied to the shading of an inclined roof surface 
by surrounding obstructions. This involves the definition of the 
three dimensional geometry of the position of the collector unit 
and the surrounding buildings, and the projection of the outline of 
the obstruction on to the plane of the collector t as illustrated in 
FigureS.2. As a result, the shaded area of the collector can 
be determined, and the subsequent reduction of the incident direct 
solar radiation. This method is described in Appendix 1.4. 
The three effects described above are combined to determine the 
total reduction in the incident solar radiation on the collector for 
each time increment. 
S. 2.3. Dynamic Thermal Behaviour of Integrated Solar Collector 
Installations 
The second part of this analysis is the extension of the previous 
collector simulation method t outlined in section 2.2.1, to incorporate 
the effect of integrating the collector unit as part of the building roof 
fabric. The possible design of the integration of the collector unit 
with the building fabric can be categorised into three types: isolated, 
flush-mounted, and recessed-mounted, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. 
For each of the above designs, the modification of the thermal perfor-
mance of the collector can be defined as the reduction of the edge and 
rear heat losses ,and the upward forced convection heat losses due to 
wind. The modified heat loss equations for the integrated collector 
designs are described in Appendix 1.4. 
As a result of the decreased heat losses due to the particular 
type of collector integration design applied, the overall collector per-
formance is improved. The validity of the amended collector heat 
loss/ 
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Figur e 5.2 Prediction of the shading of the collector surface 
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Figure 5.3 possible designs of integrated solar collector installations . 
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loss expressions, and the possible increase in the collector performance 
are experimentally studied in Section 5.4. 
5.3. Computer Simulation 
5.3.1. Development of an active solar building design and collector 
performance prediction computer program 
An active solar building design and collector installation perfor-
mance prediction computer program has been developed from the pre-
vious version of the program outlined in section 4.3.1. This program 
has the capability for the user to input and iteratively modify the de-
sign of the solar collector water heating system and the building form 
of the installation, and predict the resultant dynamic system perfor-
mance under the prevalent environmental conditions. 
The development of the program consisted of the insertion of the 
shadow prediction routines, and the amendment of the collector thermal 
prediction routines to incorporate the effect of collector integration. 
In addition, a number of graphic output facilities within the program 
have been developed to incorporate the final program amendments, as 
outlined in section 5.3.2. The program structure and the interactive 
nature of the computer simulation model is illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
A brief description of each of the subprogram routines, amended to 
develop the computer program, are outlined as follows: 
(i) Subroutine MOD 1 
The function of the routine MOD 1, is to input, output and iterat-
ively alter the 48 parameters which define the solar collector 
heating system physical, thermal and environmental character-
istics. 
(ii) Subroutine MOD 2 
The calculation of the components of the heat balance equations 
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Figure 5.4 Flowchart representation of the computer program SOLAR 7. 
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(iii) Subroutine MOD 3 
The solution of the heat balance equations for the collector unit 
by the Ouartic Runge-Kutta numerical method. 
(iv) Subroutine MOD 4 
The function of the routine MOD 4, is to control the interrelated 
subprogram calculations for each time increment over the sIm-
ulation period. 
(v) Subroutine MOD 6 
The output, in tabular form, of the predicted values of the sys-
tem thermal network temperatures, the collector efficiency and 
the climatic parameters over the simulation period. 
(vi) Subroutine MOD 8 
The solution of the heat balance equations for the storage tank by 
the Quartic Runge-Kutta numerical method. 
(vii) Subroutine PILOS 
The solution of the heat balance equations for the connecting 
system pipework by the Quartic Runge-Kutta numerical method. 
(viii) Subroutine SOLHT 
The calculation of the energy supplied by the solar heating system 
and the auxiliary heat requirement for each time increment over 
the simulation period. 
(ix) Subroutine SUNRAD 
The calculation of the incident solar radiation, taking into account 
the effect of the cover dirt losses, the self-shading of the collector 
and the collector overshadowing by surrounding buildings. 
(x) Subroutine MENU 1 
The function of the routine MENU 1, is to control the operation of 
the program by presenting the user with the following options: 
input, check and alter the simulation data, run the prediction pro-
gram and plot the results. 
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(xi) Subroutine ME NU 2 
The modification of the parameters of the solar heating system 
and environmental simulation. 
(xii) Subroutine MENU 3 
The function of the routine MENU 3, is to present the user with 
the following options of displaying the program prediction results: 
full tabular and graphical output, or diagram of system layout 
and installation design. 
(xiii) Subroutine MENU 4 
The presentation of the salient results of the system performance 
in the form of synoptic tabular or piechart output. 
(xiv) Subroutine PLOT 1 
The function of the routine PLOT 1, is to display in graph form the 
range of system network tem perature results and the climatic 
conditions over the simulation period. 
5.3.2. Outline of program operation 
The program operation for a representative simulation study of 
the dynamic thermal performance of a solar water heating system can 
be outlined as follows. 
1. Input data 
The program requires the following information, tabulated in 
Figure 5.5, to initialise the physical and thermal parameters of 
the solar collector, storage tank, system layout and installation 
design. In addition, the climatic conditions for the simulation 
period and the geometry data of the installation and the surround-
ing buildings for the location is required. 
This information is held in external files and can be modified 
within the program during operation. The information input to 
the program is automatically checked by the program or if re-
quired visually checked by the user to determine any data errors. 
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I 
1. XP-THICKNESS OF ABSORBER PLATE CM): 0.0010 
'2. Bl-TUBE CENTRE LINE SPACING CM): 0.1~00 
3. B2-PROJECTED WIDTH-TUBE BOND (M):. 0.0200 ~4. DI-DIAMETER OF COLLECTOR TUBES (M): 0.0130 
5. Cl-THERMAL CAPACITY OF TUBES(J/M3C):3511.2000 
!6. XT-THICKNESS OF TUBE MATERIAL (M): 0.0010 
,7. UT-CONDUCTIVITY OF TUBES (W/M.C): 56.0000 
IS. EP-EMISSIVITY OF ABSORBER PLATE: 0.9000 
~. C2-THERMAL CAPACITY OF PLATE(j/M3C):3511.2000 
'2. C3-THERMAL CAPACITY OF COVER(J/M3C):2268.0000 
3. UA-CONDUCTIVITY-ABSORBER (W/M.C): 56.0000 
4. EG-EMISSIVITY OF GLASS COVER (E): 0.7000 
. 5. TGC-TRANSMITTANCE OF GLASS COVER: 0.8000 
.6. ABS-ABSORPTIVITY COLLECTOR PLATE: 0.9500 
7. XG-THICKNESS OF GLASS COVER (M): 0.0040 
:8. XR-THICKNESS OF REAR INSULATION (M): 0.1000 
11. KF-COLLECTOR PLATE CONSTRUCTION (M): 2.0000 . 
.. 2. C4-THERMAL CAPACITY OF REAR(J/M3C): 20.2000 
.3. CI-COLLECTOR-ROOF INTEGRATION(N): 0.0000 
'4 •. UI-CONDUCTIVITY-INSULATION (W/M.C): 0.0800 
5. XF-THICKNESS OF FRAME UNIT (M) : 0.0020 
'6. C5-THERMAL CAPACITY OF FRAME(J/M3C):1792.0000 
,7. NC-NUMBER OF COLLECTOR SEGMENTS: 1.0000 
?8. UF-CONDUCTIVITY-FRAME UNIT (W/M.C): 180.0000 
'1. NHR-LENGTH OF SIMULATION RUN (HR): 24.0000 ~~."TLT-COLLECTOR UNIT TILT ANGLE(DEG): 45.0000 
3. FFR-COLLECTOR FLUID FLOW RATE(L/S): 0.0200 
~4. XLC-COLLECTOR UNIT LENGTH (METRES): 1.5000 
"5. XWC-COLLECTOR UNIT WIDTH (METRES):. 0.9000 
[6 •. XDC-COLLECTOR UNIT DEPTH (METRES): 0.2009 
7. NCU-NUMBER OF COLLECTOR UNITS (N): 2.0000 !a •. DT-SIMULATION TIME INCREMENT (HR): 0.1000 
1. SLT-SITE LATITUDE (DEGREES, N+VE): 57.0000 !2. SLG-SITE LONGITUDE (DEGREES, W+VE): 0.0000 
.3. YNO-SIMULATION YEAR NUMBER (EG1979):1976.0000 
.4. NMO-SIMULATION MONTH NUMBER (EG02): 7.0000 
,5. DST-STARTING DATE OF SIMULATION: 1.0000 
.6. NDY-LENGTH OF SIMULATION RUN (DAYS): 1.0000 
.7. LIZ-LOCAL INTERNATIONAL ZONE TIME: 0.0000 
8. WZA-COLLECTOR UNIT ORIENTATION(DEG): IBO.OOOO 
1. CTS-TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM (N): 1.0000 
'2. SSV-VOLUME OF SOLAR STORAGE TANK(L): 150.0000 
3. DDT-DRAW-OFF DELIVERY TEMPERATURE: 55.0000 
:4. SSD-DIAMETER OF SOLAR STORAGE TANK: 0.6000 
5. SIL-LEVEL OF SYSTEM INSULATION (M): 0.0500 
.6. CPL-LENGTH OF CIRCULATION PIPE (M): 2.0000 
7. HEX-TYPE OF TANK HEAT EXCHANGER: 0.0000 
8. TAH-TYPE OF AUXILIARY HEATING FUEL: 0.0000 
Figure 5.5 List of parameters required for input data 
to computer program SOLAR 7. 
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2. Execute prediction program 
At this stage, the user has the option to execute the program and 
analyse the predicted performance in synoptic or detailed graph-
ical and numerical form, as illustrated in Figures 5.6 - 5.9. 
In most cases, a synoptic study of the initial thermal performance 
of the solar heating system is required before the user can assess 
any possible improvements and modifications to the installation 
design. However, the detailed graphical or numerical output of 
the system network temperatures can reveal particular dynamic 
defects in the system design, such as collector self shading, 
excessive collector overshadowing or user energy demands at 
critical times during the simulation period. 
3. Analyse results and modify data 
At this stage, the user can analyse the predicted results of the 
system performance during the program operation. As a con-
sequence, the thermal and physical design of the collector instal-
lation can be modified by the alteration of the stored parameters 
held within the program. Steps 1 - 3 are repeated until a 
satisfactory performance or installation design is obtained. 
The application of such a comprehensive program lies in the de-
velopment of innovative solar collector system and installation 
designs to achieve optimum system performance under transient 
climatic and restricted site conditions. 
5.4. Experimental Investigation 
5.4.1. Objectives of Experimental Investigation 
The objective of the experimental investigation has been to study 
the thermal behaviour of two designs of integrated solar collector in-
stallations: recessed and flush-mounted collector units. As a result, 
the predicted dynamic collector thermal performance under variable 
climatic/ 
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Figure 5.6 Simulation program output - 'Environm~~ta1 param~~ 
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Figure 5.7 Simulation program output - Solar collector 











AUG 6 1989 
SUNRISE OCCURS AT 4HR tHIN GMT. 
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DO YOU WISH TO INITIALISE SOLAR SYSTEM TEMPERATURES 1, (B-HO, I-YES) 
B 
SEPTE~BER 1 1989 
SUNRISE OCCURS AT 5HR 3"IN. GMT . 
SUNSET OCCURS AT 19HR 5S"IH. GMT 
DAILY TOTAL RADIATION INCIDENT OH GLASS 8 •• KWHR 
DAILY TOTAL RADIATION IHCIDEHT ON COLLECTOR PANELS 
DAILY TOTAL HEAT ENERGY COLLECTED' 3.6KWHR 
DAILY HEAT SUPPLIED BY SOLAR SYSTEM 3.1KWHR 
DAILY AUXILIARY HEAT REQUIREMENT 11.7KWHR 
DAILY RUNNING TIME OF PUMP 3HR 13MIN 
DAILY AVERAGE COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY 47.9% 







A. SOLAR HOtWATER~ 
B. PUMP ENERGY. . C. AUXILIARY HOT WATER. 
D. TANK lOSSES. '. ' . . . '. 
ENERGY- BREAKDOWN TOTAL SYSTEM~' , .... 
. . .,. 10 WAIT, PRESS REnJRN' TO COHTINUE 
, . . 
Figure 5.9 Simulation :program 'output-"'Synoptic solar system 
performance and energy contribution. 
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climatic conditions can be verified. 
S.4.2. Apparatus and Experimental Procedure 
As outlined in section 2.4.3, a flat-plate solar collector water 
heating system outdoor test facility has been designed and constructed. 
This facility has been modified to incorporate the recessed and flush-
mounting of the collector unit within a simulated building roof fabric. 
The basic outdoor test facility, described in section 2.4.3, has been 
unaltered to allow for the comparison of performance results. The 
two outdoor integrated collector facilities are outlined below. 
(i) Recessed roof-mounted collector unit 
The construction and performance of a recessed roof-mounted 
collector unit has been represented by the design of a timber 
roof structure and fabric to the existing outdoor collector test 
facility as illustrated in Figure 5.10. The roof structure has 
been constructed of a timber joist structure fixed to the existing 
mild steel collector angle frame and surfaced with a plywood skin 
to model the potential roof surface. The collector unit is rec-
essed SOmm within the simulated roof structure. 
(ii) Flush roof-mounted collector unit 
The construction of the experimental roof structure was modified 
to obtain a flush-mounted integrated collector test facility, as 
illustrated in Figure S .11. 
The timber frame roof structure and the plywood skin were altered 
to lower the roof level to the plane of the collector cover. As with 
the recessed unit, the collector cover opening is sealed to the exposed 
climatic conditions. 
As with previous experiments, the measurement of the integrated 
solar collector system temperature behaviour was monitored by a net-
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as shown in Figure 5.10. This network presents a complete record 
of the temperature behaviour within the system components, accurate 
to within:t 0.50 C. Apart from the reallocation of the temperature 
probes, the previous experiment measurement apparatus was retained 
as outlined in section 2.4.3, and illustrated in Figure 5.10. 
The procedure used to obtain the results from the recessed and 
the flush-mounted outdoor collector experiments is outlined as follows. 
The experimental method used is to carry out five short term exper-
iments, for each integrated collector design, over a detailed monitoring 
period of 4 hours, under a range of solar radiation conditions. In 
both cases, over the experimental period, intermittent measurements 
and observations were taken of the wind speed, the sky cloud conditions 
and the pattern of the collector surface overshadowing by the surround-
ing buildings. A continuous pump operation is used. A representative 
selection of the results from the experiments are illustrated and dis-
cussed in section 5.5.1. 
5.5. Presentation and Discussion of Results 
The results from the recessed and the flush-mounted collector 
installations are discussed and illustrated in section 5.4.1. In 
addition, the prediction results from the computer simulation are com-
pared with the actual thermal behaviour of the collector test facility. 
5.5.1. Experimental Results and Prediction Validation 
(i) Recessed roof-mounted collector unit 
From the five experiments carried out on the recessed roof-
mounted collector test facility the results of one experiment rep-
resentati ve of the investigation are outlined. The collector in-
let and outlet, and the storage tank temperature results under 
the recorded climatic conditions are illustrated ,in Figures 5.12 
and 5.13. The collector installation thermal behaviour, the 
climatic/ 
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climatic conditions and the collector overshadowing patterns were 
monitored for 4 hours, at 1 minute intervals. In addition, the 
collector efficiency has been plotted, from the results of the 
thermal performance, over the experimental period as illustrated 
in Figure 5.14. 
The results predicted from the computer simulation studies are 
overlayed on the experimental results, as shown in Figures 5.12 
- 5.14. A good correlation has been obtained for the predicted 
collector temperature rise against the actual results, over var-
iable solar radiation conditions. The predicted temperature 
rise is slightly higher than gained experimentally, by 2 - 30 C. 
This factor, given the same collector physical parameters, may 
be attributed to a greater level of upward and rear heat losses 
than modelled by the collector simulation. As the upward heat 
loss by forced convection is the major factor reduced by the int-
egration of the collector, this discrepancy indicates that the heat 
loss expression assumed requires modification. 
The pattern of overshadowing on the collector surface is indicated 
in Figure 5.12, the good correlation obtained for the collector 
behaviour validates the general accuracy of the shadow prediction 
model. 
As with the previous collector experiments, a good correlation is 
obtained for the predicted storage tank temperature profile, as 
illustrated in Figure 5.13, against the actual results. A two 
level temperature stratification is repeated for the low experim-
ental temperature involved. 
The results of the collector efficiency for the experimental period, 
illustrated in Figure 5.14, indicate an improvement of 15 % in the 
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Figure 5.14 Actual vs Predicted collector efficiency. 
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over the performance of the isolated collector unit installation, 
illustrated in Figure 2.8. 
(ii) Flush roof-mounted collector unit 
As with the previous study, five experiments were carried out on 
the flush roof-mounted collector test facility. The results of 
one experiment, representative of the investigation is outlined. 
The collector unit inlet and outlet fluid temperatures, the storage 
tank temperatures and the recorded climatic conditions are 
illustrated in Figures 5.15 and 5.16. The collector efficiency 
has been calculated and plotted in Figure 5.17. 
The results predicted from the computer simulation studies are 
overlayed on the experimental results, as shown in Figures 5.15 
-5.17. A good correlation has been obtained for the predicted 
collector fluid temperature rise against the actual experimental 
results, over variable solar radiation conditions, as illustrated 
in Figure 5.15. As with the results obtained from the reces-
sed collector unit, the predicted temperature rise is higher than 
gained experimentally, in this case by 20 C. 
The pattern of overshadowing on the collector surface is indicated 
in Figure 5.15. The general accuracy of the shadow prediction 
model is validated by the good correlation obtained with the actual 
collector thermal behaviour. 
The correlation obtained from the previous storage tank temperature 
profile against actual experimental results is repeated for this 
investigation, as illustrated in Figure 5.16. 
The results of the collector efficiency for the experimental period, 
illustrated in Figure 5.17, indicate an improvement of 10 - 15 % 
in the overall performance of the flush-mounted collector unit 
against the previous isolated collector unit experimental results. 
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Figure 5.17 Actual vs Predicted collector efficiency. 
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5.5.2. . Summary of Results 
The results obtained from the integrated solar collector experim-
ents and the subsequent computer program validation studies can be 
summarised as follows. 
A good correlation has been obtained for the predicted temper-
ature behaviour against the experimental results of the integrated c01-
lector unit and the storage tank. This correlation is obtained under 
variable solar radiation conditions and no hot water draw-off demand 
from the storage tank. The collector surface was overshadowed during 
a period of these experiments. 
The experimental and the predicted results indicate that the col-
lector efficiency is improved by 10 - 15 % with the integration of the 
collector unit within the roof fabric. The collector efficiency of the 
three collector installation designs: isolated, recessed and flush-
mounted are illustrated in Figure 5.18. 
As a consequence, these results illustrate that under exposed 
climatic conditions, the integration of the solar collector within the 
roof, reduces the heat losses to the external air. This factor signif-
icantly increases the thermal efficiency of the collector. 
The general accuracy of the simulation program has been valid-
ated, under fluctuating solar radiation and collector shading conditions, 
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Figure 5.18 Actual collector efficiency - isolated, recessed 
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The conclusions obtained from the investigation into the dynamic 
thermal performance of various types of solar heating installations 
under transient climatic and restricted urban site conditions are sum-
marised as follows. 
6.1.1. Dynamic Thermal Simulation of Solar Collector 
Performance 
At present, the thermal performance of the solar collector can 
be modelled by steady-state or simple dynamic prediction models. 
The accuracy of these models is limited by the variable nature of 
solar radiation conditions and the simple modelling of the energy 
storage processes within the collector unit. 
From these previous models, a multi-node network technique 
has been developed to model the dynamic thermal performance of the 
solar collector under transient solar radiation conditions prevalent in 
this climate. The accuracy of the prediction obtained is dependant 
upon the length of the time increment for the available climatic data, 
and the complexity of the thermal network chosen. A good cor-
relation has been obtained, within"!: 5 % of actual collector pe rformance , 
under variable solar radiation conditions. 
6.1. 2. Dynamic Simulation of Climatic Conditions 
The incident solar radiation on an inclined collector surface can 
be however predicted under clear sky and overcast cloud conditions. 
At present, no method is available to predict the incident solar rad-
iation under intermittent cloud conditions. 
A simple hybrid solar prediction method, has been developed 
from previous work, to estimate the prevalent cloud conditions and 
calculate the direct and diffuse solar radiation components on inclined 
surfaces, from the available measured horizontal radiation data. A 
good/ 
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good correlation has been obtained against experimental measurements 
taken under variable solar radiation and cloud conditions. 
6.1. 3. Dynamic Thermal Simulation of Solar System 
Performance 
The prediction accuracy of present simulation models of solar 
water heating installations is limited by the variable nature of the 
solar radiation, system operation and energy usage conditions. 
The network technique developed in the collector simulation has 
been applied to an existing storage tank model. In conjunction with a 
model of the connecting system pipework, a computer simulation pro-
gram has been developed to model the dynamic thermal performance 
of the solar water heating system. A good correlation has been ob-
tained against experimental system performance. At low experi-
mental temperatures, a two level temperature stratification has been 
found, as compared with the theoretical three levels predicted. 
discrepancy has no significant effect on the system performance. 
This 
The validation of the system model against the monitored per-
formance of a commercial solar water heating system has achieved an 
average prediction accuracy of ~ 10% , under fluctuating solar radiat-
ion, system operation and hot water draw-off conditions. 
6.1.4. Dynamic Thermal Simulation of Integrated Solar 
Collector Installation Performance 
The restricted site conditions in urban locations can significantly 
reduce the feasibility of solar installations in buildings. No method 
is currently available to determine the effect of such conditions on 
collector performance. 
The experimental test facility and the computer simulation model 
have been developed to investigate the effect of collector overshadowing. 
These studies have demonstrated that shading of the collector surface 
can/ 
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can significantly reduce the possible useful energy collection of a solar 
heating system. In addition, a good correlation has been obtained 
with actual shading profiles on the collector surface. 
A possible method of improving the collector performance, by 
the integration of the collector unit within the roof fabric has been 
postulated. The results obtained from the experimental investigation 
of flush and recessed roof-mounted collector constructions have dem-
onstrated an increase of 10 - 15 % in the overall collector performance, 
as compared with an isolated collector unit. This significant increase 
in performance can be attributed to the reduction of the exposed col-
lector surface area, and the subsequent decrease in the collector heat 
loss. 
6.2. Suggestions for Further Work 
6.2.1. Micro-com puter applications 
The present computer program is operated on expensive main-
frame computer and graphic terminal facilities, unsuitable for large 
scale commercial application. This program could be translated, 
with minor modifications, into a computer language suitable for use 
on existing micro-computers. The effect of this modification would 
be the development of an inexpensive design tool for architects and 
engineers involved in the dynamic analysis of solar installation per-
formance. 
6.2.2. Passive solar building design applications 
The present thermal network technique used could be applied to 
the investigation of the passive utilisation of solar energy in buildings. 
Such an investigation would involve the development of the present 
simulation method to incorporate the dynamic thermal processes 
within solar air collectors and various types of building construction. 
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Appendix 1.1. 
Derivation of heat transfer and energy storage processes within the 
solar collector. 
The two node capacitance techni9:ue, outlined in section 2.1.3, 
has been developed to form a multi-node simulation method,. The 
collector unit is divided into a series of elemental sections. The 
internal heat transfer and energy storage processes within each 
section are modell~d by nodes positioned at the collector cover and 
plate. 
The equations describing the heat balance within each elemental 
section can be expressed as follows: 
Heat balance within collector cover 
Energy stored within = Solar radiati~n absorbed + Net heat gain 
cover section by cover sectlon from collector 
plate 
C1 .dTc .. S1 + ~. (Tp -Tc) - hz · (To-Ta)] 
dt 
Heat balance within collector plate 
(AI.I) 
Energy stored within 
collector plate 
section 
= Solar radiation absorbed + Upward heat loss 
by collector plate section from collector 
plate to cover 
Rear and edge heat losses 
from collector plate to 
external air 
Heat transfer 
from plate to 
circulating fluid 
C .dT - S2 - hl.(T -T ) - UR.(T -T ) - mCp .dT (Al.2) 2J pop a . w w 
d~e heat transfer coefficients, h1 h2 and U R can be described 
as 
(0 the heat transfer from the collector plate to the cover by radiation 
and convection. 
hI =r6"'$p:J~~_l + ho·(Tp-To)]/(Tp<fc) (Al.) 
(ii) the heat transfer from the collector cover to the external air by 
radiation and convection. 
h_ :: r<r.ec. (T4 - T4) + h • (T -T )]/(Tc - Ta) 
-G V c awe a (A1.4 ) 
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(iii) the rear and edge heat transfer from the collector plate by con-
duction to the perimeter of collector unit J and by radiation and 
conduction to the external air. 
U - F .(T -T )/(d + 1 ) (Al.S) 
-R e pa r-k hr 
The derivation of the energy storage terms Cl and C 2 within the 
heat balance equations can be outlined as follows: 
(i) the heat energy stored within the cover section. 
The energy stored within the cover section can be assumed to be 
the product of the thermal capacitance of the cover times the change 
in the cover temperature over time J expressed in equation form as: 
Cl - ~ .Gp .A .d c c s c (Al.6) 
(ii) the heat energy stored within the collector plate section. 
The energy stored within the collector plate section can be as-
sumed to be the product of the net thermal capacitance of the collector 
plate section times the change in the mean plate temperature over 
time J expressed in equation form as: 
= Sum of thermal capacitance of: collector fluid + collector tubes 
+ collector plate + insulation + frame unit. 
C2 = [Vw·.ow·CpwJ+[Vt ·.ot • CptJ+[dp .As • .op.CppJ+[(As +\) .di '~i ·Cpi ] 
+ [(A +A ).d .~ .Cpu] (Al.7) 
s p u u 
The heat balance equations can be flrther developed by expressing 
the heat transfer and energy storage processes in terms of the fluid 
temperature rather than the plate temperature J by inserting the plate 
, efficiency factor F' to obtain: 
C dT = 31 + [F:6.(T
4
_T4) +F:h .(T -Tc)] - [6.ec.(T4-T4)+h .(T -T )] 1· c w c c w c a w c a 
dt 1, +1, -1 (Al.8) 
ep ec 
C dT = 32 - [F:6.(T
4
-T4) +F:h .(T -T )] -2' w w C C w c 
dt 1 +1 -1 
ep ec 
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[F:F .(T -T )] - mCp .dT 
, e w a w w 
k +1 




The plate efficiency factor F' relates the actual heat transfer 
from the collector fluid to the heat transfer from the collector plate, 
which can be defined as: 
(Al. la) 
1 + R 
- P 




=- ITu;+R; (Al.ll) 
where h1 and UR are the heat transfer coefficients from the plate to 
the cover and to the perimeter of the collector unit respectively. 
Rp is the heat transfer resistance, from the plate to the tube fluid, 
for the particular collector plate construction under study. 
Heat transfer from 
the tube fluid to the 
plate 
Heat transfer 
= = through the 
plate 
Heat transfer from the plate 
through the tube bond 
+ Heat transfer ;. Heat transfer from tube 
through tube wall into circulating fluid 
wall 
(Al.12) 
The heat balance equations (A1.8 and 1.9) can be factorised to a 
matrix notation to facilitate the numerical solution, and simplified to 
express the equations, the equations in terms of the new cover and fluid 
section temperatures TJ and T~ • 
(Al.13) 
(Al. 14 ) 
where the matrix notation used can be defined as: 
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ep ec 
a22 = t.t. (F!cr. (.f+.f)(T +T ) + F!h ) C w c w c c 
2 !+!-1 
ep ec 
a23 = ~t.(F:6.(~+~c)(T +T ) + F!h ) + - w w c c 
C2 ! +!-1 
ep ec 
a14 = 6.t. (6.ec. (~+~)(T +T ) + h ) C c a c a w 
1 
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~t.(F!F ) + ~t.mCp 
- e - w C2 d +1 C2 r-
- h kr r 
Appendix 1.2 
Derivation of Solar Radiation Prediction Model 
The previous techniques utilised to predict the incident solar rad-
iation on an inclined plane under clear sky and overcast cloud condit-
ions, outlined in section 3.1, have been incorporated to form a hybrid 
prediction method. This method is described below in equation form, 
for the calculation of the solar geometry, the incident solar radiation 
and the solar transmission. The amendments to the previous work 
and the present work involved are outlined in section 3.2. 
(0 Solar geometry 
The relative position of the sun and the earth with respect to the 
celestial sphere, illustrated in Figure 3.1, can be determined by 
the calculation of the solar azimuth and altitude angles which are 
expressed in equation form as: 
cos~ = sin~.sinS + cos~.cosS.cosh (Al.16) 
sin~ a cos5.sinh/cos~ (Al.17) 
where ~ is the latitude of the location and h is the hour angle cal-
culated from solar noon. From the principles of spherical 
geometry, the solar declination b , in the above equations can be 
expressed in terms of the longitude of the sun. 
sinE> = sine.sin~ (Al.18) 
where £ is the angle between the plane of the ecliptic and the 
plant of the eclestial equator, illustrated in Figure 3.1, and de-
fined as: 
The position of the sun on the celestial sphere is determined by 
the calculation of the longitude of the sun L, as defined as: 
L = 4.900968 + (3.67474 x 10-7).t 
+ (0.033434 - 2.3 xlO-9.t).sing 
+ O.000349sin2g +9 
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(Al.20) 
where g is the mean anomaly of the earth, given by: 
g = -0.031271 - (4.53963 x 10-7).t + e 
where e = 21'rt/365.25 
and t is the time taken as Greenwich Mean Time. 
(A1.21) 
(Al.22) 
(ii) Solar radiation on inclined surfaces under actual sky conditions 
The transformation of the horizontal total solar radiation under 
(a) 
actual conditions to the total solar radiation incident on an in-
clined surface has been defined in section J .1.1, as the following 
expression: 
Total solar radiation 
incident on an 
inclined surface 
== Direct solar + Sky diffuse 
radiation radiation + 
this expression is translated into equation form as: 






In this study, the total horizontal solar radiation is taken to be 
measured for the specified simulation period. As a result, only 
the unknown relative quantities of the horizontal direct and sky 
diffuse solar radiation requires to be predicted for insertion into 
equation J .1. The method utilised to determine these components 
consists of two stages. Firstly, the calculation of the possible 
horizontal direct and diffuse solar radiation under clear sky and 
overcast cloud condi tions. Secondly, the actual cloud conditions 
and horizontal radiation components. 
The horizontal direct and diffuse solar radiation under clear sky 
and overcast cloud conditions 
The diffuse solar radiation on a horizontal surface under clear 
sky conditions can be determined by the following expression: 
I = a' + b'Cl dh (A1.23) 
where Cl is the altitude of the sun at the mid point of that partic-
ular period and a' and b l are constants derived by Page 27 for 
the/ 
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the particular location. For Aberdeen, the values taken for 
the constants a I and b l are 2 and 5.068 respectively. 
As a consequence, the direct beam radiation can be calculated in 
a similar manner, using a linear relationship between the diffuse 
and direct horizontal solar radiation under clear sky conditions. 
(A1.24 ) 
where Ibh is the direct radiation on a horizontal surface and a
o 
and al are constants derived by Page 27 for a. particular solar 
altitude. 
The total possible solar radiation on a horizontal surface under 
clear sky conditions IH is subsequently calculated from the sum 
c 
of the direct and diffuse components. 
(Al.25) 
The diffuse solar radiation on a horizontal surface under overcast 
cloud conditions can be determined by the following expression: 
(A1.26) 
where Idh is the possible diffuse radiation under overcast cloud 
conditions J and CC is the cloud cover ratio J derived by Kreider 
K . h 29 and relt • 
CC = 0 indicates a clear sky and CC = 10 indicates an overcast 
cloud sky. As outlined in equation Al. 26, the direct radiation 
component is negligible under overcast cloud conditions. 
(b) The actual cloud conditions and horizontal radiation components 
As a result of the estimation of the direct, diffuse and total hor-
izontal radiation under clear sky and overcast cloud conditions t 
the actual cloud conditions and the horizontal radiation components 
can be determined. 
The method developed is to present the clear sky and the overcast 
cloud conditions as the two parameters of the possible radiation 
component/ 
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component levels. The difference between the two parameter 
conditions is described as a linear relationship in the absence 
of previous work. This relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
The actual cloud conditions and the consequent radiation components 
are determined at the point of intersection of the actual total hor-
izontal and possible total horizontal solar radiation. 
As a consequence, the estimated horizontal direct and diffuse 
solar radiation components, can be transformed to an inclined 
collector surface. The method involves the application of con-
version factors to the horizontal direct, diffuse and total radia-
tion components. 
(i) Pirect solar radiation on an inclined surface 
The direct solar radiation incident on the collector surface can 
be calculated from the following expression: 
IDh OD ID.RD (Al.27) 
where Iph is the horizontal direct radiation, and RP is the con-
version factor for the transformation of the direct beam radiation 
from the horizontal to the inclined surface, outlined in section 
3.1.1, and expressed as: 
.sinS (J .2) 
(b) Sky diffuse radiation on inclined surface 
The diffuse solar radiation incident on the collector surface can 
be calculated from the following expression: 
(Al.28) 
where Id is the horizontal sky diffuse radiation, and Rd is the 
conversion factor for the transformation of the diffuse radiation 
from the horizontal to the inclined surface, outlined in section 
3.1.1, and expressed as: 
Rd = (1 + cos~)/2 
-1J5-
(J.J) 
(c) Ground reflected diffuse radiation on inclined surface 
The total horizontal radiation reflected from the ground onto the 
collector surface c~n be expressed as: 
(Al.29) 
where III is the total horizontal radiation and Rs is the conversion 
factor for radiation reflected from the ground surface onto the 
collector plane, outlined in section 3.1.1, and expressed as: 
Rs - IS • (1 - cosl3)/2 g 
where ,0 g is the ground reflectance. 
(iii) Solar radiation transmission through collector cover 
(3.4) 
For a single cover collector, the fraction of the incident direct 
solar radiation which is absorbed by the collector cover and the 
plate can be expressed by the following equations. 
collector cover 
SlD = L.O. .(1 + 't.1:) 1(1 - /:) .1) )) 
-n c c V c p (3.6) 
collector plate 
S2D = Io·(lrc ·O.p)/(l - ~c·l:)p) 
The radiation reflection and absorption losses are dependant upon 
the angle of incidence of the direct solar radiation and the trans-
mittance of the cover material. The angle of incidence of the 
direct solar radiation on an inclined surface is calculated from 
the following expression: 
cos9 ~ sinS.sin~.cosl3 - sinS.cos~.sinl3.cos~ 
+ cosS.cos0.cosl3.cosh + cos8.sinp.sinl3.cos~.cosh 
+ coso.sinl3.sin~.sinh 
(Al.30) 
The transmission and absorption coefficients for direct radiation 
are dependant upon the solar angle of incidence 0, and are exp-
ressed for a glass cover material as follows: 
transmittance of glass cover 
lr = -0.00885 + 2.71235.8 - 0.62062.92 
c _1 4 _~ 
-7.07329.~ + 9.75995.9 - 3.89922.~ (Al.31) 
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absorption of glass cover 
a - 0.01154 + 0.77674.e - 3.94657.92 
c _1 4 
+ 8.57881.~ - 8.38135.9 + 3.01188.e5 (Al.32) 
As a result, the reflectance of the glass cover can be determined 
from the above expressions to obtain: 
IJ ... 1 - ("'r' + a ) 
c 'C C (Al.33) 
The transmission and absorption of diffuse radiation through the 
collector cover is treated separately with the coefficients constant 
for a particular material. In this case, the transmittance, and 
absorption coefficients, 1'c' andOc:;.c', for a glass cover are taken 
as 0.796 and 0.056 respectively. 
The combined equation for the absorption of the incident direct 
and diffuse solar radiation on the collector cover and plate can 
be expressed as: 
collector cover 
8 -L.a.(l+T.I)I(l-,o.IJ))+(Id +Id)a' 1 -n c c V c p c g c (Al.34) 
collector plate 




Deriyation of heat transfer and energy storage processes within 
the solar water storage tank. 
The multi-node thermal network technique, outlined in section 
4.1.1, has been applied to form a three node model of a stratified 
water storage tank, The storage tank is divided into three 
sections: the top, middle and bottom sections. The heat transfer and 
energy processes within each section are modelled by a node positioned 
within the tank section fluid, 
The equations describing the heat balance within each tank section 
can be expressed as follows: 
Heat balance within the top tank section 
Energy stored within 
top tank section 
Net energy gain Heat loss from 
== from solar col- - top tank section -
lector 
CJodT1 = F1oFzomCpw,(To-T1) - Uso(Tl-T~) -FS,CLo(T1-Tz) 
dt 
Heat balance within the middle tank section 
Energy stored within 
middle tank section 
Net energy gain 
== from solar col-
lector 
Heat loss from 
middle tank 
section 
+ Heat transfer from top tank 
section to middle tank 
section 









C4odT2 = Fl,FJ.mCpw·(To-TZ) - Us·(T2-T~) - FS,CLo(TZ-TJ ) + FloFZomCPw(T1-TZ) 
dt (AloJ?) 
Heat balance within the bottom tank section 




Net energy gain Heat loss from 
from solar col- - bottom tank 
lector section 
+ Heat transfer from middle 
tank section to bottom tank 
section 
Cso~ - F1,F4,mCpw,(To-TJ ) - Us,(TJ-T~) - FS,CL,(TJ-Tmw) 
dt + CF1oFJomCpwo(Tz-TJ) + F1,FzomCpwo(T2-TJ)] 
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The heat transfer coefficient, Us can be described as: 
(i) The heat transfer from the storage tank fluid to the internal air 
by conduction. 
Us = 1 
d-st + dti 
kst kti 
where Tst is the elemental storage tank section temperature. 
The derivation of the energy storage terms C" C4 and C.5 within 
the heat balance equations can be outlined as follows: 
(ii) The heat energy stored within the storage tank section 
The energy stored within the elemental storage tank section can 
be assumed to be the product of the net thermal capacitance of the tank 
section times the change in the mean tank section temperature over 
time, expressed in general equation form as: 
(Al.40) 
where est is the elemental storage tank section thermal capacitance. 
The heat balance equations (Al. 36-~8) can be factorised to a 
matrix notation to facilitate the numerical solution, and simplified to 
express the equations in terms of the new storage tank section fluid 
temperatures, TI, T~ and Tj • 
Ti - Tl + all·To -,~oTl + ~JoT2 + a15oT~ (Al.4l) 
(A1.42 ) 
Tj - TJ + aJloTo + aJJ oT2 - aJ4 0TJ + aJ5.T~ + aJ60Tmw 
where the matrix notation used can be defined as: (Al.4J) 
all = AtoFl oF2omCpw a12 = Ato(Fl oF2omCpw + F50CL + Us) CJ CJ 
-lJ9-
a23 ~ Ato(F1 oF2omCpw + FSoCL + F1 oF3 0mCpw + us) C4 
~S = !ioUs a31 = AtoF1oF4 0mCpw a33::o ~0(F1oF2·mCpW+FloFJmCpW) ~ ~ ~ > 
aJ4 = ~o(FloF2omCpW + FloFJomCpw + FloF4omCPw + FsoCL + us) 
5 
a35 ::0 tioF 50 S, Cs 
The heat transfer and energy storage processes 'within the pipe-
work sections between the collector array and the storage tank are 
modelled by a node positioned within the pipework section fluid 0 The 
equation describing the heat balance within the pipework section can 
be expressed as follows: 
Heat balance within the pipework section 
Energy stored within _ Net energy transfer 
the pipework - from the storage 
Heat loss from the 
pipework section 
section 1:0 collector fluid 
- F10mCp o(T - T) - U o(T - T') w 0 pw pw pw a 
The heat transfer coefficient UP. can be described as: 
, w 
U ::0 pw >·1 
~w +~i , 
(A1.44) 
kpw kpi ' 
where k' and kpi are the thermal conductivity of the pipework and the 
, P'" 
insulation respectively 0 
The derivation of the energy storage term C6 within the heat 
balance equation can be outlined as follows: 
Cb = sum of thermal capacitance of: pipework fluid + pipework wall 
+ pipe work insulation 
(Alo40) 
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where C is the elemental pipework section thermal capacitance. 
6 
The heat balance equation Al.44 can be factorised to a matrix 
notation to facilitate the numerical solution, and simplified to express 
the equation in terms of the new pipework section fluid temperature 
T pw 
T' = T + a11.T - a.._.T + a..':!.T' pw pw 0 .. ~ pw ~J a 




Overshadowing of the Collector Installation 
The method utilised to determine the overshadowing of the col-
lector installation is an amendment of present building and window 
shadow prediction techniques. The calculation of the effect of the 
shading of the collector plate by the collector frame unit and by sur-
rounding buildings is outlined as follows: 
(i) Shading bv the collector frame unit 
The method utilised to calculate the shading area caused by the 
obstruction of the direct radiation by the collector unit frame is 
defined by the length of the shadow cast, which is expressed as: 
length of shadow (AC) == AB.sinB 
SinC (Al.48) 
where C is the solar angle of incidence and AB is the dimension 
of the collector unit. The shadow area is determined by mult-
iplying the shadow length by the dimension perpendicular to the 
shadow line. This method is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
(ii) Overshadowing by surrounding buildings 
The method utilised to determine whether the collector surface is 
self-shaded is illustrated in Figure 5.2, and outlined as follows. 
The collector unit is orientated at an angle of A 0 and subject to 
incident solar radiation at a horizontal angle of AH where 
AH = azimuth angle - 900 
and the angle of orientation ANG, of the collector surface 1S 
expressed as: 
ANG == AO + 1800 (Al.50) 
The conditions for self-shading of the collector surface are: if 
the angle ANG is less than (360 - AH) or if the angle ANG is 
greater than (180 - AH). Within these parameters no direct 
solar radiation is incident on the collector surface. 
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If the collector surface is not self-shaded, the next stage in the 
shadow prediction is the calculation of the overshadowing caused 
by the obstruction of the direct solar radiation by surrounding 
buildings. The method used is the geometric projection of the 
solar angle of incidence from the surface corilen of surrounding 
buildings onto the collector. To facilitate the explanation of the 
method used, a simple example of a flat roof overshadowing is 
taken. The derivation of the solar projection equations and the 
shadow projection dimensions, illustrated in Figure 5.2, are 
expressed as follows • 
.&._-~v = _CB :. AB - CB ~~ AB ~V 
where AV is the solar altitude angle 
cos~-iz'AH) = ~ :. AD = AB.cos"A-IzAH) 
AB 
sin~~) = DB :. DB ,.. AB.sin~+AH) 
AB 
(Al • .51) 
(A1.52 ) 
(A1 • .53 ) 
This technique is repeated for each corner of the surfaces of the 
surrounding buildings. As a result, the shape of the shaded 
area on the collector surface can be determined. 
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SOLAR 7 - Solar Collector System Model 
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, 
SUL.;::: •. xrru::: : DD l 
DI : :::: ]5 I O:J r;V:T 1 (3 ~ :3) ~ AT2(3~ <3) ~ TAT3 (3 ~ .3 ) ~ T.~T4 ( o ~ g ) ~ 
1 iXT5( 3 ~ g )~-;C6( 8 .. 8 ) .. DATl(~3) ~ DHT2(g) ~ STC4) ~ TSl(1e) ~ 
-2 TS2(1 ~) .. DAT3(1 ~ ) .. SS(6)~TS3(3) .. DAT4(2) 
OOUBL::: PRECISIo;-.1 FILEI 
COl·n-lO:-J DATl .. DAT2 .. ST~ TS1 .. TS2~ DAT3 .. 55 .. TS3 .. DhT4 
C***COLLECTO? U-JI T PHYSICtIL PARH-IETiliS*",* 
• 
DATA iXTl/39H 1. XP- TrlICiUESS OF P.BS O?.3!:R PL.C,Ti:: (m: .. 
1 36i-f 2 . Bl - TUBE CE'JTRE: LI:JE SPACUG C;1) : ... 
2 3Trl 3 . B2- PROJECTED WIDTI-i - TUBE BmJD ( l-D : .. 
3 39H 4 . Dl - DIAl1ETER OF COLLEX:TOR TlJ223 CD : .. 
4 40'rl S · CI - TrlER-1AL CAPACITY OF TtBES(JIl-13C) : .. 
5 38H 6 . XT- TI-iICK>JESS OF TUBE ·ihTERIf.L (.1) : .. 
6 3Trl 7 . UT- CO:.JDUCTIVITY OF TUBES <iVl:j . C) : .. 
7 361 8 • . EP- EHISSIVITY OF ABSOP.Eill PLATE: / 
C***COLLECTOR tY.'JI T FHYSI CAL PP.P.Ar-1ETEP..5*",* 
DATA T;(T2/40:-i 1. C2- TrlEP.r-w" CAPACI TY OF Pi..ATE(J/113C) : ~ 
1 40H 2 . - C3 - TrlEFl"-1AL CAPACITY OF COV::;R(J/l·13C ): .. 
2 3 Trl 3 . UA- CO:JDUCTI VI TY- ABSORBER ( Wlt1. C) : .. 
3 3Trl 4 . EG- E'1ISSIVITY OF G..,.PSS COVER (£) : .. 
4 40'rlS . U3- com ::UCTIVITY OFTVES BO:·JDCTiJIl·l . C) : .. 
5 37H 6 . PBS- PBSQRPTIVITY COLLECTOR PLATE: ... 
6 36.t.{ 7 . XG- TrlICKJESS OF GLAS S- COVER ( 1 ): ... 
7 4ill1 8 . XR- TrlICK'.JESS OF REAR I~-JSULATIO. J (m : / 
C***COLLECTOR tJ..JI T PHYS I CAL PPP.h!·iETERS",** 
DATA T,(T3/40H 1. KF- COLLECTOR PLATE CO:-.1STRUCTIO:-J ( !1 ): .. 
1 39H 2 . C4- TrlEPJ'1AL CAPACITY OF P.£p'R(J/i·13C ):~ 
2 40;-i 3 ~ S?- COLLECTORlGLASS COVER SPP.CI:JGCI·j) : .. 
3 39n 4 . UI - c o:mUCTIVlTY- I:JStJLATIO.-J (W/_·l . C): ... 
4 36."-1 5 . XF- T.-iICKJESS OF FP..Al1E UJIT (l.1) : .. 
5 40:-i 6 . CS- T.'-L::?.!'LDJ.. CAPP..cITY OF FiiA-E,(JIl13C) : ~ 
6 361 7 . ;JC- :-ru·1BEF. OF COLLECTOR SEGI1E'JTS : ... 
7 39n 8 . UF'- CO:'JDUCTIVITY- FRP'::'lE U'l IT ( vl/-'l . C) : / 
C***COLLECTOR U..J IT R-fYSICAL PAP.Al·1ETffiS*** 
DATA TAT4/38:i 1. :.r.-iR- LE'JGTI1 OF SUruLATIO:J P.U'J CHR) : .. 
1 39H 2 . TLT- COLLECTOR U-JIT TILT A\lQ...ECDEG) :~ 
2 39H 3 . FFR- COLLEX:-r:OR FLUID FLOW PA TECL/S) : ... 
3 39n 4 . XLC - COLLECTOR li-JIT LE-J GTrl C1ETRES) : .. 
'4 33H 5 . X-WC - CO!..LECTOR UHT WIDTI-i ( HETRES) : .... 
5 38n 6 . XOC - COLLECTOR UHT ' DEPTH <I1LT?ES) : ... 
6 3Si-i 7 . :JCU-?·.JUHBER OF CCLLECTOR UNITS (;,1) : ... 
7 39n 8 . DT-SU1ULATIO:~ TU1E I :-JCP.E11E.'JT C-In) : 1 
C*",*COLLECTOR U:JI T ENVlP.G:-Ii·lEJTAL PPP..Al·lETE?.s",,,,* 
DATF. T'{TS/38n 1. SLT- SITE LATITUDE ( DE:GE"~S ... ~·J+VE) : ... 
1 39n 2 . SLG- SITE LO>JGITUDE ( DEGRr- S ... '''';+V£) : ... 
2 40:-i 3 . Y:JO-Sl ; ·!ULAT!O:·~ YCA.tt :-JU"S:c:;t (Z:G1979) : ... 
3 39!-i 4 . _JIlO - SI lruLATI O:..J ;·lO:·JTrl ;-JUl'-!Bffi (E:G02) : ~ 
4 361 5 . DST- STP..RTING DATE OF SI'·1tJl-ATI D:J : ... 
5 40"rl 6 . !'J DY- LEJGTrl OF SI:1ULATIO!J RU-J ( DAYS) : .. 
6 38H 7 . LlZ - LOCtIL I:JTtiNAT I Q:JPL lO:..JE TE'lE: ... 
7 40}i 8 . 1.o.'ZA- COLLECTOR U-J IT ORlE'JTATIG:'JC DE(;) : / 
C***STORAG E TA'JK UHT R-WS ICAL PP.HA:-1ETE?.5*** 
DATA TXT6/39H 1. CTS - TEl1PERATURE CO:-JTROL SYSTEH eN) : .. 
1 4eH 2 . S5'J- VOLlI·1E OF SOLPR STQP-AGE T.c-:'JK(L) : .. 
2 J3n 3 . DDT-DP";w- OFF ELl VERY TE:·-prn.C,TunE: .. 
3 39:1 4 . SSD-DIP": r:7rER OF S OLPR STORAGE: TA\,'K : ~ 
4 39H 5 . SIL- :"'C:VCL OF SYS-£!.l r:JSULhTIO:'J <:-1) : ... 
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e ') 
5 39:-1 6 . CR...-L;::J GT. -! o :=- CI ?,CU_ ATl Q' j ;"'IP~ C::) : .. 
6 3Tn 7. CI - CO:..i..:::'::T]i=-.-ril)u r LJT~GF_':;THJ J( . J): .. 
7 39n o. Tr-';l-TIPE: Or hUXILI ;>.F\Y n:t:hTUG FiJEl.. : / 
C***SPECI FY SOLAR COLLECTOR SYST21 DATA FIL:::JA: E*** 
WRITE( 5 .. 1) 
FORl1ATC' TYPE W TnE: SOLAR COLLEl:TOR SYSTElI DATA rILSJ;;;: 
RFAD( 5 .. 2) FILE1 
2 FOPJ·1AT( AIm 
C***TRtNSFER DATA FROA SPEX;IFIED FILE*** 
QPENCU-J1T= 1 .. DEVICEF 'DSK' .. FILEFFILEl) 
REWIND 1 
READ( 1 .. 5) « OOTlC I .. J) .. J= 1 .. 0) .. 1= 1 .. 6) 
5 FO~~TCaF9 . 4) 
CLOSE( UJI T= 1 .. DEVICE: 'DSi{' .. FILE: FILE:l) 
C***DATA l:JPUT SEQUENCE*** 
WRI TE( 5 .. UD 
10 FOPJ·1ATC 'H OOTA l : JPUT SEQUENCE:-COLLECTOR PP,P.A; ·lETERS . '/) 
C***lNRI -rE: PF>F.AI1ETER DfI.TA*** 
00 100 K= 1 .. 6 . 
IF(Y.. EQ.4)CALL lJE~AG 
00 100 .J=I .. 8 
I FC K. EQ. 1 )I.IIRITE:< 5 .. 20)( 1XT le 1 .. J) .. 1= 1 .. cD .. DAT leK .. J) 
IFCK. EQ . 2) WRITE( 5 .. 20) (1XT2( I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DAT 1 (K.. J) 
I FCK. EQ . 3 )1.1RITE( 5 .. 20)( TAT3( I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DAT 1 (Y .... J) 
IFCK.EQ. 4)WRITEC5 .. 20)(TAT4eI .. J) .. I=1 .. S) .. DP.Tl(K .. J) 
I FCK. EQ . 5)l. ... RITE( 5 .. 20)( TXT5( I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DF>.T lCK.. J) 
I FC K. E:Q. 6) WRI TEe 5 .. 20)( DCT6( I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. (3) .. DAT! (}(., J) 
20 FOR11ATCSA5 .. F9 . 4) 
100 CO:-JTI~JUE 
P.ETUPN 
C***DATA I:JPUT CHELK",** 
E: TRY CnECK 1 
CALL NEWAG 
00 2k30 K= 1 .. 6 
IFeX. EQ. 4)CALL wAIT1 
IF(K . EQ~4)CALL NE~PAG 
DO 200 J=b8 
I FCK. EQ . 1) wRI TEe 5 .. 30)( TXT 1< I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DAT 1<K.. J) 
IFCK. EQ.2)wRITE(5 .. 30)(TXT2CI .. J) .. 1=1 .. s) .. DAT1(K .. J) 
I FCK. EQ . 3HTrUTE< 5 .. 30) e TAT3( I .. J) .. 1= I .. 8) .. DP.T 1 (K.. J) 
I F(K. EQ. 4 H .lRI TE( 5 .. 3e) (TXT4C I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DP.T! (K.. J) 
I FCK. =:Q. 5 HJRITE( 5 .. 3 0 ) (TXT5( I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. S) .. QAT! (x .. J) 
I F(K. EQ . 6) WRITE( 5 .. 3 ~)( TAT6( I .. J) .. 1= 1 .. cD .. OAT lCY..1 J) 
30 FDFJ'IAT(SA5 .. F9 . 4) 
200 CO. TI:JUE 
. ru:.--rUR J 
C*",*PL Tffi PP,RP1-1ETffi DATA*** 
EJTRY AI.. TER1 C-J) . 
WR'ITE( 5 .. 40) 
40 FOn:·1ATC ' H nOIJ 1P;..;y P.ARPll"IETERS ARE TO EE C;.{JU Gill: '/) 
REP.DC 5 .. 5 0 ) t1 
50 FOPJ 1ATC I) 
00 300 L= 1 .. 1 
l,;'RI TE( 5 .. 60 ) 
60 FOP.!·1ATC 'H TIPE 1:11 T,-iE PhP.A:1E:TER ;\J u:-.EER A' JD ITS :JEW 
1 VALUE:' /) 
READC 5 .. 70 ) ;-JP .. PV 
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7r.!J FO?~ ' !k T< I J ·n 
D?-.-J UJ : l ? ) =?V 
I ru. c:Q .• 1 )1..'?lTS( 5J 3 0 ) C ThTlC IJ :JP) .. 1= 1 .. CS ) .. OhT 1 Cl .. :JP) 
1 Fe.) . C:G: . 2 Hln1 TEe 5 J am (T.(T2( I .. >JP) .. 1= 1 .. a) .. OAT J U .. :JP) 
I reJ . SQ. 3H'R1 TE< 5 .. ae)( ThT3( I .. :JP) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DhTl U .. :JP) 
I Fe,] . E~ . 4) w?.I TEC 5 .. ak:D ( ThT4( I .. ~JP) .. 1= 1 .. a) .. DAT 1 CJ .. ~JP) 
If'( 'J . C:Q. 5) "'RI TEC 5 .. 8m (TXT5( I .. :-.JP) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. DAT 1 <:-J .. :JP) 
i f'(:-J. £0 . 6HJRlTEC 5 .. 8~:D (TtCT6( I .. :\jP) .. 1= 1 .. 8) .. vATl CJ .. :JP) 






C***TrlE FU-lCTIO:J OF ThE SUBROUTINE :JUSEL T IS TO CALCl.J1.P.TVtc 
C***TrlE TriER'lO FHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TrlE HEAT TRA'JSFER*** 
C***lLUID. rnOt-1 TriE TABULATED PHYSICAL DATA OF TrlE******* 
C***FLUID FOR VARIOUS TEl1PERATURES .. STORED ylITrlI ;'J TrlE***** 
C***ROUTHJE ARRAYS.. ThE PM'm .. T.. REY'0JOLD ' S P.:W :-.JUSSEL T*",,** 
C**~JlJr1i3ERS .. cmJDUCTIVI TY .. VISCOSITY ~'JD DEJSITY ARE*",,**** 
C***CALCULATED TO DETERHVJE TriE FLUID . CO~JVECTI VE HEAT**",,** 
C***TP~-.JSFER COEFFICI~T .. ~C . *******""********""************ 
C 
SUBROUTHJE ~JUSELTCTE1P .. VELH .. HC) 
DIl1E-lSIO:-.J DATl (6.. 6) .. PR( 6) .. CO( 6) .. VI ( 7) .. DE( 6) .. 
1 DAT2{8) .. ST(4) .. TS1( 10) .. TS2{ 110) .. DAT3{ 110 ) .. SS( 6) .. TS3(3) .. 
2 DAT4(2) 
CO:.1i10~J DAT1 .. DA-2 .. ST .. T5 1 .. T52 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .. DhT4 
DATA PR/ 13. 610 .. 7 . 02 .. 4 . 34.. 3 . 102 .. 2 . 22 .. 1. 741 
C***T:-iE?J1AL co:mUCTIVITY OF WATER**"" 
DATA CO/lO . 55 .. 10 . 60 .. 10 . 63 .. 10 . 65 .. 10 . 67 .. 10 . $1 
C***FLUID VISCOSITY*** 
DATA VI/17 . 90 .. 9 . 81O .. 6. 82 .. 4 . 71 .. 3 . 47 .. 2 . 67 .. 2 . 301 
C***FLUID DEJ5ITY*** 
DATA OElI002 . 26 .. 1101010 . 52 .. 994 . 59; 985 . 46 .. 974 . 08 .. 9610 . 631 
XLC=DATl e 4.. 4) 
Dl=DATl ( 1 .. 4) 
FFR= OAT 1< 4.. 3) 
XLC=DAT lC 4 .. 4) 
X iI1C=DAT 1 (4.. 5) ... 
.o.CU=DAT 1 (4 .. 7) 
KT= I FIX ( TB·lP) 
CA=XLC*Xv.;c*ACU 
FLOiJ=DAT2e 6) 
~.JFLO \v'=I FIxe FLOW) 
I FC-.J FLO W. £0. 10 ) GO TO 3 100 
C** *DETffid I:-.JE TIiEPJ·10PrfYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUI D*** 
. ITl=-2 0 
IT2= 0 




If'(KT.GE. ITl . A' ID. KT . LT . IT2)GO TO 2 0 0 
100 CO;HI:-JUE 
2 100 PP.DLT=PR(J) 
CO:-J DY=c o eJ) 
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I , 
VISCY=VI (J)x ~ . ~i :"1 
m .'=VI (J+ 1 )"' ~ . ~i '.' 1 
DE:JSY=DECJ) 
C***C.?l..CULATE RE'f.·J:JLDS :'JUIEER*",* 
R=Dl/2 . 0 
A=3 . 14*R*R 
P=2 . 0*3 . 14*R 
VEL=VELH/3600 . 0 
C***HYDEAUL I C D1 A:'1ETER*** 
HD= C 4 . 0*A) /P 
RE: C DB SY*HDlcVE!.) IV1 SCY 
C***CPLCULATE :JUSSEL T :-1l.Jl 13rn*** 
C=(CD1/XLC)**0 . 33)*CCVISCY/uw)**0 . 14) 
F:vU=1 . 86*CRE**0 . 33)*CP?DLT**0 . 33)*C 
C***HFAT !RAIJSFER COEFFICIEH OF FLUID+:** 
HC= C FNU*CCNIJ'i) /rlD 
GO TO 400 





F1.NCTIO:··J CPRQC TEl1P) 
DII1fiJSION DEC 6) .. CAe 6) 
C***FLU1D DENSITY*** 
• DATA OV1002 . 28 .. H2l00 . 52 .. 994 . 59 .. 985 . 46.. 974 . es .. 960. 631 
C***SPtl:I FIC HEAT CAPACITY OF FLUIDIc** 
DATA CAl4 . 22 .. 3*4 . 18 .. 4 . 20 .. 4 . 221 
KT= I FIXe UHP) 
C***DETERl-1I:JE TrlERilOP.-lYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUIDtc** 
ITl=-20 
11'2=0 




IFCKT . GE. ITI . ~vD. KT . LT. IT2)GO TO 200 









CPRO=DE~SY*C~FCY*1000 . 0 
RL'!1}R;...J 
E\1D 
SUOROUTI.JE -'IOLe C FR) 
DII'IE\jSIO~J DATl< 6..8) .. DAT2(8) .. ST(4) .. TSl< 1 ~ ) .. TS2( 1m .. 
1 DAT3(10) .. SSC6) .. TS3(3) .. DAT4(2) 
CO;·1:10:J D.t:.Tl .. DAT2 .. ST .. TS I .. TS2 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .. DAT4 
REPL l10S 
C***Ev ITIALISE COLLELTOR P:-10 SYSTEJ.I P:-fYSIC/L PP.RA1ET~S'l<""* 
XP= DAT 1 Cl .. 1) 






'='2:<);' T 1 ( 1 ~ 3) 
ul=:'~~l( 1 ~ L<) 
Cl = DAT 1 ( 1 ~ 5}>i< 1 ~ ;::,~ . ~ 
XT=iJAT1 ( 1.1 6) 
lTT= DAT 1 ( 1 .. 7) 
~DATl< 1 .. 8 ) 
C2= DAT 1 (2 .. 1).1 000 . ~ 
C3=DAT1(2 .. 2)*1 0~0 . ~ 
UA= D4T 1 (2 .. 3) 
EG=DATl (2 .. 4) 
UBT=DAT 1 (2 .. 5) 
AI35=DAT 1 (2 .. 6) 
XG=DATl (2 .. 7) 
XR=DATl (2 .. 8) 
KF=IFIX(DATl(3 .. 1» 
C4=DATl(3 .. 2)* 1 ~00 . 0 
SPACP=DAT 1 (3 .. 3) 
UI =DATl <3 .. 4) 
XF=DAT1 (3 .. 5) 
C5=DATl(3 .. 6)*1000 . ~ 
~..]C= I FIX( DAT! (3 .. 7» 
UF=DATl (3 .1 8) 
1LT=DATl (4 .. 2) 
FrR= DATl (4J 3) 
XLC=DAT 1 (4J 4) 
Xv,'C=DAT 1 (4 .. 5) 
XOC=DATl (4J 6) 
ACU=DATl (4J 7) 
Uf= 1. 0/DATl (4J 8) 
ITC=I FIX( OOTle 6.. 1» 
SSV= DATl (6.. 2)/1000 . 0 
Hffi=DAT1 (6.. 3) 
SSD=DATlC 6 .. 4) 
5IL=OOTl (6 .. . 5) 
CFL=DAT 1 ( 6.. 6) 
CC=DATl(6... 7) 
C***CALCULATE 5TOFAGE TA'JK SEG1EH PJ\EA*** 
PI=3 . 14 1593 
RTAJE=SSD/2 . 0 
ATO?=PI .itTP: 1l{*ETA'J}{ 
55i-i= 5 SV/ATOP 
TOP5=ATOP+2 . · *PI*nTA\JK'lCC C55ii/3 . 0)+F.TA>JX) 
t1 1 D5=2 . ~*PI"'RTA-r~*( (55[1/3 . 0 )+RTh:'[.{) 
30TS=TOP5 
C***CbLL~TO?, 5ffil':SJT PFEA",.* 
C5= DP.T 1 (3 .1 7) 
ACA=XLC*X .,JC*ACU 
C***FLUI D i1ASS FLO' ... l?.ATE*. * 
VOL=CFfR*ACA*36e0 . 0 )/1 000 . 0 
CA=CXLC*X.~.ACU)/C5 
G***CO!..LEx::TOR 5L:'.G;·lE'JT F~I' iET3t AREA.** 
PA=2 . 0*Xrx;.CXLG/CS?+2 . 0*X OC*(X "G IGS) 
C***TriEP.;1AL CAPACI1Y OF 5£(;;'1£ T CO lPO:-JE:·JTS**. 
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B=D1I2 . e 
TRO=(Dl+ 0 . ~~2) /2.0 
CT=(ABS(XWC/Bl».(XLC/CS)*ACU.Cl*PI.«TRO*TPD) _ (TFt.TR» 
Cr= (CA+ Ph) .XF*CS 
CG=CA.XG*C3 
C***CPLCULATE CmnECTI:-JG PIPE"IJORK AR2A A:JD CAPACI TP"\] C~>:<* 
APIPE=2 . 0*PI*0 . 007*CCPL+0 . 007) 
CPIPE=CPL*Cl*PI*CC0 . 008.0 . 008) - ( 0 . ee7*0. 007» 
C***CALCULATE REAR HEAT LOSS COEFfICIE-JT*** 
lC=IfIX(CC) 
IfCIC . EQ. 0)HB=23 . 0 
IfCIC . EQ. l)rt3=14 . 0 
IfCIC . EQ· 2)HB=9 . S 
C***CALCULATE COLLEX;TOR CO:'1PO'JEJT TrlERr1AL RESISTP:JCE:S*** 
RT=XTl"'uT 
BC=(UBT*B2) 10 . 001 




C***E11I SS I VI TY fACTOR*** 
E=( 1. iO/EP)+(+:0/EG) - I . 0 
C***VOLill1E Of FLUI D lJI1: ... n:-J SE~'lDJT*** 
!-JT= 1 fIxe CX~/B 1) ) 
T:'J=FLOATGJT> 
VOL~=T.~*(XLC/CS)*PI*TR*TR*ACU 
C***VOL~1E Of FLUID WITHI~ COLLECTOR CIRCUIT*** 
VOLC1=C(T.1*XLC*PI*TR*TR)+(XWC*2 . 0*PI*TR*TR»*ACU 
C***VOLlJI1E Of FLUID t']ITrlIN COWECTI:-JG PIPEWORK*** 
VOLC2=(CPL+S~~)*PI*0 . 007*0 . 007 
C***VOLlJHE Of FLUID WITrHN SOLPR CIRCUIT*** 
VOLC=VOLCl+VOLC2 
C***FLOW RE1JOLlITIO:~S TciROUG;, COLLEJ:TOR PER HOUR*** 
SPL=«(TIJ*XLC)+2 . e*X~C).ACU)+CPL+SSH 
C***AVERAGE FLQ\ol VELOCITY T.-ffiOUGn COLLECTOR PE? HOl1R*** 
VEL = ( VO_/VOLC)*SPL -
C***FLOW REiJOLlITIO:-JS AROLND SOL.n.R CIRCUI T PER HQUR*** 
FF=VOL/VOLC 
fR=FLOAT< I fIxe IT» 
c***CPLCtJL.ATE TrlE CO~J\a;TED REAR HEAT LOSS COEFrICIDJT*** 
RB1=RI+RFR 
P32= 1 . 0/"rlS 
FDl=0 . 93:i« (XR/XLC)+OCPJXwC») 
f~=0 . 175*(XP.lXLC)*OGVXWC) 
UB= 1. 01 ( (BB 1 + RB2 ) • ( 1. 0+ rn 1 + FD2) ) 
C***THER'·!AL CP.PACITPiJCE Of SE~'!DJT 1 •• * 
DAT2( 1 )=CG 
C 
C 
JEHRY j'10D2SC( \!.1.. DOV.lHRP.D) 










C***CALCULATE Trl£ FORCED CQ"VECTIO.J LOSS COEFrICIS'JT*",,,, 
HW=S. 8+LI . 1",\.H 
C***CPLCULATE THE: UP~ARD HEPJ LOSS COEFFICIE~T",,,,* 
TlK=Tl+273 . 0 
T2K=T2+273 . 0 







C***CPLCUI...ATE TrlER·1AL CAPACITA CE OF SEGi1E}JT 2 *** 
IF(KF. EQ. l . OR. KF. EQ. 2)GQ TO 100 
IFCKF. EQ. 3)GQ TO 200 
C***COLLECTOR TUBES ABOVE OR BELOW PLATE*** 
1 00 CALL :-JUS ELT ( T2 .. VEL .. HC) 
C'.FVOLW",CP-nQ( 1'2): 
RF=(I . 0/(nP+~U3»*XLC*Cr-~(BI -B2)+B2) 
RI= 1. 0/RF 
R2=1 . 0/CHF+?B+RT+(I . 0rrlC» 
R3=HC 
RLI=I . e/CCl . 0rrlC)+RT) 
R5= 1. 0 /( RF+RI) 




GO TO 300 
C***COLLECTOR TUBES I~JTEGP..PL WI 1:-1 FLATE *** 
200 CPl..L :'JUS ELT< T2 .. VEL .. HC) 
C il,i:: VOL lJi*CffiO C T2) 
RF= ( 1. 0/CHP+?Jill+U3) )*XLC*C F"E*(BI - 32 )+32') 
RI= 1. 01F.F' 
P2=1 . 0/(RF+?S+RT+CI . 0IHC» 
?.3=nC 
H4=1 . 0/(CI . 0IHC)+nT) 
R5= 1. 0 /( RF+P.I) 
rt6=I . 0/( RF+H +RFR) 
TCS2=CW+CP'I'(RIIR2)+CT*(RJIR4)+CI*CR5/R2) 
- 1 +C:=-*(R61R2) 
D.C;T2(2)=TCS2 
300 ' CO:JTI:..JUE , 
C*",*CPLCULATE UP'iARD HEAT 1RC\..J5FER FATE FROM SEG:·1E·JT 1 *,!"", 
DAT2(3)=U l*36~0. 0 
C",**UP";PRD HEAT TP';'~JSrER RATE F?.m.' 5EGi lE"T 2 *** 
U2=HP*(R I IP2)*CA+~O~ (RI/R2)*CA 
D.4T2(4)=U2*36~0 . 0 
C***DJ\'.J~.'PR.D HE.o.T 1r_D;JSh .. '": RATE FRO 1 S~G'1£'JT 2*** 
DAT2(S)=U-~(Rl/?2)* A*3600. 0 
C",,,c*CALC iLATE: 1:-1£ T.-1E?!AL CPPP.cITA\1CE OF CO: :JECTUG PIPS" .. :O?.K",** 
CPIPEl=(CP~*P ",~ . 007*0 . 00 7*C?RO (~3»)*fF.+CPIPF~CP~/?4) 
- 1.52 -
'. 
CP P;::2= ( C?_ -.:? >< ~ . i:':' 7"'l:. . :.: ";7..o: C:=:; ']( -5) ) ... ::r=.+c ::-r::- - " (i-'" /~ £' ) 
D;;TL;( 1 )=CP.P::>to(F.J!S4) + 'JO:"'C2'1'CP-.Q( TS) •. ...r.~ •• • 
D.c.T4( 1 )=CPIPEl 
C***CPLCl1'. ..  AT£ TrE TrlE?":!.C-L CP.PP.GITAJC£ Qf STO?.hG~ TP"."fJ< Si::G:iEJTS",,,, 
CTh: flU =( SSV/3 . 0 ) ",CP?O( T3)+TOPS*XT",C 1'!' (?...J/24) 
CTA: JY..2 = (SSV/3 . ~:D*CPRO( T4)+~'1I DS"'x T*C 1*( 23/24) 
CTAJK3=(SSV/3 . 0 )*C??OCT5)+30TS*XT"'Cl*<P...J/P.4) 
DAT3( 1 ) =CTA:'JK 1 
OOT3 < 2) =CTA\JK2 
DAT3 (3) =CTPNK3 
C***DETEPJ1I;-.JE PUl1P A'JD STOP.AGE T~'JK Co.'JTROL FUJCTIO:JS",** 
C***OPTIO:-J 0 I :-JIXlOR TEST RIG HEAT LOSS EXP8ri·1E:JT*** 
I F(ITC . EQ . ~)GO TO 310 
G.O TO 320 
C***CO:JSTA1JT pu.1P FLOW U'J*** 
310 Fl=l . el 
C***COLLECTOR FLOW/STORAGE TA:J'rC FU'JCTI O~"'** 
12=0. 0 
F3=0. 75 
F4=0 . 0 
GO . TO 330 
C***OPTIO:..J 1 DIFFEREJTIAL TEE?w.ATUPE CO:JTROL*** 
320 Fl=0 . 0 
IF< ITC . EQ. 1. A'JD. TOUT. GEe (T5+ ~ .• 0 » n= 1. 0 
If(H?fl~. LT. 10. 0)F1=0. 0 
C***OPTION 2 SET TEHPEHATURE 'CO:-JTROL*** 
C***TEI·1PffiATIJ?E SETTnG : 20 DEG. C. "!<** 
I F< I TC . EQ. 2 . ~JD. TOUT. GE. 2 0 . ~) F'l = 1 . 0 
C***OPTIO: 3 OUTDOOR Ti::ST RI G E<PERUIEHS*** 
IF(ITC . EQ . 3)Fl=1 . 0 
C**",STORAGE TA K ~~CTIO~S*** 
F2=0 . 0 
IF(-OUT. GE. T3)F2=1 . 0 
F3=0 . el 
If(TOUT . GE. T4 . A D. TOUT. LT. T3)F3= 1. 0 
f4=Z . 0 
IF< TOUT. GE. T5 . F~JD . TOUT. LT • T4) f4= 1. 0 
330 . CO>JTl ~JUE 
C***CALCULAT=: ThE HEAT TKhJSFER FRo.·r TrlE STORAG::: T~JK*** 
If(I:IX(1 0~ . 0*SIL) . CG . 0 )GO TO 350 
P~1=(XT/UT)+(SIL/0. 033) 
GO TO 375 
350 F~ l=XT/UT 
375 U4A4=(1 . 0/P~1)*TO?S 
U5F5= ( 1 • LJ/?~ 1) *'-11 DS 
U6.D.6= ( 1. 01F~ 1) *30TS 
DAT3( 4) =U4A4*36'~ . 0 
DAT3(5)=U5.c5*3600 . 0 
DAT3( 6)=U6A~36ee . 0 
U7A7=(1 . ~ /« XTIUT) +0 . 1»x.cFIPE 
DAT4 ( 2) =U7A7*36e . 0 
C***TrlE?:'WL CP.PAC I TA'JCE OF COLLECTOR FLUI j) ,,1P-.5S F'LO~"'** 
C'Tr'= VOL*CP"""rlQ ( T2 ) 
C",,,,*E'JBGY CO:JVECTED OI}T OF SEG:·1EH*",* 
FR·J=2 . ~ "'C WF' 
rRT=C \l.Tf 
£)AT2 < 6)=rr;::*fl 
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S;,-:)C 7) =:1 ...:?2",;:r.T 
D{,T3 C ';1) = Fl '" F3", ;:r;.T 
DAT3C l\:j)=Fl",-=-Lj;o:FRT 
C*",,,,CPLC1JIj, TE: iiEA T E' J LRGY GEL I VZ?~ TO LOA[):,:** 
VOOV=OOV/lra~I!i . 0 ' 
C 
50LG=CPROCT3)*VDOV 
I rC VI.XJV. GT . C 55V/3 . 0) • ;::.~ .JD . VDOV. LE:. C 55V/1 • 5) ) SOLG= 
1 CPRO(T3)*(5SV/3 . 0)+CFP~(T4)*(VDOV- (S5V/3 . ra ) 
If( VooV. GT. C 55V/l . 5) . P':'JD. VOOV. LE. 55V) SOLG=CPRQ( T3) * 
1 (55V/3 . 0)+CPROCT4)*C55V/3 . 0)+CPRQCT5)",CVDQV- CS5V/1 . 5» 
IFCVDOV. GT . 55V)SOLG=CPROCT3)*CS5V/3 . 0 )+CPROCT4)*CS5V/3 . ~ 
1 +CPROCT5)*CS5V/3 . 0) 
DAT3(8)=SOLG 
HE:Tt.J?:J 
ENTRY t10 IJ2 DC 5 1 .. S2) 
C***CPlLCULATE FI J A'1D COLLECTOR UrICI EJCY FACTOP.5*** 
HL=C31 - B2)/2 . 0 
BC=CUBT*B2)/0~001 
UT=1 . 0/CCl . 0/CU1/CA»+C1 . ~/CU2/CA») 
UL=UT+C 1. 0/UB) . 
ULl=UL 
A=SQRTCUL/CUA'I'XP» 
C***FIiol EFFI C IENCY F.o.GTOR*** 
F'E= C TA Jrl C A*HL) ) I C A*HU 
C***DETEPJ1I ~JE COLLECTOR CO:ol5TRUCTIO:ol*** 
IrCXF. EQ . 1)GO TO 400 
IFCKF. EQ. 2)GO TO 500 
IrCKF. EQ. 3)GO TO ~0 
C***COLLECTOR TL~ES BELOW PLATE*** 
400 CEl=CBl*UL)/C3 . 14*Dl*HC) 
CE2=CBl*UL) /BC 
CE3=Bl/C32+2 . 0*i1L*FE) 
CE= 1. 0/(CEl+CE2+Cw) 
GO TO 700 I 
C***COLLECTOR TUBES ABOVE PLATE*** 
500 CEl=CB1*UL)/C3 . 14*Dl*rtC) 
C~=CDl -2 . c*XT)/B1 
CE3=CSl*UL)/BC . 
CE4=B1/C2 . e*HL* FE) . 
CE5=1 . 0/(C~+C1 . 0/CCw+CE4») 
CD: 1. 0/CCE1+CSS) 
GO TO 700 
C***COLL:::GTOP. TUBES I:JTEGR.t:\L WITrl PLATE*** 
60~ CE1=CB1*UL)/C3 . 14*Dl*HC) 
CE2=B 1/C32+2 . 0*i1L*FE) 
CE= 1. 0/(CE1+CE2) 
. 700 CO: JTEJUE . 
C***CPLCULAT£ RADIA:olT HEAT Eoltl<.GY PB50E3E:D ?;'{ Si::(3":=:JTS",*", 
c***CPlLCU'wATE T.-iE I:JCI DE'olT SOLAR RADI.c,TI O:J AB50HBED Sf TrlE 
C*",*COLLSCTOR COVER 5EG"EH*** 
DP32(8)=SI"'CA*36~O . 0 
C***CPLCULATE T.-{£ E-JCID2'lT SOLAR RP.uIATI O:'J A3S0?.5ED Sf TnE 








SLJ3!=:ClUiTE i'IO[)J ( iT .. :J) 
DI"'IErJSlo:J DATl(~S) .. DP.T2( 3 ) " C:·1(2 .. Lj) .. TSlC l C) .. TS2( 1 ' ) .. 
1 CT(2) .. ST(~) .. rC2) .. DATJC 1 ~ ) .. 3SC5) .. TS3CJ) .. DAT~(2) 
CO:-;J18:J OAT! .. DAT2 .. ST .. TS 1 .. TS2 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .. DAT~ 
C**",I :JI TIALISC: :'1ATRIX C.o.LCULATIQi-J COt1?O;'JC:JTS*** 










3 1= DAT2( 6) 
32=DAT2(7) 
33=DhT2(S) 
C***I 'JITIALISE TrlE FIRST ROW Of TrlE CALCULATIO:J t·1ATRIX*** 
Cl=DT/C Wl) 
G1( I .. 1 )=-Cl*(Al+A2) 
Ci1( 1 .. 2)=CI*A2 
C 'l( 1 .. 3)=0.0 
C:1( I .. ~)=C l*Al 
C***IN1TIFLISE T:-{E SEX:O:JD ROW Of TrlE CALCL1...c"TIO:J '·lATrUX*** 
C2=DT 1(T.,l2) 
C 
C.1( 2 .. 1 )=C2*A2 
Cl·1( 2 .. 2)=- C2*(A2+A3+31) 
CI1( 2 .. 3) =C2*B 1 
C,'l( 2 .. 4) =C2*F.3 




C***START QUAnTIC RUJGE- KUTTF. ~ '1VriOD CFLCULF.TIO:J*** 
I R01J=eJ 
100 IRO:...J=IR01,...tt 1 
CO 3 00 1=1 .. 2 
11=1 
SUl'!= C. 0 
~~1 . 0/fLOAT(2**(II -l » 
DO 2 00 i{= I .. 4 
2 0 0 SUj=SlJ:. +G:1 ( 1P.Q' ...... K)*STCi{) 
Y=SU. l+ ;:-(1 20,,1 
C***PREDICTill VFLUE Or S.c:G·'E "T TC:·P ... 'iP.TUP.E*** 
G:..t{ 1 = itl*Y 
QK2= I,.j:"cC Y+C QK 1/2 . CO ) 
QY3= 'i.ifC Y+C bi-:.2 / 2 . 0» 
QK~= ·.'* ( Y+~3) 
CTCI ROw)=STCI ?'Ow) +(QK I+C 2 . e~~<2 )+C 2 . (3~Q~3)+ , K4 )/ S. 0 
300 STC 120' )= CTC l ?O J!) 
IfCI ?.O\',I . :::Q. 2 ) GO TO 4~0 
GO TO W(3 








DIl lE JS I Q:J STC 4 ) ~ SUlJl ( 7~ 2LL 6~D ~ TF.:B( 7~ 2~ S~ ) .. 
1 "Jl : JD(?~ 2LL6':D ~ DATl<~8) .. DAT2(8) .. TSlC H)) .. TS2( 10 ) .. 
2 IC:-iAtt< 10) .. USER( 7 .. 2LL 60 ) .. DPo.T3( UD .. DAT4(2) .. 
3 SS( 6) .. TS3(3) .. ~JDAYC 12) .. l](e3 .. 500 ) ~ DYC 15 .. 5 ~0 ) .. 
Lt XPLOTC50~) .. YFLOTC500 ) .. KPLOTIC 15) 
COt't'lO:'J DATl .. PAT2 .. ST .. TS 1 .. TS2 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .. DAT4 
oolJBT~E PRELISICN FILE2~ FILSJ .. FILE4 .. FILES .. S 
C 
DATA NDAY/0 .. 31 .. S9 .. 9~ .. 120 .. 1S1 .. 18 1 .. 212 .. 243 .. 2?3 .. 304..334/ 
C 
C 
C***UJI TIALI SE COU'JTUG LOOP PAP.Pi1ETERS*** 
TEJV=DAT 1 (~8) 
DT1=TI.JV/60. 0 
~J IJ'{= I FIX( OAT 1C 5" 6) ) 
.-lOST=I FIXC OATl e 5 .. 5» 
. \ 
~J DT= I FIXe 6 0 . 0/TI \JV) 
NC= I FIxe OAT 1 e3" 7» 
CS=MTl <3 .. ?) 
:'JHOUR= I FIxe OAT 1 eLL 1» 
ITC= I FIxe DAT! e 6.. 1) 
C***SET CLHlPiTE DATA PF .. -=>.AYS TO z.::r.D*** 
DJ 1 Kl=1 .. ? 
00 1 K2=1 .. 24 
DJ 1 K3= 1 .. 60 
SlN 1 (K1~ Y2 .. 1·3 )= 0 . 0 
TP,,2·9(i{ 1~ i".2 .. X3) =0 . 0 
WI:JDeK1 .. K2 .. K3)=0. e; 
USER(K1 .. K2 .. K3)=0 . 0 
1 CO,JTI:-JUE 
C*** LJ I-IALIS~ SYSTE1-1 PARc,:1ETERS*** 
1NRI TEe 5 .. 2000) 
2200 fQP":·1P.1( ' i-i- 00 YOU TNISrl TO IN ITIP.LIS~ SOLPR SYST21 
1 T=:1FE?.ATUP.ES ? ~ ( el- NO .. I - YES) ' /) 
READ( 5 .. 201 ~):]~ S 
2010 rO~·:ATC I) 
IFCJA'·JS . E~ . 0 )GO TO 2060-
N'rt I TE( 5 .. 2 Z20) 
2e;20 FO?:1.~T( ' :-i TYPE Ii.J STORAGE T!-dK TE j?E?_~T1.R~ (3) : ' /) 
READ(s .. 203e;)T3 .. T4 .. TS 
2030 FO?";'LAT( 3F) 
W?I TEe 5 .. 2 (40) 
20LJ.0 fOK1.~T( ' H TYPE I :'.J COVER A' D COLLEC-O? T~';?E'?_0,TlJ?~ : • /) 
READ(S .. 2050)Tl .. T2 











GO TO 2~7~ 
2~60 DO 2 J=I~3 
TS3(J)=15. 0 
2 Co:JTI:JUE 
STC 1)= 15. 0 
ST(2)=15 . ~ 
SSCl)= 1~ . 0 
55(2)=20. 0 






DO 3 i<= l ~ : C 




o 'JTRY I; PUT! 
CALL ;.IEi IPAG 
VrUTE(5~ 5) 
5 FOPl1ATC ' TYPE I''l TriE SOLAR RADIAT~ Q;-J DATA FIL E:'Jp.£·lE: ' /) 
RE..~( 5~ 10) FILE2 
10 FOPl·1ATCA10) 
P.ETIJrN 
E:'J TRY I"JPUT2 
WiUTE(5~ 15) 
15 FOFJ1AT( ' TYPE U TrlE h!8IENT Tu1?ERATiJRE DATA ?ILE:JP':1E: ' 
HEAD< 5~ 20) FILEJ 
20 FORt~TCAI0) 
?.ETURJ 
SJTRY I: PUT3 
l.JP.I TEC 5~ 25) 
. 
25 FOP..! ~T( ' TYPE :-J -:-fE T..JI:IJD PATTER\J DATA FILE:JA.? 1E: ' /) 
?.EP.DC 5~ 30) !="ILE4 
30 FOF.i·iATCAI 0 ) 
RETUE'J 
c: TRY I:J?UT4 
l,yF. I TE( 5~ 35) 
35 FOR lATe ' TYPE :J Trl2 USER DEHA\JD PATT:::?':'J DATA 
1 n S A 'E: '/) 
RE'P..De 5~ e) F' LES 
40 FOK1ATCAI0) 
CPU ~A I Tl 
RETUF.:J 
== H?Y AL T;::R2 
c**~T?_c,:-J SFc:q 50LPF. RP-.DIATI O~-J D.4TA ffiO~·l FILE2"''"'* 
OP2]( .1 IT= l~ DE:' CS= ' CSl: ' ~ rILE: FILE2) 
?:::"TID 1 
:xl l ~" I =l ... . JIJY 
iX) I ' • K2= I ... : HO·i? 
ro \C0 K3=1 ... ,DT 
:iEPlJ( l ~ 5 ' )5 J1(!{I ... :{2 ... i{3) 
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50 FO?.!1.°.-( 2~ r) 
1 ~0 CO:JT UUE 
CLOSE<UJI T= 1 .. D;:;JIC~ ' DSi{ ' .. rrL~FILE2) 
P.ETU?:J 
El J TRY Ai.. TU\.3 
C***T?.A:JSr.:P. p,:'!3IEJT TEl-lPERPITtJRE DATA ffiOi1 FILE3'!''''''* 
OPEJ(UJIT= 1 .. DB/IC EF ' DSi{ ' .. FILE=FlLEJ) 
P.DlI-JD l -
ID 150 KI= 1 .. :JIJ( 
IX) 150 K2= 1 .. N"rlOUR 
00 150 K3=1 .. NDT 
READ( 1 .. 60)TAr13(Kl .. K2 .. K3) 
60 FORl1AT(20f) 
150 CO:JTDJUE , 
CLOSE( U-JIT= 1 .. DEVICE: ' DSi{ ' .. FILE:FILEJ) 
RETIJRi'J 
E oJTRY AI.. TER4 
C***TRPlJSrER WIND PATTE=N DATA ffiOr1 FILE4*** 
OPB]( LNIT= 1 .. DEVICE: ' DSK ' .. FILE;:: FILE4) 
REVJWD 1 
IX) 200 Kl=l .. roJIJ( 
IX) 200 K2= l .. ;;JHOUR 
IX) 200 K3= I .. NDT 
REP.DC 1 .. 70)WI:-J DCK1 .. K2 .. K3) 
70 FOR1'1AT<2 0 F) 
200 CO~JTI:1UE 
CLOSE(UHT= 1 .. DEVICE: 'DSl{ ' .. FILE=FILE4) 
R~J 
E-JTRY AI.. TE?.5 
C***irttWSrER USER DB-lA'JD PATTER'J DATA FR0!1 FILE5*** 
OPE.J( UH T= 1 .. DEVICE: ' DSi< ' .. FILE=FILES) 
REWI;'JD 1 
00 250 KI= 1 .. -J IJ( 
00 250 Y2= 1 .. :J'rlOUR 
00 250 K3= 1 .. :-JDT 
P.EP.D(1 .. 80)USERCKl .. K2 .. K3) 





CLOSE(UoJI T= 1 .. DEVICE= ' DS:\:' .. FILE=FILES) 
RETUR' l 
C***I:-J ITI ATS CALCULATIO~oJ LOOP"**"" 
El'TRY 1-OD4.5C rn.. NPV) 
:O:rr.-i=I FIX( DATI CS .. 4» 
: r=I?I:«Ci=h*DTl)+0 . 5) 
~ J DJ 1 =:'JDT 
'oJ 1=0; :'JP=0 
00 275 1= 1 .. 12 
:J 1=:'Jl + 1 
Ir( rlO:oJTrl . E . ;<J DGO TO 277 
275 C~JTI~UE 
277 DAY=FLOATeJD'f+:-JDAYC 1» - 1. 0 
Vi':= 1. 0 
OOV=el . el 
DT= 1. el /FR 
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C 
1 D! ... Y 1 = 1:- ~ : ( uhT 1 ( 5 .. 5) ) 
:1:Y= 1 :-IXC)ATl (5 .. 6» 
1 DI .Y2= I D:;Y 1 +:J I7f - 1 
;·;DhY= I uP.Y 1-1 
:i::'.hD=C. e 
CALl.. '10 D23C ( VI -L 00 V ... I-Ll1.Al) 
KOlJ.JTl=0 
I FW PV. EQ. 20(3)CPLL "IOD6 
iL=0 . Ql 
SHW=0.0 
.CU·HJ= 0 . 0 
iXJ 3 02 IDAY=IDAYl,. IrMW2 
~']PUl1P=0 
SOLGD=Ql . Ql 
AUX GD= 0 . 0 
SOLG-i= 0 . 0 
AUXG-f=0 . Ql 
31=OOT l ( 1 ... 2) 
TP.=(DAT1< 1 ... 4»/2 . Ql 
XLC=DATIC4.J 4) 
X\.]C= DAT 1 (4.J 5) 
ACU=DATl (4.J 7) 
PI=3.142 
:JT= I FIX( (XWC/Bl» 
'N= FLOAT C-J T) 
VOL"J=I.'J*XLC*PI*TR*T?*AC U 
TOTCOL= Ql. Ql 
COL'1T=Ql. Ql 
TRADl=Ql . Ql 
TfLD..D2 = Ql . e 
DAY=DP.Y+1 
:JYDAY= I FIX( DAY) 
i1DP.Y=t-lDAY+ 1 
CALL l-1AI ~]ST<NYD.AY,. TCI.]) 
SS(5)=TCI.] .. 
CALL SUW.5( DAY ... Su.-JR... SU\}S) 
:·[&1=1 FIX( sum) 
~HP2= I FIX ( SlNS) 
>Irt"R3= I FIX( SUIS+ 0 . 5) 
!'!I:,j 1= I FIxe 63. 0*( Sli'JR-FLOATOJHR1») 
i1LJ2= I FIxe 60 . Ql* (SU\} S-FLOAT< Nii"P2 ») 
TrlR=FLOATC :JDY*24) 
.JFLOT=(NDY*24)*~JDT 
I FCJPV. EQ. 100 . OR. ,JPV. EQ. 2 0~ ) CI-l...L PRI:H 1 UPV ... I1DAY ... iJ:'ffi l ... 
1 :·Jri?2 ... :1U 1 ... NI~';2) 
DJ 3 0 1 r.-~= l ... :L-iOUR 
riP.=: ;=LOAT C JHP. ) 
I re :-r.{P.. LT. ;',[-iRl . OR. :.Jh"R. GT. :r.-rP.3) GO TO 28 e 
I f'( : ;:-iP. . LT .:-.J:-lRl . OR. :r"iR. GT . ;·JnF.3) DT=DTl 
I FCH?. GE.,:'.r.-iRl . A JD • . TriP.. LE. :-JHP.3) GO TO 282 
280 DT=DTl 
:Jr= 1 
GO TO 2 35 
282 DT= 1. el /m 
D12= 1. 0 /e :R*CS) 
:Jr= I FI x e e ffi* DT 1 )+ 0 . 5) 
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235 CO:;TU'JE: 




STC 4)=TN8(K1 .. K2 .. K3) 
SS( 6)=STC4) 
S0=StJ..n (iO .. Y.2 .. KJ) 
\Ji'.1= VlIi-J DC K 1 .. K2 .. K3) 
00 V= US ER ( K 1 .. K2 .. j{J ) 
!1ZN= ( Z FIX ( TZ'Jv) )*NDT 
CPLL StNPOSC DAY .. HR.. C·1IiJ .. All .. DECL .. I{A' JG .. AL T) 
C;::'U SnADEl<AZI .. AL T .. [~SHADl) 
}(QU\1T 1=KOU'.JT2 
HRA.D=S0"' .H3~e . 0 
CALL SUJRADCHPP.D .. PJ.... T .. ;·JSHADl .. DECL .. Hf,. IG.. S 1 .. S2 ) 
NSaAD1=0 





00 300 K4= l .. :-JF 
PT:::1P=TS3( 3) 
CP.LL PI LOS C DT .. PTEl1P .. OlIll. 1) 
ST(3)=OUTLT 
FLIrJ=OUTI.. T 
COLHT= 0 . 0 
00 290 K5= l .. :-JC 
K=K5 
CPU t'10D2ECC Vt1.. OOV .. aF.AD) 
CPU 1000 ( DT .. K) 
ST(3)=5T(2) - ST(3)+ST(2) 
290 CONTI~UE 
PTE:·IP=STC 3) 
CPU PILOSC DT .. PTu'P .. OUTL T) 
SS( D=OUlLT 
CPU !10IB ( un 
PtJ: '1P=D.~T2( 6)*CCS/2 . 0 ) 
FLO I..i=VOU,'*CPRQ{ ST(2» 
I FC I :=-1 X ( Pt.J11P) . ~Q. 0 ) FLOW= 0 . 0 
I re GUTL T. LT. FLli-J . OR. ii?.AD. LT • 5 . 0 ) FLO vI=0 . (3 
COLIiT=COL"fT+( OUTL T- FLl:-D*FLO'" 
I F< I r-IX C PUlP) • GT. 0) i J?U,:P=:-JPU: ~+ 1 
TOTCOL=TO-COL+CQLHT 




TLl=( DAT3(4)* CSSC2) - SS(6»)*DTl 
TL2=( DAT3 (5)",CSS{3)-SS(6»)",DTl 
TL3={ DAT3( 6)* {SSC 4 ) - SS{6»)*DTl 
TL=TL+CTLl+TL2+TL3)/l e00 . 0 
rJP=:lP+ 1 




r re S2 • . ;~. ~ . ~ )IJT' l= O ;': .I ... - STe 4)) 1 52 
I ;:-e S2 •. Jr.. Z . 5 ) ;::::-cy 1 = ( r I"'':;-+: ( O'.;TL. 7- 7 ' ~·.;'2 ) ) IC S2"'3 6~ C . ~c~. ) 
1:( JTll . LT . ~ . 0 . 0R . D7Il . G- . ~ . 1) DT I1= C . 2 
IF(LrGY 1. LT . 0. 0. 0R. ErcYl . GT. l e0 . C)Li="CY1= C. 0 
EFCY1= ~FCY1 ~ 1 00 . 0 
I FCPV. ,lE. 2 0::D GO TO 901 
53=51+52 
I FT.fri? . GE. :JHP.l . A' JD. !·.J}ffi . LE.. :rnR3) CPLL PREJT2 e 53 .. K2 .. to .. 
1 F1..I:J .. OUTL T) 
I Fe I TC. EQ. 0 ) tALL PRVJT2 (52 .. K2 .. K3 .. F1.. I :-J .. OUTL T) 
GO TO 9 02 
9 0 1 TJ'{ e l .. :-JP)=HRAD 
TJ'{( 2 .. :-JP) =5RAD1 I DT 1 
TJ'{( 3 .. iJP) =5TC 4) 
TJ'{ ( 4.. ~J P) =V!1 
TJ'{ ( 5 .. :JP) =OOV 
TJ'{ ( 6.. NP ) =ST( 1) 
DYC7 .. :-JP)=( F1..HJ+55( 1) )/2 . 0 
DY(S ... ;·JP)= FLE-J 
DY(9" ;'IP)=55 ( 1) 
DY( 10 .. NP)= EFCY1 
DY( II .. NP)=SS(2) 
DY( 12 .. :'JP) =SSe3 ) 
DY( 13 .. ;-.JP)=SS( 4) 
DY(14.. :JP)=(SS(2)+55(3 ) +SS(4»/3 . 0 
DYe 15 .. :JP)::Er~2 
[)X( 1 .. : 1P)=FLOATCJP) 
'D{(2.1 :JP)=DTl1 
D{(3.1 :-JP) =DTI2 
9 02 CO:JTI:'JUE 
3 0 1 CcrJTI~UE 
DT= 1. 0 /FR 
NPLOT=:JP . 
PTI:1EFFLOATCJPtJi-1P) *DT 
:JHffi= I FIxe PTH1E) 
;'Jp.'In=! FIX ( (PTH1E- FLOAT( NP:-IR) )*60 . en 
I F( :>.JPV. EQ. 100. OR. i-JPV. EQ . 2 00)CAl..L ffi INT3( SOL GD .. AUXGD .. 
1 NFHR.. ~H1E-J .. ~.D l.1 ~.D2 .. TOTC OL) 




FD wffi=50 . 0 
Siiw=S:-i\.,'+ SOLGD . 
~JPE= ( ~JPHR*3 600) + ( ~JP.WJ* (0) 
PE= ( ?LOATCJP E) *PO WEfD I 1003. 0 
.C!,:.{ '~T= A.""{'~.~ AU< GD 
I FCJPV. ill. 3 00> CALL PI Er::HT( Si-! W .. Ps."'~ .. ~\J .. 11..) 
RETUR'J 
C:: JTRY PLOT 1 
c",**rJITI.c-~ ! SE :JU1BER A'JD :JAl·!E OF PPRNETE:F..S TO B2 PLOTIil>.c*", 
305 WRI TE( 5 .. 3 10 ) 
3 10 FOni lATe 'H SPEC IFY NUt13ffi OF P~':'12ERS TO BE PLOTTED ' / ) 
P..EAD( 5 .. 3 1 5)~CP l 
315 FOP.: lATe 1) 
I FCJCP 1. GT. 15HJR ITE( 5 .. 320 ) 
GO TO 325 
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32~ ?'Jr. ;;,-;-e ' ;~ t:_:",'JE !! ,~'J,;' "L t ci.. I:. , ' ~ ::::;:.'"2 Cl ? ? / ,,:;.i ~ -: :::'l2..S = 
GO TO 3 ~5 
325 !Xl 3L:e J1=1 .. :';CP1 
\..i?I TEe 5 .. 33(:;) 
330 FOP_'LC,rc 'H P,~.R ",12""2 :JllB ER : ') 
RE"P.DC 5 .. 335) l{FLOT 1 (J 1 ) 
335 roRl"LC.rc I) 
340 CO[HI:JUE 
C***CL EP.R DP.Aw1:JG AHEA*** 
CIIl..L PI CCLE 
XSP=20. 0; YSP=130. 0 
NL AY= 0 
C***DETERiUNE PLOT TU·lE VJTEP.V& .Ci..JD PERIOO**"" 
I FC-JD'{ . LE. 2) GO TO 345 
I?(ND'{. GT. 2 . PND. :JDY. LE. 14)GO TO 350 
I FWD'{ . GT. 14. A'JD. iJDY. LE. 1L10)GO TO 355 
3L15 FACT=DT l 
I Fc.rrlOUR. LT. 24) FACT= 1. " 
VI:JTX=~JDY*2L1 
I FCrrlOUR. LT. 24) ;'JI!'JTX=( 60*i f.'"iOUR) / 10 
XEEG-0. 0 
XE'J D= FLOATWDY*2L1) 
I FC'IrlOUR. L T. 2L:)XE'JD=FLOAT( 60*T ... iQUR) 
;'.]TEXT= 1 ,-
I FC'f.rlOUR. LT. 24nTEXT=0 
GO TO 365 
350 :1I£T=DTl/24. 0 
N ITf-(=:.JDY 
XBEG=FLOATClDAY1) 
XE-J D=FLOAT( lDAY2) 
;-.JTEXT=2 
GO TO 365 
355 FACT=DT1/(24. 0*7 . 0) 
N 1..]1X= ClDY) 17 
XBEG- 0 . 0 
XE'vD=FLOATCJI:'-11X+ 1) 
NTEXT=3 
GO TO 365 
365 J2=0; :'-1DEV1=0 
1000 J2=J2+1 
J3=KFLOT1 (J2) 
I?CJr,EV1.:vEdDGO TO 367 
J5=l 
I?(J3 . ~Q . 10 )GO TO 1305 
IF(J3 . EQ. 15)GO TO 10 10 
GO TO 10 15 
1005 J5=2 
X.3EG= 0. 0 
:.JI~JTX= 10 
XEJD= 0. 1 
:H~\T=4 
GO TO 10 15 
1010 J5=3 
X3 EG= 0. 0 
i-JH1X=1 0 
X~JV= ~ . 1 
:JT::X-=5 
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I :; ' I) 
1': 15 :)) 366 J 4 =1 .. ;?~ .JT 
3 6 6 X?~JT (J4) = ~(J5 .. J~ )¥?~T 
C*** I:l I TI hi... I S~ Y-W~ I S W-l.. lJW -1'>!<,!, 
367 I FCJ3 . ~C . 3 . OR.J3 . G~. 6) :JDEV= ' T I 
I f eJ3 . EQ. 4 ).JL)i::V= I V I 
I F'<J3 . cQ. 5 ) imEV= I F" 
I FCJ3 . E,Q . 1. O?.J3 . EQ. 2UDEV= ' 5
' 
IF'(J3 . EQ. 1 ~ . 0P'.J3 . EQ. 15)NDEV= I E ' 
00 370 J6= 1 .. :.J FLOT 
370 YPLOT( J 6 )=DY(J3 .. J6) 
YEJ[F 100d 3 
IF(J3 . EQ. 1. 0R. J3 . EQ. 2 )YE D=1 ~0~ . ~ 
I FCJ3 . EQ. 4)YEJD= 2 0 . 0 
IFeJ3 . EQ . 5)Y~D= 1 ~0 . 0 
IF"UDEV l . EQ . ~1DEV) C-O TO 3 75 
XPOS=15 . 0 
IF(J3 . EQ. 1. 0?. J3 . E . 2 )XPOS=13S . 0 
IF(J3 . EQ. 4 . 0 R. J3 . EQ. S)XPOS=155 . 0 
CALL AX l POS<I .. 15 . 0 .. 3 0 . 0 .. 120 . 0 .. 1) 
CALL AX l POS(1 .. XPOS .. 3 0 . 0 .. 100 . 0 .. 2) 
CALL AX ISC.D,~ 3 .. Nl iJTA .. XEEG..XE\TD .. 1) 
CP-LL A,{ ISCA(3 .. 2~ .. 0 . 0 .. YE'JD .. 2) 
CP-LL P-X I DP~~(l J 1 J 1) 
IHJ3 . :·..] E. 3 . AJD. J3 . LT. 6 ) CALL M I CRA( 1 .. 1 .. 2 ) 
IF(J3 . EQ. 3. 0P. . J3 . GE . 6)C~LL A~ I DRA( - 1 .. - l J 2) 
CPU GR I D(3 .. 0 .. 0 ) 
3 75 :'JDEV l=>JDEV 
I F(J3 . EQ . 10 . 0R. J3 . EQ. 15) GO TO 380 
CALL GRASYi·HXFLOT .. YPLOT J: IFLOT .. J2 .. 2) 
CP-LL GRAPOL.- <XFLOT .. YH .. OT .. W:LOT) 
GO TO 335 
330 CP.LL G!='P.s~·1(XFLOT .. YPLOT .. :l!PLOT .. J2 .. 0 ) 
C***OUTFUT G?PfH*** 
C*** I:..J1 TI ALI SE VP-.RI P-.B!...E TO o E F'LOTTill*** 
C***Y-AX IS iJOTATI O:J*** 
385 :J? V=J3 
I F<N? V. EO. 1) GO TO 400 
I FC·JPV. EQ. 2 ) GO TO 40 1 
IF< :JP V. EQ. 3) GO TO 402 
I f C..JPV. EQ . 4 ) GO TO 403 
IF"CJPV. 2Q. 5 ) GO TO Ll0L1 
I FC'-lPV. EO. 6 ) GO TO Ll 05 
I Fe PV. :c.;Q. 7) GO TO 4 0 6 
IFCJPV. EQ. 8 ) GO TO 4 0 7 
I F( ~ JPV. EO. 9) GO TO 4 Z3 
I f CJPV. :::Q. 10 )GO TO 409 
I FUPV. EQ . l l ) GO TO LlH~ 
I f CJ? V. E . 12)GO TO Ll l l 
I re JP J. E • 13) GO TO 412 
I FCIPV. E . 1L1)GO TO 4 13 
IF< : P V. EQ . 15)GO TO 414 
.;0 TO 5 00 
C**~GL05AL SOLP.R ~~I ATI aJ*** 
Ll00 CP.LL :·!OVT02 (XSP .. Y5P) 
CP.LL Ci-!PHO:"'(2 Tri G.. oaPL SOLAR P-!\DI AT I O:-J C\~ )", . ) 
GO TO 5 00 
C*"'* I. ICI D2'JT SOL;'.R RADI A- ro:.J*"'", 
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L<J1 et-LL ',' J 'Ji'O'2 C~ .S P.I ':s?) 
C.hLL vnj:.~-i o~e29:iI : ; C 1 uE:;T S·J U .. ;=. ?":.D1..:.TI ::U C1)>:< . ) 
GO TO 5 30 
C***A:i3IEJT ";12 TEl ·iP!:?.AnJE~""'" 
4 02 C~LL 'iO vr0 2 CXSP.I YSP) 
CPU CHPROLC25rthI·il31 C:H AIR TE!·:pu.ATi.3?i::* . ) 
GO TO 500 
C***I.Jr:-JD VELOCITY*** 
403 CALL HOVT02CXSP.lYSP) 
CALL CHA'-IOLC21HWrJD vu.OCITY C1/S)*.) 
GO TO 500 
C***USER DE!·~m PATTEP.J*** 
404 CP.U OVT02CXSP.l YSP) 
CPU CHA'-1OL(3 ~'-lUS@ DU'U;:JD PATTEJU CLITRES)* . ) 
GO TO 500 
C***COVER TEHPERATURE*",* 
405 CALL t·10VT02 CXSP.I YSP) 
CPLL CHPHOL(2~COVER TEl-1PillATURE * . ) 
GO TO 500 
c***r1F1H FLUID TE1PEP.ATIJii.E>ic** 
406 CALL [·1QVT02 CXSP.I YSP) 
CALL CHAHOLC25Hl1EA\J FLUID TEl-1PERATURE *. ) 
GO TO 500 
C***OUTLET F1..UI D TE 1PERA1"URE*** 
400 CALL i-10VT02 CXSP.I YSP) 
CALL CHA:-fOLC26dOUTLET FLUID TE1?ERATtJP.E* . ) 
GO TO 500 
C***I.JLET FLU1 D El1PE"''"'.ATURE*** 
407 CALL ;·1QVT02 exsp.I YSP) 
CPU CHA'-IOL(25:-fI .. JLET FLUID nl'iP:=F.ATURE* .) 
GO TO 500 
_ C***COLLECTOR ErFICIE cy*** 
409 CALL :10vr02CXSP .. YSP) 
CALL CHA"iOL e 22..,COLL ECTOR EFFl C I :C:'JCY* . ) 
GO TO 5 00 
C*~*TiNK SECTIO:.J 1 TH1PERATURE>i<** 
4 10 CALL '10VT02CXSP .. YSP) 
CALL CHA-fOLC28HTA\JK SECTICl-J Tu~EP.ATURE:* . ) 
GO TO 500 
C***TA'JK SECTIO:--1 2 TEl'1PERATI.J?3i<** 
411 CALL . !OVT02CXSP .. YSP) 
CP.U CH..Q}-!OLC28HTh'JK SECTIO:J 2 TB·PE?.ATUnS* . ) 
GO TO 5~0 
C***TPi..JK S~TIO:-J 3 TE1P~TUE~>i<** 
412 CPU !'1QVT0 2CXSP .. YSP) 
CALL CHA'-10LC 2~HT.~-JK S:::C~IaJ 3 -::: ·~S?.HTUF3 . ) 
GO TO 5 00 
C***~.1E.c;-J STOPAGE T{NK TE.-!?:::?A- i?3i<* * 
4 13. CP.U HO vr02C SP .. YSP) 
CALL Ci-l ....... }-{OLC3.1HI·1EJW STOPAGE T.~'·jX -=:·jP EHATU?.E:* . ) 
GO TO se0 
C***SOLP.R SYSTH-l Err1 C I ~JCY",** 
414 CALL .10VTQ2(XSP .. YSP) 
CALL CHA'-10L( 2 5HSOLAQ SYSTu SF?ICI2 JCY* . ) 
500 CO:J TINUE 
CPU ;10 VT02 ( 10 ... YSP+2 . 0) 
CALL SYI'lOOLeJ2) 
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: ::"'h.',!,=. E ... ; ;';' + 1 
YS?= 13 ~ . i..: - ( :LJI-.-<. r~AY""4 » 
l?eJ2 . :JE. :JCPl)GO TO l ~i:Je 
C",,**:{ - A::IS Tr::~T**'" 
Ct-LL : 18 vro2 e 2~ . ~ .. 20. ~) 
CAU.. CHP.:-tOL(24.:";SI ~ 1lJ1 .... ATIaJ TI~ 'lE PffiI OD* . ) 
CPLL :10vr02(2 0 . 0 .. 15 . 0) 
IfeJ3 . £C. 10 . 0R. J3 . EQ. 15)GQ TO 510 
IfOJTEXT. EQ . 0)CPl..J... CHAHOL( 11HC·11:-JUT2)* . ) 
IfOJTEXT. EQ. 1 ) CALL C}{AHOL(9H(:-IOURS)* . ) 
IFCi-JTEXT . EQ . 2)CPLL CHA.'OL(SH(DAYS)* . ) 
IF(NTEXT . EQ. 3)CALL ~rlAnOL(9H(WEEKS)* . ) 
IFCJTEXT. E . 4)CALL CHAHOL(22H DT/I (DEGC . Se . !·l . )/\1* . ) 
GO TO 520 
510 CALL CH.PJiOLC8H( DT /0*. ) 







Dn::rJSIO:J OAT 1 (6.. 8) .. DAT2(S) .. STe 4) .. TAT 1 (9 .. 7) .. TAT2( 9 .. 7) .. 
1 TS 1 ( 10) .. TS2( 10 ) .. OAT3( 10) .. 'SS e 6) .. TS3( 3) .. ;·n ·'lO::J( 12) .. DAT4 ( 2) 
CQI1!10:'J DATl .. DAT2J ST .. TS I .. TS2 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .. DP.T4 
IX) tJa.E PREL IS ro;'J i'Jr1Q.'J 
DATA .. Jj10~J/ ' JP:'JUARY ' .. • FaRUARY ' .. ' ~·tcRCH ' .. • A.PRIL ' .. ' >lAY ' .. 
1 'JU·IE ' .. ' JULY ' .. ' AUGUST ' .. ' SEFTE:·!3ER ' .. ' OCTOB@ ' .. 
2 ' :JOVE:·1BE ' .. ' DECS·IBill ' I 
C***TEXT DATt-. r OR Tr'.3LE HEP.DI:>IG*** 
c 
c 
DATA 1XTl/L\4:-f :-iR- TI :1E Or SI?1ULATIO.-J PP-.OGF.AH 
1 (ACTUAL TI:IE) .. 
2 43H DT-C.PLCULATICN · PROGP_0l'1 TI! 1E IiJCRE1E'JT (i.ffi. ) .. 
3 L\L\H !G- COLLECTOR Q...P-SS COVER TE·1PEPATURE (DEGC ) .. 
4 43H 11·H ·1 FAJ COLLECTOR FLUID T2,"]PERATL'?E (DEGC) .. 
5 44., T 1- COLLELTOR INLET FLUI D TE lFu_.0,.TUF.E (DEGC) .. 
6 45i-i T2- COLLELTOR Ot..m..ET FLUID TEl1PBATURE (DEGC) .. 
7 41H T3 - TOP STORAGE TA-J'fi SECTIO:J T~·rPE?A.TURE / 
DATA 1XT2/43H T4 ':' t! I Dll..E STORAGE TA'J'K SECTIO::J 
1 TEr·lPEP.A11.JRE.. 
2 43H T5-3QTTO'1 STOPAGE TAW SECTIO>J Tt-·I?~_D,.TURE.. 
3 42H TS - AVE?.AGE SOLAR STORAGE TA'f./\ TS·1PE?..c..TUREr 
4 ~'-i TP.- E1V!~O:·.JJ 1T A:-!B I E-JT AI? T:&'l?~_C;.njRE (DEGC) .. 
5 45:! S2-UCI DEH S'JLA.J:t RP.DIATIO:'J- COi..LECTOR CW/1·12) .. 
6 44:-i E::-CY - U S-A JTA E.oUS COL:.EX::TOR "ZrrI Cl I::'JCY (£) .. 
7 4 2., DTI-T:C:·;PG..AT1.EF/! ~JCI DEJT :::'JERGY CCl i. ~·12)1 
\.JF. I T:::< 5 .. 10 ) 
fOR1AT< 'n SOLPR COLLEC~O?' A'JD STO:=';'GE SYSTE·j 
1 TS 1PE?_~TUP.E PEO? I LE. 'I) 
c *** ·21 TE TEXT*** 
. DO 1 0~ ~=1 .. 2 
2 0 
DO 1 (:;~ J =1 .. 7 
I rO( . m. 1) I.~ IT!::( 5 .. 20 ) C 1XT 1 (1 .. J) .. I= I .. 9) 
I F( !{ . EQ. 2HiR1 TEe 5 .. 20 )( 1XT2 ( I .. J) .. 1= I .. 9) 
fO R: 'I.4T( 9 P.5) 
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1 ::': ~ CTT!.iUE 
Ck.-L :JE· .. LI:J 
r.i:~_J 
EH?Y ?RUT 1 CJPV .. :J:JA-S :r.-1?I .. ;J:'-l?2 .1 :'1I : L :,;r :.2 ) 
:m: ' lli= I F'IX( D?Tl (5 .. Ll) 
~JY~.E=1 :11( ATl (5 .. 3» 
ITC=IF'IX( DATlC6 .. l) 
IF(ITC. EQ. 0)GQ TO 55 
WRITE( 5 .. 3k~D:vHO:\](HOi-JTd) .. ']DAT:: .. ;'JYEAq 
30 FQPJ1AT(2)(,A10 .. 1x.. 12 .. 11(" IL,j .. /) 
~lRITE( 5 .. L,j0) 'vtffi l .. 11;'J 1 
40 FQP'! '!AT( ' H SU.]RISE OCCUES AT ' .. 12 .. ' P.R ' .. 12 .. ' !'ll :'J . G: IT ' ) 
WRl TEe 5 .. 5 0 ) ~JHR2 .. '1 I:J2 
50 FQP.!'1AT( ' H SU-JSET OCCUi=tS AT ' .. 12 .. ' HP. ' ..r2 .. ' i·1 !:-J . G 'lT ' /) 
55 I FCoJPV. EQ . 2 03 ) wRITE( 5 .. 6C) 
60 FQP.! '1AT( ' H HR ' .. 2.-,{ .. ' DT ' .. 5X .. ' TG ' 3;' .. ' Tl ' .. 3X.I ' T2 ' .. 
1 3Y ... ' T3 ' .. 3X.. 'T4' .. 3x.. ' T5 ' .. 3X .. ' TA ' .. 5X .. ' S2 ' .. 4i< .. 
2 ' Er-CY' .. 3X .. ' OTl ' /) 
RETlR'J 
ENTRY PRINT2(S2 .. ,.J}Lq,,;'JDT .. TU .. TOUT) 





CS=DATl (3 .. 7) 
:JC=IF1X(CS) 
XLC=DATl (4.1 L,j) 
X JTC=DATl (4.1 5) 
ACU=OATl C 4.1 7) 
1TC=lfIXCDAT1C6..1» 
C***COLLECTO? AREA*~* 
CA=XLC*X· ... lC*ACU 
C***AVEPP.GE: COLLU;TOR FLUID T~1P~TUF..E:*** 
TAV2=CTU+TOUD/2 . 0 
C***TIiEOEECTI CAL I~J5TA'JT/WEOU5 COLLU::TOR EITIC I EJCY*** 
DT= DA T1 C 4.. S ) 
ffij'=DAT2( 6) 
:=F?: 1* 100 . ~ 
I F< I fIX ( n • EQ. 0) GO TO 65 
1F(ITC. EQ . 0 )GO TO 6S 
E~=(~;*(-OUT--hV2»/(S2*3 6Z~ . 0~CA) 
C***CrtAJGE I:-J COu..U::TOR TE'1F::Ro.TU?E/1 ~SOL;"TIO:..J*** 
DT1=(TAv~-TA)/S2 ' 
GO TO 67 
65 EFCY=0. 0 
DT1= 0 . 0 
C***AVE?.AGE STOFAGE Th:JK FLUID T2':PEF..ATiREic** 
67 TAV4~(T3+Tq+T5)/3 . Z 
C***'..JF.1TE T21PE?P.TURE '"'AT;'.*** 
w'R1 TE( 5 .. 7 7 )~J.;R... :-IDT .. TU .. TA" S2 
70 roF.:1ATC2C2X .. 12) .. , H:< .. Fll . 1 .. 21X .. F4 . I .. 3)( .. FS . 1) 
c*** ... Por TE COLLE:CTOR 5EG1E T TE'IP~ ... o.-URES**", 
200 
i =0 
: =;J+ 1 
~'R ! TE( 5 .. sm TSl cm .. TS2C;~) 





I ?c:: .~T. :1C) GJ TJ 2Z0 
C·,,*;·: .. :: IT ::: Sj O:=:';:'Gc TF.n: SC:S:L::JT TE::r::::-_::"~' ?3"""" ", 
~\:r. I Tr::C 5 .. 9 ~ ) T3 .. T4 .. T5 .. :::F'CY .. 011 
9 0 rJ?':·1ATC 25X .. ?4 . 1 .. IX .. ?4 • .1 ... IX ... F4 . 1 .. 14,( ... ?4 . 1 ... 3X ... F4 . 2 .. /) 
P.ETL1?~ J 
~ -l T?Y PEU: T3( SOLGDY ... AU<GDY ... \J?-ffi.. :JP,·jLJ .. T?.l\D1 ... TP_lli:e .. 
1 TOTC OL) 
XLC= DAT 1 (4 .. 4) 
XiJC= DATl (4.. S) 
ACU=DAT 1 (4 .. 7) 
C***COLLECTOH AREA*** 
CA=XLC*XWC*ACU 
T?ADl=TRAD1*CA/1 000 . 0 
TrtAD2=T?~LQ*CPJ1 000 . 0 
TOTCOL=TOTCOL/3.6E6 
E?CYl=(TOTCOL/T?~)*1 00 . 0 
SOLGDY=SOLGDY/3.6E6 














WRITE(S .. 1 0 1)TRP~ 1 
fOP.:w.TC 'H DAILY TOTAL P.ADIATIO:.J I~JCIDE-JT O:J GLASS ' .. F7. 1 .. 
1 ' }{1;L-iR' ) 
·}RITE( S ... 11 0 )TRAD2 
fO~1P-.T( 'H DAILY TOTt{. P..P.DIATIO:J VJCIDE\1T 001 
1 COLLE:CTOR ?~'JELS · .. F7. 1 .. ' K T..2}ffi') 
v~ITE(S ... 120 )TOTCOL 
FO?: ·1ATC ' H DAILY TOTflL HEAT E'JERGY COLLECTED ' .. F7. ~ .. ' KwfiR ' 
~?ITC:CS .. 13 ~ )SOLGDY 
FDKLC,T( 'H Df:I.ILY HEA~ SUPFLIED BY SOLAR SYSTEJ:.1' .. F7. 1 .. ' KVJH 
~~ITE(S .. 140 ) AUXGDY 
FOPliATC ' H DAILY AlDCILl.AP.Y HFP.T RillUIRLl·1DJT ' .. F7 . I .. ' KwdR ') 
',iri I T:::( 5 .. 15 QJ) ~·JFrlR" ' -lE ·n:J 
reJR ·:'C.TC 'H DAILY RlJ.·NI:-JG TIME OF Pli'iP ' .. lX .. 12 .. ' HR '" 
1 IX .. 12" ' :'lIi'1') 
l,.iRITE( 5" 1 60) EFCY 1 
roP~'!ATC'H DAILY AVER.,<;GE COLLECTOR EF:-ICI:::·JCY · ... F5 .1" ' %' ) 
S' -=r.OUTD E AODS(HP) 
DH iEi']5 I a 'I D.c,Tl ( 6. .3 ) .. CAT2 ( 8 ) .. STC Lj) .. T51< H J) .. 
1 -52( 1 ) .. DAT3( 10 ) ... SS( 6 ) .. T53( 3) .. D.~.T4 ( 2) 
CO'.!.·1Q: D.D.Tl ... DAT2 .. 5T ... T5 1" T52 .. [1;T3" SS ... T53" DAT4 , 
C*,:,,,,SlEF?OG?.t-,M TO CALCULATE TrE :.JATlJ?.P.L CO:'JVEX;TI O:J EIT1.JEDJ 
c***P~~....L ::L FLAT R..P.TES ( DATA TPKD J" rnQ;1 TABOR, 1958) 
C*** l : lTI FL ISE TrlE SU3ffiOGF'..A1 PA? _!ETERS**l!C 
C***SPAC?- --;-{E FLATE SPAC I ~J G W CEVTL1ET?.ES",,** 
SPft£ P= DATl( 3,,3) * 10 . 0 
C**~.>.-J TI.. T- - nE COLL ECTOR TILT L m :8rt:"S*** 
. TI.. T= 1 FIX ( D~.Tl (4 ... 2 » 
T1=ST( 1) 
T2=ST( 2 ) 
C***D£T EP': lI:JE DiE T::!lPBATl.JRL DI FFtitENCE BET~:U:,J THE FLATE 
-167...; 
DT. iP= ?-..3S ( T2 - Tl ) 
K 11 :.= I rr i~ ( uTi :? ) 
C**",CALCULATE: THE: rEAT Tr.AJS?::R CQE??lCI:::JT .. ;--:?,:<x",* 
C*",*HOR IlO.HPL P~P;JL HEAT rLO\..' UP'.~P.R!)S**~ 
I fUTl.. T. GE. 0 . Am. :JTL T. LE. 30)i-1P= ( 1. 6 13", 1. 9 1) I( Spp. sr*",l) . 15 
C***3 QJ - 60 DEG. H..AJ EJ HEAT rL Ow UP1.I.F>RDS",,,,* 
I fUTL T. GT . 30. A-JD. ~ JTL T. LE. 60)HP= ( 1. 14*2 . 04 ) I ( SPAC?** O. 0 7 
C***60- VERTI CAL PLA~E*** 
I FeJTL T. GT. 60 ) HP=( 0 . 8 2*2 . 12) I ( SPACP**0 . ( 19 ) 
C***APPLY CORIU:CTI O:J FACTOR FOR TEl1PE?ATUP.ES*** 
C***OTHER TrlAJ 10 DEG .C . *** 
1 FO\I'i·1P. GT. BD GO TO 100 
GO TO 200 
100 HP=HP* ( 1. 0 - 0 . 00 18* ( DTI·1P-1 0 . 0 ) ) 






SUEROUT I ~JE :1fi'JUl 
DII·iEJSIO:'J :10001.. 1 ( 5 6) 







DATA i10CUL1I32 .. 32 .. 77 .. 69 .. 78 .. 85 .. 49 .. 32 .. 
1 32 .. 49 .. 73 .. 78 .. 80 .. 85 .. 84.. 32 .. 
2 32 .. 50 .. 67 .. 72 .. 69 .. 67 .. 75 .. 32 .. 
3 32 .. 51 .. 65 .. 76.. 84.. 69 .. 82 .. 32 .. 
4 32 .. 52 .. 82 .. 85 .. 78 .. 32.. 32 .. 32 .. 
5 32 .. 53 .. 80 .. 76.. 79 .. 84..49 .. 32 .. 
_6 32 .. 54.. 69 .. 73 .. 68 .. 32 .. 32 .. 321 
C***CPLL CHAR SIZE*** 
100 CPLL CSIZE(~'OFSl .. KVERSl ) 
C***GO TO ~ '1EJU PQSI TIQ:"J*** 
C~ :J E',~'PAG 
CALL ; ·jOVREL( ~ .. - 6e0) 
C***OUTPUT t,lODUL 1 Cn.~qs*** 
K=0 
CO 2Ce J= 1 .. 7 
C PLL : J.::. ~'.lL I :'J 
' 00 2f:0 !=1 .. 8 
K=K+l 
CPU P·:JCHOCl·I0DlJL l<iO) 
200 CO:'JTI:-JUE 
C***DRAlw' 30X AF~O 'JD '1E>JU*** -
CPLL 10JRELC - 660 .. ~ ) 
CPU Dn\'JRELC~ .. 2*i{\icPSZ) 
C.C.U Dn:'REL (-2*}G10RSZ.I 0 ) 
CP.l.l.. [)? l,.,'REL( 0 .. - 2*i{VU.5l) 
C~LL ffi'"REL(2*'{-iORSl .. 0 ) 
C*",*CUP.5Q~ CO: ::: !M D :'10DE'I'** 
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CPL:... SEll.. 
Chr...L :J S':,?';G 
CPU h 1:-'0 DE 
C** -+=I:JDE.JTI:Y IC:t.AR CO:JDITIo:J*** \ 
I?(ICHhR. EC. 49)GJ TO 3~Z 
Ir(IC~~q. EQ . 50 )GO TO 4~~ 
Ir(IC:~R. ~ . 51)GO TO 5~0 
IF(ICHA~ . EQ . 52)GJ TO 600 
I r( I ClAR. EQ. 53) GO TO 800 
I F< I (;tWR. EO . 54) GO TO 700 
C***INITIALISE SYSTEl1 OF :-JODAL TEl·1PErtATURE VALUE.S**", 
C***FDR TriE GPP .. FH PLOTTI!JG ROurI~JES****",****",******", 
8 00 CALL ' ·1004 
CP-LL AI... TE?2 
CALL .t>L TEF..3 
CPLL .t>LTER4 
CALL ALTERS 
CP-U NOO2( FR) 
JPV=500 
CALL IOD4B( F&.JPV) 
CALL ;·1£ U3 
C***uJD OF DATA SAVE FACILITIES*** 
GO TO 100 
C***DATA l:'JPUT SEQUE.JCE*** 
300 CALL i·lOD1 
CALL 11004 
CPU INPtJTl 




CP.LL PL TER4 
CALL UPtJT4 
CPLL ALTERS 
GO TO am 
C***DATA I:JPUT CHECK*** 
400 CALL C~ECK1 
CALL ~i.P .. I T 1 . 
GO TO 100 
C***ALTER DESIGN ?P.P~l~EP~*** 
500 CALL "lE JU2 
GO TO 1 0~ 
CPLC1J1..ATI O:'J r'R0G?A ·1*** 
CALL 11E'JU9(: JPV) 
I ?UPV. SQ. 999) GO TO 100 
CP~ 1-1004 
CPLL ~L TUl.2 
CPU AL -!'R3 
CPLL ALTER4 
CPU ?L TERS 
CPLL ·1002 ( Fr.) 
CALL ' :O!)£8 (F? ... iJPV) 
CALL \liP.I T 1 





Sl;S::.]'J[ . , ;;:: ::::: JU2 
DI :·j;;:JSI O, :"JGUL2 (72) 
ru:n:, t lODUL2 / 32 .. 32 .. 77 .. 69 .. 73 .. 85 .. 50 .. 32 .. 
1 32 .. 1-19 .. 7[, .. 73 .. 76 .. 69 .. 49 .. 32 .. 
2 32 .. 50 .. 7ft,.. 73" 76 .. 69 .. 50 .. 32 .. 
3 32 .. 51 .. 70 .. 73" 76 .. 69 .. 51 .. 32 .. 
4 32 .. 52 .. 70 .. 73" 76.. 69 .. 52 .. 32" 
5 32 .. 53 .. 70 .. 73 .. 76 .. 69 .. 53 .. 32 .. 
6 32 .. 54 .. 70 .. 73 .. 76.. 69 .. 5Lu 32 .. 
7 32 .. 55 .. 67 .. 76.. 73 .. 77 .. 65 .. 32 .. 
8 32 .. 56 .. 69 .. 78 .. f:f3 .. 32 .. 32 .. 321 
C***CALL CHAR SIZE*** 
100 CALL CSIZECKHORSZ .. KVEPSZ) 
C***GO TO 1E-JU FOSITIO:J*** 
CALL NEWPAG 
CPU ·10 \IRE!.. ( 0 .. - 53 4 ) 
C***OUTPtIT NODUL2 CHp·P.5*** 
K=0 
jl) 200 J= 1 .. 9 
CAU.. JEt,..LI:--J 
00 2 00 1=1 .. 8 
K=K+ 1 
CPU PUCHO( ·'ODUL2(K» 
2 00 CQi'.JTI;-JUE 
C***rF..AW BOX flROlND t E'JLbI:** 
CPU l'lOVREL( - 390 .. 0 ) 
CPU DR~P.ELC0 .. 3*KVERSZ) 
CFLL DR iREL( - 2*NiO?..5Z" 0) 
CALL OR t,lREL ( 0 .. - 3*K\lEFSZ) 
CALL ffi wREL(2*l-G-WRSl .. (3 ) 
C***CUPSOR COi'!~JD t10DE*",* 
CALL OCUPSR( I CnA?u Ix.. I¥) 
CPl..L BELL 
CPU ; J ~w-PAG 
C***I DE'JTI FY IC:-tAR CO: DITlO~J*** 
If(ICHPR.EQ. S5)GO TO 4130 
IF(ICHPR. GE.56) GO TO 5013 
I F( ICHPR. GE. 49 . AJD.I ~rtAR.LE.54)GO TO 3 00 
C***PL Till FILE PARAt'!ETffi DATA-i:** 
3 00 .J=! CH.oR- 48 
CAU.. PL TER 1 (N) 
GO TO 100 
4~0 CQ.JTUUE 
GO TO 100 
500 RETURN 
EJD 
SUBROUTIi E ·1E-JU3 
DUIE SIO'J :'lODUL3( 56) 
ooUi3LE PP.=r::: ISI O:.J A 
C***'·iE\lU3x ***",,,,** 
C*** 1L LJPR******* 
C***2G?~ 1 ******* 
C***3S11EX******* 
C***4G2AF3***"'**~ 
C***5AFORr* . ".**** 
C*",*6END****~*"'*'" 
DATA >iODUL3 /32 .. 32 .. 77 .. 69 .. 73 .. 85 .. 51 .. 32 .. 
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1 32J ~9 J 75J 73J 73 J ?'CJ 52J 32J 
2 32J 50J 71 .. 3 2 .. 65 .. 7e .. 49 .. 32 .. 
3 32 .. 51 .. 33 .. 73 .. 77J 69 .. 33 .. 32 .. 
L.j 32J 52 .. 71 .. 82 .. 65 .. 70 .. 51 .. 32 .. 
5 32J 53 .. 65 .. n: .. 79 .. 32 .. 77 .. 32 .. 
6 32J SL.j .. 32 .. 69 .. 73 .. 63 .. 32 ... 321 
C***CALL CHhP. SIZE*** 
101& CIILL CSIZECKHOP.5Z .. KVEP.5Z) 
C***GO TO l-1 . .c::·JU RJS I TI O;·J*** 
CALL :J ET..JPAG 
CALL !10VRELC 0 ... - 600 ) 
C***OUTPUT t·lODLn...3 CHPP.5*** 
K=0 
IX) 200 J= 1 ... 7 
CALL :JEWLr-J 
IX) 200 I= 1 .. 8 
K=K+l 
CALL A'JCHO<l10DUL3(K») 
2 010 CCl'JTnJUE 
C*** DRAW BOX MOlND ~1E'JU*** 
CALL ·10VREL( - 660 .. 0 ) 
CPLL U~WREL( 0 ... 2*KVERSZ) 
CPLL rn iI'REl.. ( - 2*K,OP.5Z .. 0 ) 
CPLL DR~~EL( IO ... - 2*KVE?SZ) 
CPLL D?i.oJREL(2*KHOP.sZ ... 0 ) 
C***CURSOR COit IA'm .10DE*** 
CIILL !X:UF.5R( ICHP.R.. IX ... IY) 
ChLL BELL 
CALL , E7 ... iPAG 
C*** I DENT I FY ICrwR CaJDITIO~ '1<** 
IF(ICnPR. EQ. 49)GQ TO 3 00 
IF(It~ • .c:: . 5e )C~ TO L.j00 
IF(IC~oR. EQ . 51)GO TO see 
IF(IC~PR • .c:: . 52)GO TO 600 
IF(IC~oR. SQ.53)GO TO 700 
IFC ICnftR. EQ. 5L.j)GO TO 800 
C***DISK STORE o.o.TA PiJD PRI:I1T*** 
3 00 WRITEC5 ... 10) 
10 FQP':'IATC ' H lYPE DATA FILE- :JPl·1E: ') 
R=:.o.D( 5 ... 2!:D A 
20 FClF.:·1AT(P.l0) 
C~ '.10D4 
C U P_Ta2 
CPU PL T::;t3 
CPLL .~TBL.j 
CPU PL T:::rl5 
OP2 CU-JIT=5 ... =:VICE= ' DS~{ ' .. FILS=A) 
C;.l.L C;, 3:;;{ 1 
c.c.~ :'OD2( ffi) 
: ?V=220 
CFLL :10D43C 8 ... ; PV) 
CLOSE( U-J 1'-= 5 ... DEV1 CE= ' DSK ' .. ::"ILE= A) 
GO TO 110 " 
C***FLOT EJVI? : : EJT Pi D SYSTB1 NODPJ... T:S ·P'S~T1..j:tE*** 
C'I<",*:J=:T. ·O~.i{ PL' £S."'*'I<:r-"'*:r-*'!<****",********",,,,**~********* 
C*",*TI3 LATE: LIST OF POSS I5LE PA:~':lETERS AVAILA2LE***'I<* 
L.jC~ I ;? I TE< 5 ... L.j 10) 
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1.0 FJr_:,,'·.-( ' :~ LlS- 0 ;- ?QSSE?L:::' S"{S-;::j ?;"r-,-,:~u2';; :-:);.T ..... :-:~ ::. ' ) 
J.-:':1 T:::C 5 .. 42C) 
42C ;-QF'::A TC ' H 1 • - G..03,c.;.. 51JL;'R F ..en I AT I O. J ' I ' 2 . - Ll Cl D= JT 
1 SO PR P_c,DI ATI Q:J ' I ' -3 .-A -13Il::r P.I? T£:?::?.{~TU.':.;:: ' I . 
2 ' 4 .- 1,oJUD V.tLOCITY ' I ' 5.-USu{ Da !J.~JD PP.TT2=\:J ' 1 
3 ' 6 . - COVUt -E-!P2.ATl..JP..E ' I ' 7 . - ;1U:J COLLECTOR 
4 TSIP:C:::=..AllJ?.E ' I ' 8 .-ULIT COLLa:::TOR TS. :PE? .. ~.Tl;r.E ' 1 
5 ' 9 . - OU11.. ET COLLECTOR T~·iPE?.ATUP.E ' I ' 10 .-
6 COLLECTOR EFFICIENCY ' I ' 1 1. - TOP STORP.GE T;UV. 
7 TE1PERATIJP.E ' I ' 12 .-.~IDil..E STOPP. GE ThJl'~ Ti::g::.::~-<A1UF.E ' 1 
8 ' 13 . - BOTTON STOR.~GE TA:J.{ TU 'iPEP.ATURE: ' I ' 1 ~ . - :.!E:A:J 
9 STOP...o.GE TA'f:< T~1PE?ATUP.E ' I ' 15.-SYSTB1 E:rFICIE:JCY ' ) 
CP.LL R..OT 1 
GO TO 1 0~ 
C***PLOT COLLECTOR TE·1F::P.;;TunE: VPl..UI:::5*** 
5k:l0 CO!JTLJUE: 
GO TO 100 
C***P'LoOT STOP...o.GE Tt.:-JK TEl"PBATh'R£ VPLUES*** 
600 ca TI~UE 
GO TO 100 
C***PLOT PRCj-H T2l:TUPPL FDPJ·1 OF SOLlITIOiJ*** 
700 CO:.JT I :-ruE 
GO TO 100 





SUSP.OUTLJE nOlj?C DAY .. P.n...X) 
DElE sro:J DATlC6J (3) .. D.C,T2CS) .. STC4) .. TS 1C HD .. TS2C 1m .. 
1 DAT3(l ' ) .. SSC6) .. TS3C3)~ DAT4(2 ) 
REAL LO.T .. >,n:J .. LO:JG 
CO:.[10:J · DAT 1 .. DAT2 .. ST .. TS 1 .. TS2 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .. DAT4 
LAT=Dh T 1 (5 .. 1) 
LO:.J G-DAT 1 C 5 .. 2) 
YEA?= DAT 1 (5 .. 3) 
j.jl;·!= 0 . 0 
SEC= e . 0 
RP.D=e . e 17453293 
DEL yn=YE:PP.- 1960. 0 
LE:AP=I F-XC aYR/4 . 0 ) 
T=l-i?+ C ·U+SEC/6~ . 0) 1 60 . ~ 
T- :B=DELy?'*365 . 0+LE:P~DhY- 1 . 0+CT/24 . 0 ) 
TI:.!::FTI'· E-l . 0 
'"'";-i=:Tri=( 36~ · L~ C TI: :Sl365 . 25) )'f'?.hD 
G=- ' . 031271 - 4 . 539 63:::- 7*TI; ; ::::+T.-i~A 
EL=4 . 9ZS963+3 . 67474 :::- 7~TI!;~+ C 0 . 833434- 2 . 3E- 9*TE-iE) 
1 ~SI:J(G)~ / . O ' · ~3 '9;;o:SL-JC2 . C*GHT.·E.TA 
~5=~. 4£914- 6 · 21 -9:::- 9*- _:-1£ 
5a.=SI:J( ~) 
DE:C:"'= P.$ : C S::L*Sr: C =:?s) 
?i I =Lh T>:<?_~.D 
?.51=S ~ (-1 . 4544::::-2)-S- : C?:-il)~SI;I!(D2CL) 
?S2=C SC~I)~COS(~FC~) 






Su.::.nC)UTUE SUJ?.5C DAYJ SUJ~ Su,JS) 
:-i?=6. 0 
CPLL iiOlt~( DAYJ :-iN H) 
SUJR= 12 . 0 - H 
HR=18 . 0 
C.oLL HOUR ( DAYJ H& H) 
SU'I}S= 12 . 0+H 
RE1l.J?:' 1 
END 
SUBROUTINE SU'JPOS( DAYJ HP ... ,1VJJ AlI J DECLJ H.o. 'JGJ P-L n 
DH1E'JSIO:J DATl( 6" 8 ) .1 DAT2(8) ... src 4) ... TS l( 10 ) .1 TS2C 10 ) ... 
1 DAT3( 10 ) .1 SSC 6) ... TS3(3) J DAT4(2) 
EE.PL LAT ... LOi-JG , 
COltl;10,J IA;T 1 ... DAT2J STJ TS 1.1 TS2 J DAT3 ... SS ... TS3 ... DAT4 
LAT=DATl (5" 1) 
LO:'IlG-OAT 1 (5" 2) 
YFP.P.= DAT 1 ( 5.1 3) 
l mJ E=DATl (5 ... 7) 
SEC= 0 . 0 
T1.JOPI= 6. 2831853 
RP.D=0 . 0 17453293 
X!1W=FLOATCl11 J) 
T=HR+ (Xi·1HJ+SEC/60 . ~) 160 . 0 
IFCT. GT. 12 . 0 )Tl=(T- 12 . 0 )*C - 1. 0 ) 
IF(T. LE. 12 . 0 )T1=A3S(T-12 . 0 ) 
DELYR=y~q- 1980 . 0 
LE.C-.P= I fIXe DEL YPJ4 . eJ) 
TI"E = DaYR*365 . 0 +LEP.P+DAY- 1. 0+( T/24 . 0) 
I F( ( I fIX ( DEL YR) ) • EQ. LE.o.P>ic4) TI '1E=TIl-1E- 1. 18 
IF( ( DELYR. LT. 0 . 0 ) . A'JD. (DELYR. :-J E. LEPP*4) )Tn!E=TI1·lE-l. 0 
TrlETA=360. 0* (T1.·1£13 65 . 25)*RAD 
G= - 0 . 03 1271 - 4 . 539 63E- 7*TI:'1::::+T'riETA 
EL= 4 . 9 00963+3 . 674 7E- 7* TI I'IE+( 0 . 033434- 2 . 3E- 9*TH'IE:) 
1 * SU( G)+0. 00~349*SLJ(2 . 0* G)+1:-{ETA 
SFS=~ . 409140- 6. 2149E-9*TIHE 
SEL=SI:J( EL) 
Al =SEL*cose EPS) 
A2=COS( EL) 
?.A=ATPN2 <..; 1.1 A2) 
I F( 1 FIX(RA) . LE. ~D P~RA+TWOPI 
DECL=.o.5UCSEL*SINC EPS) )/RPD 
5T1= 1. 759335+r~OPI*CTE·lE/365 . 25- DU. YR) +3 . 69LlE- 7*TI:'1£ 
I F(ST1 . GE. T QP I )STl=ST1 - HiOP I 





f>L -=P.5 1 e SI. (P.-{I) *S IN (DEI::LR) +c6se FriI ) *COSC DU::;L~ ) ""cos C-{) ) 
All =.0.5 I:J( COS( Dm..r:HS -:'JCH) leose .oL T) ) IRe.D . 
I?(SU(ALT) . G~. SU(DECl.)/Sr;JeFril)@ TO 10 
I?(PZ . LT . 0 . ~ )AlI=~ZI+360 . 0 
f>ZI = 18B. 0 - AlI 
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l ~ _L2I=18~ . C -r~I 
C 
C 
f..L T=;'.i.. T Ir.J-IJ 
P.~U?'J 
ElD 
SUC?OUTWE SU.JRJ:I.D(S0 .. J:ILT .. :JSnAD .. DECL .. HAJ G.. S 1 .. S2) 
DH1EJSIO:-J DATl(6..8) .. DAT2(6) .I ST(L.I) .. TSlC 1(0) .. TS2( 10 ) .. 
1 DAT3(10) .I SS(6) .I TS3(3) .. HBD(13 ) 
CO!ll-IO;..J DAT 1 .. DAT2 .. ST ... TS 1 ... TS2 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 
REPL LAT .. LATR 
DATA HSD/0 . 0 .. 26 . 0 .. it3 . 0 .. Sit . 0 ... 63 . 0 .. 71 . 0 ... 77 . 0 .. 8 3 . 0 .. 88 . 0 ... 
1 93 . 0 .. 99 . 0 .. 10 1. 0 .. 105. 01 
ABS=DATl(2.1 6) 
TIL T= DF,Tl (Lt.. 2) 
w"ZA=DAT 1 (5 .. 8 ) 
LAT=DATl (5 .. 1) 
C***DETEP.:'1I!-JE THE I -JTENSI1Y Of T.-iE HORIZO~JTAL B,c..cKGI1.0UJD DIFr1JSE 
C***RADIATI O:-J*****************"'*****"'**************"'>'<*********** 
IFCPLT. LE.2 . 5)GO TO 600 
ALT1= - 7 . 5 
,c.LT2= - 2 . 5 
1COUH=0 
DJ 100 1= 1.1 13 
,c.L T 1 = AI.. T 1 + 5· 0 
AI.. T2 = AI.. 12+5. 0 
ICOUH=ICOU,JT+ 1 
I?U-LT. GE. PLT1 . Am. J:ILT . LT. PLT2)C{) TO 200 
100 CO;-JTLJUE 
200 HBDP.=HBD(ICOU~T) 
If(HBDR. GT. S0)HBDP.=S0 
c ***C:-i.D1.JGE CPLCULJ:I.TIO:-J P~-lETERS AJG...E.5 UTO RADIA'JS*** 
HAD=0 . 0 17it5 
LAT?=LAT*HP.D 
AL 1?=AL T*RP.D 
~~~(~~A- 1 8e . 0 )*( - 1 . 0 ) 
AZ I R= \·JZA*P...P.D 
TIL TR=TIL T*?.AD 
HAJ GR=HA'J G*P.AD 
DECLR= DECL*RAD 
c***CtlLCm .. ATE ThE ~JGLE Of I~JC1DEJCE Of 1.-1:E EEP2·1 ?_C..DIATIO:-J*** 




C5= 5 l:'i (TI 7.) 
C6=COS (-IL TR) 
C7=S1:J(AZIR) 
C3 =COS( J:IZIP.? 
C9=5 LJ (:-iAJGR) 
Cl G=COS C-iA J GP.) 
C0 5A=C1",C3",C6 
COS3=C1 * C4*C5*C3 
COSC=C2xCit*C6*C1 0 
COSD=C2* C3* C5",CS*C1 0 
COS~C2*C5~C7*C9 
COSl=COSA- C0 53 +COSC+COSD+CQSE 
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C* :; :< Ct':"~;;L {-.T ::: -;-ic. ~~i hi~l ATI n >l'** 
C'J5 iJT= COS (L:.:r.- TlL T?HC2*C 1 ;;+S 1: lCL;'.T? - TlL '??J ", C 1 
COS uZ=C~~C2*C I C+C3*Cl 
E3i: r~ l=h5S( COSDT IC OS::)l) 
CC= 0. 0 
HBD2= e . 73 +1 . ~7*ALT+6. 17*CC 
DIRS= (S 0- i-G3DR) *P.3FP1·1 
C***CPLCULAT~ TrlE: Si{'{ DI?F1JSE RP.DIATIO:'J*** 
CC= 1. 0 
HBDR2=0 . 78+1 . 07*PLT+6. 17*CC . 
DI IT1 A=;-{B DP2 * ( ( 1. 0+COS ( TIL TRY ) /2 • 0) 
DIFFl=H3DR*(Cl . 0+COSCTILTR»/2 . 0 ) 
C***CALCuL;'.TE T.-iE RErLa:T@ GtOUJD ?ADIATI 0.'1*** 
RO=0 . 2 
DIFF2=S0*«1 . 0- COSCTILTP.»*20 ) /2 . 0 





C***TP.PiJS:nSSIO;'J COEFrICI~.'JT FOR DIRECT PADI ATIO;J*** 
TDIR=7 0. 0C385+2 . 71235*COSI - 0 . 62062*COS21 
1 - 7. 07329*COS31+9 . 75995*COSLlI - 3 . 89922*CQS51 
C***PB50RPTIO:.J COE..rFICIE'JT fO? DIRECT RCillIATIO:-J*** 
ADIR=C. 01154+0 . 77674*COSI - 3 . 94657*COS21 
1 +8 . 57831*COS3I - o . 38135*COS4I+3 . 011 S8*COS51 
C***RErLECTIO:'J COEFTICIE.JT ?OR DIRELT R~.DIATIO:J*** 
?.DIR=1 . 0- TDIR- ADIR 
C***TP;..C1JSmSSIO:J AJD A3S'JrtPTIG.-J COEFrS . mR DI?F1JSE ?.P..DIA1iJ 
TD1?= 0 . 796;.~I?=0. ~56 
C***R:S~ECTIO:'1 CO:::rrrCIE.JT FOR DIFFUSE R.DJ)I ATIO~J*** 
P.DIP=1 . 0- TDIF-.4DI? 
C*** P3S0RPTIO:.J COErTICIE:-JT . FUR COLLECTOR SffiFAC:E);:** 
C***l - '1ATT i3LACi< SUR?ACE*** 
IFCA9S . EQ. 1. 0) CALL PBSO?3(COSIJP£OL) 
C***2- SELECTIVE SU-rtFACE*** 
IF(P3S . EQ . 2 . 0)AC~=0. 96 
C***RE~ELTIO~J COEFFICIE'JT FOR COLLECTOR SlJRFACE*** 
RCOL= 1. 0- P'.GOL 
PBT?1=TDl?*ACOL/C! . 0- C! . 0- ACOL)*RDIR) 
P3TP2=TDIF*ACOL/Cl . e- C! . 0- ACOL) *RDIF) 
I ?C'JSHAD. 'J E. 0) GO TO 500 
40~ Sl=P.DI?* (DI?Fl+DIFF2)+( P.D IR) *DIRS 
S2=P3TP2*( DIFFl+DI?F2)+P3TRl *DIRS 
GO TO 700 
S0~ Sl=P~I?* ( D I ~r l+ DlrY2) 
S2=A3TP2*C DI ??1+DIFr2) 
GO TO 700 
60~ S1=0. 0 
52=0. 0 




5tEROUTUE SrlP.DEl< f.ZIJ.Cl.. T J i-JSnADl) 
DII:::: JSI O~J D. Tl(6.. S )J DAT2C 8 ) .. STC4)JTSl( l Z) .. TS2 ( 10 )J 
1 AT3(1 3) .. SS(6)JTS3(3) .. DAT4(2) 
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\ 
CJ.::::TJ 0.':' T I .. ::;;,T2 .. ST .. TS I .. T32 .. [:.,':, j3 .. 55 ... TS3 ... ;:;;'.T4 
-ILj= uMT1( .. 2 ) 
\·.AZ l= D.!:\TI (5 .. 3 ) 
?_L.D= ~ . 0 17453293 
AI.. T?=P-l.. T",P_Cill 
;-{SA=AZ. • - ::r::.z I 
TlLT=180 . 0-TlLT 
IF(~5A. GT . 180 . 0)H5A=HSA- 360 . 0 
TP:JAR=SI:J (AI... TP.) IC05(;L TR) 
VSA=ATAJ(T~JARlCOS(HSA*RAD) ) 
VSA=VSAIRAD 
I FCHSA. GT . 90· 0 . OR. :-LSA. L T. - 90 . 0 ) VSA=VSA+ 18 0 . 0 
SHAD1=0 
I FCHSA. GT . 9 0 . 0 . OR . HSA. LT. - 90 . 0 ) l·JSHP..D1 = 1 
I F( VSA. LE. TlL T> r'JSHAD1=0 
I r( VSA. GT. TlL T) ;"JSHP.D 1 = 1 




SU3ROUTl'JE ~1AnST( DIW .. TCw) 
C***SUBROUTDJE TO CPLCULATE TrlZ COLD !lAT@ I lJLET TEHPffiATIJRE 
C***TO THE SOLM. STORD,GE TA'JK i,IL-i ICH IS ~.sSUIED TO VAF:{ OVL:R . 
C***THE YEA.~ p.,5 GI VEoJ BELOW.. FRQl·1 ERE.JY.WORTri**************** 
c 
PI=3 . 14 159265 
D.D,Y=D~Y+ 11 . 25 
TC1~9 . 0-3 . 0*COS«2 . 0*PI/365 . 0 )*DAY) 
RETUR'\] 
E'JD 
SlJBROlrrr:'JE l'1011H un 
DnE'JSIO:J DATl< 6 .. 8) .. DAT2( 8) .. OOT3 ( 1~) .. C:-IC 3 .. 6) .. TS 1 ( 10 ) .. 
1 TS2(10) .. TS3(3) .. ST(4) .. SS(6) .. CT(3) .. DAT4(2) 
CO:·1i'·lO:J DAT I .. DAT2 .. ST .. T5 1 .. T52 .. DAT3 .. SS .. TS3 ... DATL! 







w"3 =DATJ ( 1 ) 
'.14= DP.T3 ( 2) 
. .£J= D.D.T3 ( 3 ) 
rA= DA-3(4) 
p.S= DAT3 ( 5 ) 
~6= DAT3(6) 
34=r;.~.T3( 7) 
E5= DAT3«(3 ) 
56=DA-3(9) 
37= DAT;3 ( 10 ) 
. C*** I.Jl-!ALI se: -:-iE FlP.sT EO·" OF T.'iE C;'LCtJLATIO~J ;·!P.T?IX*** 
C3=DT/( lJ ) 
(i ·l ( 1 .. 1 )=C3'1'B4 . 
C;·le I .. 2) =-C3", ( 3-4+35+.cA) 
C:H 1 .. 3)=C3*35 
C:'l e I .. )=iU . 0 
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C 'le 1 .. 5)=2 . e 
c::e 1 .. 6) =C3 ¥rli 
C",x'l'UITUL ISE. T.-i£ SECO:JD ? e)...: Or- T.-{E ChLCUL.C,"' IO:J ::.c:ir. L~ "' :H 
C4=DT/1i4 
C · (2 .. 1 )=C4",36 
C:·1( 2 .. 2) =C L!>I<i34 
C;1 ( 2 .. 3) =- C4*(BL!+B5+B6+A5) 
C 1(2 .. 4)=0. 0 
CI1(2 .. 5)=0 . 0 
Ci1(2 .. 6)=C4*A5 
c***nJITIFL15E TrlE TIi1RD ROW OF TrlE CALCULATI O:J >lAT?IX*** 
C5=DT/( t,.]5) . 
Ci·1( 3 .. 1) =C5*B7 
C:'1(3 .. 2)=0 . 0 
C~·l( 3 .. 3 )=C5*(B4+B6) 
Cr1( 3 .. 4)=-C5*(BL!+B5+~+A6) 
Cl1(3 .. 5)=C5*B5 
C ·1(3 .. 6)=C5*A6 
C***5TP-RT QUARTIC RUJGE- KlITTA i1EniOD CALCULATIO:'J*** 
1ROW= 0 
100 1ROW= IROW+ 1 
DO 3 00 1= 1 .. 2 
11=1 
SU:·l= 0 . 0 
t,.]= 1. 0/FLOAT<2*""C 11 - 1)) 
00 2 00 K= 1 .. 6 
200 5U'1=5Ul-l+CH( P~W .. iO*5S (K) 
Y=SU;'I 
C***PREDICTED VPLUE Of 5EG:'JEH TEl1PERATURE*** 
Q.l{ 1= l;,'*Y 
QiC2= ',.* (Y+( Q}{ 1I2. en ) 
QK3= 'ii* (Y+( Qj{2/2 . 0 )) 
QK4='J* CY+ QK3 ) 
CT( 1ROW) =S5( IRo\\~ 1 )+( QK 1 +(2 . C*0<2 )+ (2 . C*Gv.3) +Q:{4) 1 6 . 0 
300 55( 1RO \o~ 1 )=CT< I RO\oJ) 
IFCI ROW. EQ. 3) GQ TO 400 









SlEn.oUTL E 'lEJlB ( i·J?V) 
DI:·12J51 0:J ilODUL9 ( 56) 
C***:'lEJU9**""****"'*"'**"'**"'**"'* 





D!\TA ~10IXJL9/32 .. 32 .. 77 .. 69 .. 73 .. 8 5 .. 57 .. 32 .. 
1 32 .. 49 .. 83 .. 89 .. To .. 79 .. S~ .. 32 .. 
2 32 .. 5 0 .. 80 .. 82 .. 73 .. 78 .. 34.. 32 .. 
3 32 .. 51 .. 80 .. 73 .. 69 .. 67 .. 72 .. 32 .. 
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4 32.1 52 .1 ·S:: .1 c 5.1 3 2 .1 ':; 7.1 72 .1 32.1 
5 32 .. 53 .. 6:) .. 70 .. 00 .. 3*32 .. 
6 3<321 
C**",C.~.2...... C:-i:.? SIZ~""" 
am CPU SIZ.LU:-iOF.5Z .. i0JE?.5Z) 
C* **GO TO :r::JU FDS ITl QJ*",* 
CPU :JZ2AG 
C.CU ;. 01R~( 0 .. - 600) 
C***OUTPIJT 110DU' ... 9 GiAP.5*** 
K=0 
DO 200 J=1 .. 7 
CPU : JEi'lL U 
!Xl 200 1=1 .. 0 
K=K+l 
CALL ~JC}-10L1QDUL9 (X» 
200 CO:JTUUL 
C***D?..Av} BOX PRQU ID !·12JU*** 
CALL ;'1OVRELC - 660 .. 0 ) 
CALL DP.\V?EL( 0 .. 2*KVERSZ) 
CALL !JP.vlRll.( - 2*i-:HORSZ .. 0 ) 
CALL DR\liREL C 0 .. - 2*K1J@SZ ) 
C.~L DRT·JP.ELC2*llliORSZ .. 0) 
C***CUP.50 R CO~ r:'IP.:-JD 'IODFA::** 
CALL OClP..5R( I CH.c·P ... !XJ IY) 
CALL BELL 
CP>U . :JE";Pf.G 
CP.U ~ ]?·IODE 
C*** I DE-JT IFY I C"rlP·'p' CITJDITI00J*** 
Ir(IC~~~ . EQ . 49 ) GO TO 3 00 
If(ICH~R. EQ . 5~)GJ TO 400 
Ir(ICnA~. EQ . 51)GO TO 5~0 
IF(ICHJl~ . EQ. 52)C~ TO 600 
IF(ICHhP.. EQ . 53)C~ TO 700 
c***??nT SY:.jOPTIC OUTPtJr OF RESUL TS*** 
300 . PV=1 0Z 
GO TO 6C0 
C**"'PRI~T FULL OUTPUT OF R2S ULTS*** 
400 IJPV=2~0 
GO TO S00 
C***IF..Av.1 PI E0HPRT OF SY;'JOPTIC OUTPUT OF PESUL TS*** 
5 00 :'J PV= 3 152 
GO TO 80(3 
C***DP_o.1AT 2.t:,.;=tC;~.P..T OF SY:'JOPTIC OliTPUT OF ECSlJl. T5*** 
6~~ :JPV=4:J0 
GO TO 326 
.. C*",*2~ nJ TO : I;::JU l CO,:: !J:.~'JD Lcva.'~** 
700 ;.P =999 




StERO TnL SOLiiT( r::oV .. SOLe: .. AU<G) 
DI l·iBJS ro:· :;AT 1 C 0..3) .. D.';T2(8) .. ST(LO .. TSI( 10> .. TS2( 10 ) .. 
1 DAT3 ( l{D .. 5S( 6) .. TS3(3) .. DAT4 ( 2 ) 
CO: [10; c-ATl .. DP.T2 .. 5T .. TS I .. T52 .. DAT3 .. SS .. ~S3 .. DAT4 
C>.<>.<"'I'JI--I~ISL STJ?_t;£JL T ' ,[0{ -- t:1?::R..o.TUEES*",* 
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DOl<-.. :".T 1 (~3) 
SS~J= D';Tl (u.. 2) / 1 0J~ . i 
T3=5$(2) 
TLI=SS(3) 
TS=SSC LI ) 
TCH=SSCS) 
C",**C?l..CtJLlJ.T::' T:-!E VOLU·jE OF vIhTER DRCl.'.'!. .J OF?*** 
VQL=DOV/1000. 0 . 
C***CPl..CtlLATE TrlE HEAT SUPPLIED BY Trl:E. SOLPF. SYSTE 1*** 
C***CPLCULATE TrlE AtDCILIA.RY HEAT P.EQUIR2·jE'JT*",********* 
IFC VOL . EQ. 0 . ~D GO TO ·U~C 
IFCVOL . LE. (SSV/3 . 0 ) )GO TO 2 ~0 
1F( VOL . GT. (SSV/3 . 0 ) . ~.JD . VOL . LE. (SSV/l . S))C~ TO 3 0~ 
IHVOL . GT. (SSVIl . 5) . A.JD. VOL . LE. SSV)(30 TO Ll00 
IF(VOL . GT. SSV)GO TO 5 00 
100 SOLG= 0 . 0; AtDCG=0 . 0 
GO TO 600 
200 SOLG=CPRQ(T3)*VQL*(T3- TCW) 
AUXG=< CPRO( TCw,* C ODT- TC'.J) *vQL) - SOLG 
GO TO 600 
3 00 SOLG=CFPnCT3)*<SSV/3 . 0 )*CT3 - TCw) +CPROCTLI) 
1 *(VOL- <SSV/3 . 0 ))*(T4-TC~ 
AUXG=CCPRQ<·TClJ)*< DDT- TCW)*VQL ) - SOLG 
GO TO 6i!JC3 
Ll00 \ SOLG=CPRQCT3)*CSSV/3. 0)*CT3- TCw) +CPROC T4) 
1 *(SSV/3 . 0)*(T4-TC~~+CPRO(TS)*CVOL - (SSV/1 . S)) 
2 *CTS- TC1,J) . 
AUXG= (C~O( TC 11., "'( ODT-TCiN) *VOL) - SOL G 
GO TO 6e0 
S00 SOLG=CPROCT3)*CSSV/3 . 0 ) * CT3-TC~+CPRO<T4)* 
1 CSSV/3 . 'D*C TLI - TC W)+CFROCTS)*<SSV/3 . ~J)* <T5-TCW) 




SU3?OUT1:-.J E :..JA1 Tl 
TIPE 10 
10 FORl'lAT< 'H IQ wAIT.I PRESS ru:TURN TO CO>JTINUE ') 
ACCCPT 20 .. A 





SU3ROUTI:1E: PI a;HTC Srl ,:.1 P S ht.{\·.i .. 1L) 
DHEJS10~-J SJ8GY( 4) .. LP.3EL 1 (4) .. LF-S;:I..2C 7) 
• C",**P I LC:1.P-.RT LP.3EL**'" 
DATA L.~2Ll/3n A ... 3~ 3 . .. 3H C . .. 3~ D. I 
C***I: 1TIPLISE P1~~.RT VPLLLS*",* 
CALL PICCL=: 
ENU{GY< 1 )=SH 
2JERGY(2)=P= 
El'J=:.GY ( 3) = A.:.tW 
E.: J E?GY ( 1.:) = Tt .. 
C***iJS?I. E PI EC:-:Pr:T r?.A ;~** 
CPLL PI=:?P2( 4G . ~ .. 11 ~ . 0 .. 3J . 0 ) 
C***-~ ~r.JOTATEJ PIEC:~~RT"'** 
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C 
- (:'~L... PI ::r:.-"":",C ;:: ;~GY.I LI-:=l::l.l .l tu 1.1 3 .1 1 ) 
C"""'* I : JI -I~I S~ PI!:C;~h.::::T :-iLh0LJG hJD L TI..LS """,,,, 
L.;B EL 2 ( 1 ) = 5:iA. SO 
Lf.3 EL2 (2) =5:1LArt n 
LI-EEL2(3)=SrlOT Wh 
LP3 EL2(4)=5HTER. 
CALL -iO vr02( H~ . ~.1 3 0 -':') -
CALL C;--iPP.R::t(LtlBa.2.1tu 5) 
LABEl.2( 1 )=5H3. PU 
LAB El. 2 ( 2) =SHI-1P EN 
LPB El. 2 ( 3)=5I-iERGY. 
CALl... 10vr02( 10. 0.1 26. kD 
CALL CHAPRR(LABEL2 .. 3.15 ) 
LPBEL2(1)=5HC . AU 
LABEL2(2)=5~~ILIA 
LPBEl.2(3)=SrtRY nO 
LPBEL2( 4)=SrlT 'JJAT 
lJlBEL2( S)=SHER. 
CALL ·10VT02<l0. 0 .. 22 . 0 ) 




CALL t10VT02(10. 0 .. 18 . 0 ) 
CALL C;~PPR(LABEL2 .. 3 .. S) 
LPBEl.2( 1 )=5."-1E'JERG 
LP,3 EL2(2)=5HY BRE 
LP3il.2 ( 3 ) = Si-UI.:<OO IJ 
LP3EL2(4)=Sn~ TOT 
LA3EL2(S)=SHPL SY 
LP.3 EL 2 ( 6)=SHSTEl1. 
CALL ; OVT02( HJ. 0 .. 12 . 0 ) 
CPU CHA~HR(LA3EL2.1 6.. 5) 
CALL r'lO vr02 ( 10d :!l .. 6 . m 
Rl::-:T1..JR'J 
- s'w 
SlE?OUTIrJE PILOS( DT .. pTE',1P .. o un. T) 
Dn:S,JSIQ:.J DATl( 6...8) .. DAT2 (S) .. Ci'I( 1 .. 2) .1 TSH UD .. TS2( 10) .. 
1 CT(I).IST(4).I DAl3(10) .. SS(6) .. TS3(3) .. DAT4(2 ) .. TS4(2) 
CO··- ·lO:-J DAT1 .. DP.T2.1 ST .. TS 1 .. TS2 .. OAT3 .. SS .. TS3 .1 DAT4 
C***I. ITI PL ISE :-LC!.TRIX CALCUl..ATla.J CO:'1PO;'JEHS*** 
TS4( 1 )=FfEl IP 
"'SL: (2) =sre 4 ) 
i6=D.lI.T4( 1) 
A7= D';- 4(2) 
C*",*I:JITI PL ISE -:'iE Eml OF' THE CflLCl1LATIO: '.IATH 'X*** 
C6=DT/W6 
C:1( 1 .. 1 )=C 6*A7 
C:1 ( 1 .. 2)= -C 6o!<A7 
C>t''1'",STt-.:=.- (UA?.TIC RUJGE- i-:liTTA :'IETI-iOD CPLCULATI >J*>:<'I' 
I EO ':.l:: 1 
co 30C I=l.12 
I 1 = I 
S .!=e. 0 
",= 1 • ~I :=LOA re 2 :.'" ( I 1- 1 ) ) 
DJ 2 !:./' .'= 1.1 2 
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2:':~ Su.;=Si...i::+C:-l ( E Cl '::.I:-:) >r< TSq (j{) 
Y=3' :; 
C**",?t=.E:DIC-2) , ?-".: ::: 0 : SE~ , 'EJT TLJlP::F.hTURJp:** 
G;; '~ 1 = ':;*Y 
~~=~(Y+(Qnl/2 . e » 
QK3= ~(Y+( Q.!{2/2 . 0 ) ? 
QY.L;= '.1* (Y+G(3) 
CT(I?~' ) =TS4(IROW) - (QK l + ( 2 . 0*Q(.2 )+ (2 . 0*~{3 )+ ~q)/ 6. 0 
300 TSqCIP.o W)=CT<IROm 





SU3ROUTI:.JE A3S0?J3(COSI .I ACOL ) 
DI11EllSI O:-J P.i3SC(9) , 
DATA ABSC/3* B. 96. 0 . 95.1 0 . 93.1 0 . 91 .1 0 . 83 .1 0 . 8 L ~ . 66/ 
C***5U3ffiOG.~,! TO CALCU ... ATE T.>iE AJGULAR VAqI ATI O:J OF***** 
C***.PBSORPTPiJCE OF !"!ATT BLACK PAl~'.JT . P.DP.PTED rnQ:1 LOF*** 
C***~ JD Tl'BOUT (1972) . ********************".:************* 
PlJGI=P'cOS (COSI) 
I~,j G=I ?IXCPNGI) 
UC 1= ; -LJC2=0 
KOlJ:JT=0 
100 Ii C2= I:JC2+ 10 
KOlJ.JT=KOUH+ 1 
IF< HUG. G~ UCI • .o:JD. IP>JG. LT . r:'JC2)GO TO 200 
W C 1=I 'JC2 
GO TO 100 
2 00 ACOL=P.i3SC ( i<Oli'JT) 





C***EXECUT I VE PRQGRP-':'!*** 
C . 
C 
D1''121S l a -} DAT! (6. 3) .1 OOT2(8) .. ST< 4) .. TS 1< } 0) .1 TS2 ( HD ..I 
1 DAT3(1 0 ) ..I SS( 6 ) ..I TS3(3) ..I DAT4(2) 
COi'i!CY.-J DAT! .. DAT2..1 ST..I TS 1 .. T52 .. DAT3 .. SS ..I T53..1 DAT4 
C~** l' I TI PL SE :-£N cm-: l.D,:-JD F?.oGP_c..: ·~ ;., <** 
CPu. PlITT( 120> 
C**"'LlE...~I: E TYP::: OF 0' iT?UT ~C:VIC:S Ri::G::UlRill1<*", 
cp·L.,. T4Ll0 
( , CPLL :JE:V5pa 12 -; 0 ) 
CP ... L 'E iJ l 
C,uLL DE'iE'JD 




STAPEL - Analysis of Experimental Results 
The function of the computer program STAPEL is to analyse 
the papertape data output from the series of solar collector experi-
ments. The subprogram structure and the operation of the program 












tlJli dure( d:tl en:! ~ 1l:'SU15.---~ 
r-""'V\..IIU.JI t> linep-inter  e~im:ntal resUt.. 
Plot exp?rimtnlcl resUts. -----------1 
\bli<:X.re e>q::erimental resulis O}Jnst ~ sirrubticn. 
Sbre dcrla fie cl experimentd l'E.'Sliis.-----~ 




S1.J3rtOUTl:'1 E I:JFUTCJC .. IT .. }(B'lD) 
DP1ENSI(rJ EXPC 5 e .. 12(00 ) .. SPEC(5 0 )"r(DATAC 50)" ~JGE( se).1 
1 NCHA'JC 50)" DU:'!C 50) 
OOUBLE PRECISIO~J FILE2 .. FILE 
cm1MON SPEC .. EXP.I FILE 
C***SPECIFY FILEN.AME OF E'<PERIl£--1T DATA RESULTS*** 
WRI TE( 5 .. 10) 
10 FORHATC 'H TYPE LJ T.:-IE PARTIClll...PR EXPERH1EIJT DATA 
1 FILE:JAt-IE TO BE snJm ill' I) 
READ( 5.1 20) FILE2 
20 FORUATCA10) 
rILE=FILE2 
, ... "RI TEC 5 .. 30) 
30 roP.l'1ATC ' H TYPE IN TrlE :-J1Jt,raER OF CnA:.J~lELS TO BE 
1 rNE.STI GATED ' /) 
READ( 5 .. 4kDNC 
40 FOffi1.AT( 1) 
WRITEC 5 .. 50 ) 
50 F'ORIlATe ' H SPEC 1 FY TrlE TYPE OF CnA:IJNEL DEVI CES USill: '/ 
1 '( 1-FILE Il'.JPUT.. 2-TER!11NAL INPUT)' /) 
R.E{l.DC 5 .. 60) KDU 
60 FORMATe 1) 
1FCKDU. EQ. l)CALL CHml GIJC) 
1F<KDU. EQ'.2)CALI.. CAA..J2(NC) 
WRI TE( 5" 70) 
70 FOR 1ATC 'H TYPE IN EXPERIMENT TH1E INTERVAL CMI~JS) :' /) 
READ( 5 .. 80 ) IT 
80 FOR!1ATCl) 
C***TRA'JSFUt DATA ffiml SPEC I flED FlLE*** 
OPE\}CUH T= 1.1 DEVICE= 'DSK '" FlLE=FILE2) 
EEWr.JD 1 
K2= Ql 
100 K2=K2+ 1 
READ( 1 .. 90 .. END=300 .. ERH=4 01O ) NTI NE 
90 FORMATe I) 
101 READ( 1 .. 11 0 .. £ \}D=300.1 EP.R=500) CIJCHAlIJ( I) .. Il,1?1<I) .. KDATA( 1).1 
i KRANGECI) .. I=l .. NC) 
110 FORI1ATC se 13 .. AI .. 14 .. 11 .. 2)0) 




I F( SPEC CY. !) • EQ . 'T' )CALI.. CPLIBl<K2.1 I DATA.. lRA'JGi::. HDATA) 
I FCSPECCKl> . EQ. 'S ')CALL CPL1B2 eK2 .. I DATA.. I P.A'J GEJ RDATA) 
I F< SPEC (X 1) • EQ. 'F') CP.U CPLIB3 ( I DATA.. lRA:-J GEJ RDATA) 
EXPCKl"i{2)=RDATA 
200 CO, TINUE 
GO TO 100 
3 00 2JDFlLE 1 
KDJD=K2 - 1 
CLOSE(U..J1T= 1 .. DEVICE= ' USK ' .. FILE=?ILE2) 
GO TO 7100 
40e ~JHITE(S .. 4 10) F'ILE2 
410 fORI,lATC 'H ErROR F'OliIJD 1iJ READING q{Pt'J~..JEL TH1E FROH 
1 DISK rILE ' .. A10" /) 
WRITEC 5 .. 420)NTI'1E 
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420 FURlAT( 'H NTI'1E := ' J IS) 
1;JRI T£:( SJ 430) 
430 FDEHATC 'H 1YPE C TO CO;JTI~JUE:. OR A TO P.30RT RUi'J ' I) 
' REP.D( 5 J 44~) IN5 l 
4 40 FOP": lATCA I ) 
IFCA'JSI . EQ. 'C ' )GQ TO 10 1 
IF(A'JS1 . EQ. ' A ' )GO TO 300 
GO TO 70 0 
5~0 W?ITE(SJ 510)F1LE2 _ 
51 0 FORr LAT( 'H ERROR FOU'JD 1:-3 READUG C.,A.J:JEL DATA FROi1 
l' DISK FILE 'J Al0J /) 
' ... TiU TE( SJ S2 0 n..JCrtA:JJ DUl'1" KDP.TAC I ) J KPA'\JGEC I) 
520 FOR ·lATC ' H;JCHPN ='J I3 .. 1 .. ' DUt1 =' .. A IJ I .. ' KDATA =' .. 
1 14 .. I .. ' KP .. PN GE =' .. I l J I) 
WRI Ta 5 .. 525)K2 
525 FQ?J·lATC 'H :..JU! 8ER OF DATA = ' .. I ) 
WRITECS .. S30) 
S3 0 FORI·lAT< 'H TIFE C TO CO:-3TINUf., OR A TO .C.BORT RlN '/) 
REP.D( 5 .. 540)A'JS2 
54e FOPJ1ATC AI) 
IFC PNS2 . EQ.'C') GQ TO 10 1 ' 
IFC PNS2 . EQ. ' A')GQ TO 300 
GO ' TO 700 






- StroROUT I:-J E cap.: 1 <:JC) 
DI 12 JSIO:'1 EXP(50 .. l2 0~ ) .. SPEI:(50 ) 
DJUi3LE P?.ECISIO;.I FILEI J FILE 
CQ!·1MO.J SPEC .. EXP .. FILE 
C***SPEI:IFY FILE-JA!'1E OF CHA\Ji·JEL MEASURD!E'JT DEVI CES*** 
vIRI TE( SJ 10 ) 
10 FORl'1ATC 'H TIFE IN TrlE PARTICULAR Ci--1P2.J:'JEl. .1FP.siJRE:1VJT 
. 1 DEVICES FILE'JAIvlE ' .. I J' FO? THE EXPffiIl1E'JT '1) 
REAm-s .. 20 ) FILE1 
20 FORMAT( A10 ) 
c",**TP.Pi'Jsrrn DATA FHOH SPEC! FlED FlLE+:** 
OPEN( U JIT= 1 .. DEVICE= ' DSK ' .. FILE=:!LEl) 
?.E".JI. D I 
READ( 1., 3 0 ) (SPECC I) .. I=l J:JC) 




CLOS E:C U T= 1 .. DEVI CE= ' DSK ' .. FILE:= FILE1 ) 
?.ETU?.: 
SUi3ROur I: E Ci{A 2 CJC ) 
DI ·l£JSI mJ EXP( 5 0 .. 12 00 )JSPEC(S0 ) 
DJt)3LE PREC ISl a \] F "L EI J FILE 
CO~1l 10. SPEC .. u(P .. FILE 
C",**IDEJTIFY :..:EASUREI1E'JT DEVICE FOR EACH CHP.:-J.-.J EL*** 
K=0 
IJRITE( 5 .. 10 ) 
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H~ FOP':~TC 'H !DEJTI FY t1EASU?B·IEJT DEVICE FOR ~C:-{ 
1 CHAnEL'I' T-Trl~·lOCOUPJ...E'I' :- FLO~1ETffi'/ 
2 ' S-SOLAAIMETER' I) 
00 100 I= 1 .. NC 
K=K+l 
WRITE(S .. 2 0 )K 
2 0 FORMATe 'H CHA'JNEl.. :' .. 1) 
READe5 .. 3 0)SPECe~) 
3 0 FORM.AT( A1) 
100 C~~TINUE 
C***OPTIO~.J TO 'l'RPl'JSFER N1.RAY DATA TO FILE*** 
WR I TEe 5 .. 40 ) 
4 0 FORHATC 'H 00 YOU WISH TO SAVE CHA:'.NEL SPECIFICATIONS 
i !' I' 0-~JO.. i-YES' /) 
READ( 5 .. 50 ) NAI'IE 
5 0 FOP1'lATC I) 
I FC l.JAr'-1E. EQ. 0 ) GO TO 2 00 
C***SPEC I IT F'IL E'JP1'lE 0 F CHA'J.'JEL r·lE.Cl.sup.31E:-JT DEVI CES*** 
WRI TEe 5 .. 60 ) 
60 FOrulAT( 'n TYPE I N TIlE PAATICUL.AR CrlA\f.JEL r'1EAstrnE'IE'JT 
i DEVI CES FILENAI1E FOR T'rlE EXPERH-IDJT' /) 
R.CAl)( 5 .. 70 ) FILE! 
70 FORr1ATCAHD 
C***'1nJNSFER DATA FROH NrRAY TO SPECIFIED FILE*** 
OP EN ( Ut-J IT=5 .. DEVICE: 'DSK ' .. FILE=FILED 
Rf7..JI ND 1 
WRITE( 5 .. 80 )( SPEC ( 1) .. 1= 1 .. . JC) 
8 0 FORl1ATC Al) 
CLOSECtN IT=5 .. DEVICE: 'DSK ' .. FILE=FILE1) 






DIMENS I (}."1 1'10DUL 1 C 5 6) 
C*",*STAPEL*** 
C*** 1 I NPUT*** 
C***2PRI NT*** 
C***3PLOT *** 
C***4VAL I !)Ic** 
C***5SAVE *** 
C*** 6E'JD **~ . 
DATA MODlJL 1I32 .. 83 .. 8 4.. 65 .. 80 .. 69 .. 76..32 .. 
i 32 .. 49 .. 73 .. 78 .. 3 0 .. 85 .. 8 4.. 32 .. 
2 32 .. 5 0 .. 3 0 .. 82 .. 73 .. 78 .. 8 4.. 3 2 .. 
3 32 .. 51 .. 8 0 .. 76.. 79 .. 84.. 32 .. 32 .. 
4 32 .. 52 .. 86.. 65 .. 76.. 73 .. 00 .. 32 .. 
5 32 .. 53 .. 33 .. 65 .. 36..69 .. 32 .. 32 .. 
6 32 .. 54.. 69 .. 78 .. Ef3 .. 3*321 
C",**CPLL CHAAP£TER SIZE*** 
1e0 CALL CSIZEeXHOP~Z .. XVERSZ ) 
C",**GO TO 1ENU PQS I TI ~\l*** 
CALL :JEWPAG 
CALL • QVREL( 0 .. - 600 ) 
C***OUTPUT MO DULi CHP~TffiS**", 
X=0 
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DJ 20 J=1 .. 7 
CI\!..L :'rc;\oLII-J 




C***CUP.SaR COI'1MPtJD r·1ODE*** 
CPLL CCUP.sR( I CHAR., Ix.. 1Y) 
CAU.. BElL 
CALL N EiNPAG 
CALL Pi-Jr-lO DE 
C***lDB-J TIFY ICHAR COND1TIO~*** 
IFCICHAR. EQ.49)GQ TO 300 
IFCICHAR. EQ. 50)GQ TO 400 
1FCICHAR. EQ. 51)GO TO 500 
IFCICHAR. EQ . 52)GO TO 6~0 
IFCI~~AR. ~Q. 53)GO TO 700 
IFCI~rtPR . EQ. 54)GO TO 800 
IFCICHAR. LT. 49 . 0R . ICHAR.GT. 54)GO TO 100 
c***e.JPUT CHPNNEL DEVICE DATA Ai-JD EXPERIl1E.JT RESUI...TS*** 
300 cAu. I ·PUTeN~r{PI.N .. I TI!'1E.. KOLNT) 
GO TO 100 
C***PF.I~JT CHAWEL DEVICE DATA Pi-JD EXPERI MENT RESUI... TS*** 
C*",*OUTPl.JT IS TO LINEPRINTER*** 
400 CALL PRIl TC.JCHA: .. I TU1E" KOtNT) 
GO TO 100 
C***P'L ... OT EXPERI "lE'IT RESUI... TS***, 
c***OUTPUT 1ST 4010**"'******** 
5 00 CAU.. PLOTC-JCHPN .. I TI 1S KOU\]T) 
GO TO HJ0 
C***VALlDATE EXPERIr1ENT RESULTS AGAINST COl1PUTER SI"'IULATION*** 
600 CPLL VALIDCNCHPN .. ITIr1SKOliJT) 
. GO TO 100 
C***SAVE FILE OF EXPERH1ENT RESllL TS*** 
700 CALL SAVE1 CNCHPN .. ITU1E. KOU-JT) 
GO TO 10Ql 
C***END OF ffiOGRAH*** 
800 . RETURN 
C 
END 
StBROUTI:.JE CALlB! CKTH1S I DATA.. IRANGE.. TE11P) 
DI~1DJSIo.~ EXPC50 .. 120Ql)"SPEI:C50) 
ooul3LE PREI:ISIO;.J FILE 
CO 1; 0:-.1 SPEL .. EXP .. FILE 
C***TI-iIS SUBPROGRAr1 CALIBRATES A\JD CONVERTS TrlE CHA"JNEL 
C***VOLTAGE INTO DEGREES CDJTI GRP.DE******************** 
c***CHA~EL VOLTAGE*** 
RVOLT=FLGATClDATA) 
c",**DETERilI:JE PARTICULAR RA\JGE FOR CHP;.J;\jEL*** 
C***CO~VERT .1ICROVOLTS TO DEGRFES CENTlGRADE****** 
I FC IRPNGE. EQ. 3) TENP= (RiJlJL T 110. 0 ) 
I Fe IRA"1GE. EQ. 4)TE}1P=(RVOLT I( 113 . 0} ) 
· IFCRVOLT. GT . I Ql00 . 0 . ~JD. lRA~GE. EQ . 4)Tu1P=CP.VOLT/100. 0) 
I F<IMJGE. NE. 3oPND. IAAJGE. ;~E. 4 )GO TO 100 
GO TO 200 
100 CPLL BElL 






FOR! 1AT< 'H CflLI3RATIO:-J ERROR!! Tri~'lOCOUP~E VOLTAGE 
1 OUT OF M \JGE! ! '/) 
WRITE(S .. 3 00 )KTI l-1E 
FQPl1AT( 'H DATA = ' .. I>' 
RETt.R-J 
END 
SUEROUTr. E CflLIB2(KTI'·£' I VOLT .. lRA'JGE.. SOLqpJ)) 
DI i1E'JSI O~.J EXP(S 0 .. 1200 ) .. SPEJ:(50) 
OOUBLE PEECISIO; FILE 
Ccr·1r10;.J SPEC .. EXP .. FILE 
C***Trl IS SU3ffiOGP..Pl1 CALIDRATES lWD caJVERTS mE Ci-i.cN;'JEL VOLTAGE 
C***INTO wATTS PER SQUARE i1Er'nE.. FOR TriE PARTICULAR KIPP A'JD 
C***ZITJ E J SOLAR! 1ETER UTLISCD******~************************** 
c***c~r.J EL VOLTAGE*** 
RVOLT=FLOATCIVOLT) 
C***DETm'1HJE PARTICULAR RA'JGE FUR CH~HEL*** 
C***CO~ VERT r-HLLlVOLTS TO NILLHIATTSfSQUAAE CCNTLIETRE*** 
IF(IRA~GE. EQ. 3)SVOLT=(RVOLTf(0 . 121*100 . 0)) 
IF(I~JGE. EQ.4)SVOLT=(RVOLTf(0 . 121*4 . 0*100 . 0)) 
IFCIAA.J GE. ; E. 3 . A'JDolRA'JGE. NE. 4)GQ TO 100 
GO TO 200 
10 0 CALL BELL 
WRITE(S .. 10) 
10 FORt-lAT( 'n CflLIBRATION ERROR!! SOLARH1ETER VOLTAGE 
1 OUT OF AA GE!! 'f) 
WRITE(S .. lS0 )KTH1E 
IS0 FOFl 1ATC 'H ERROR DATA =' .. I) 
GO TO 3 00 
c***Co: VERT NILLI WATTSfS UARE CE'JTH1ETRE TO WATTS/SQUAP..E r1ETRE** 






SUBROUTINE CflLI33 ( IDATA.. IMJGL FLOW) 
DH1ENSION EXP(S 0 .. 1200) .. SPEC(S0) 
roUBLE PRECISICl\J FILE 
COMNON SPEl: .. EXP .. FILE 
C***1HI S SUB~GRPl-l CflLIBRATES A"VD C(l'JVERTS TrlE CHA.\JNEL 
C*** VOLTAGE It TO LITRESA1INUTE************************* 
c * **CHA\JN EL VQLTAGE*** 
RVOLT=FLOAT< I DATA) ' 
c***DETm1I ~JE PhRTICULAR RA'JG£ FOR CHATJEL*** 
c ***CO:J VffiT 11ILL I VOL TS TO LI TRESf111 JUTE****** 
IF< I RAJGE. EQ. 3) FLO\~(RVOL TI 1000 . 0) 
IF( I P~ GE.EQ· 4)FLO~=( RVOLT/(1 00 . 0*4 . 0 )) 
I re I P.J\JGE • . JE.3 . A\1D. lAAJGE.:JE. 4) GO TO 100 
GO TO 200 
1 ~0 CPLL BELL 
t...'R ITE(S .. 10 ) 
10 FOK-lAT< ' H CP-LIEPJ;TI O:,J EPROF.!! FI:OVR1ETER VOLTAGE 







SUBROUTINE PRI:JTC-JCi-UW~ ITIHEJKOU:Jr) 
DIME'JSlO~J EXP(50~ 120~n ~ SPEC (50) .. ;..J?J;:JG::::( Hi)) 
OOUBLE PRECIS I D:-J rILE ---
COMl10~ SPEC .. EXP .. FILE 
C***HEADER TITLE*** 
WRITE(5~ 10) 
10 FOF.1'1hTC' SOLAR E.JBGY TEST FACIL ITIES ' .. I .. 
1 ' SOLPR EXPERl tvli::.JT TE'.ST :KI G DATA TAPE PROCESS IN G 
2 FP.cILI TI ES ' .. I .. ' UIXlOR EXPERIi1E:-JTS ':< STAPEl. 1> ' .. I .. 
3 ' WHITTE'!"3'{ p . RQBERTSO:J .. 1980.'//) 
WRI TE( 5 .. 2 0 ) FILE 
20 FORI1AT( ' E.JOOOR TEST UCPERI~!EJT ' .. lX~ A10~ 11 
1 ' CHA"IJN EL SPU;IFICATIO'.JS : ' .. I .. ' T - CU/COhJ 
2 TriERNOCOUFLES <DEG. C.> ' .. / .. ' F - FLOV.1I'lITERS 
3 <LI TRElMI J> ' .. I .. ' S - KIP? & ZQ;-JE..J SOLPRE,IETERS 
4 < iNATTS/SQ. M. > ' I) 
C***TABLE HEADER**. 
Kl=1 ; NEND=10 
100 WRITE'S .. 30) 
30 FORNAT( ' CHP;J:'vEL NU1BER : ' ) 
=0 
00 200 K2=Kl .. NEND 
:J=~+ 1 
20"0 W.P:JGEOD =K2- 1 
~,1R I TEe 5 .. 40 ) e:JRP>'JGE( I) ~ 1= l .. N) 
4e FORI'lATe H:3C 3X.. 13» 
WRITEe5 .. 50 ) eSP2CC I) .. I=Kl .. NE'Jm 
5 0 FORHATC ' CM-r.-JEL DEVICE : ' .. I~ C 10 ( 5X .. AI») 
ilRI TE( 5 .. 60) I TE-lE 
60 FDR11AT( ' CHA\JNEL SC~v I:JTERVAL : ' ... 13 .. "1E ..JUTES ' I) 
C***TPBULATE VPLUES*** 
00 300 K3=l ... KOli'JT 
ilRITE( 5 .. 70)K3 .. (EXPCNC .. i{3 ) .. NC=Kl .. NENm 
70 FOR!1.t\TC I4.. Ix... C l0( F5. 1 .. IX) » 
300 CO:-JTINUE 
C***TEST FOR END OF RPNGE*** 
I FC.JCHA'J. GE. (Xl + 10 ) . A"JD. NCHAN . LE. C'JE'.JD+ 10» GO TO 400 
I F( NCHA"J . GT. CNE..JD+ 10 » GO TO 500 
GO TO 600 
400 :-JADD=:'.JCHA'J- (Kl + UD 
l{l =Kl+1 0 
:-JE'ID=K1 +~ADD 
I-;;'UADD. EQ. 0),..JE.JD=Kl 
GO TO 100 
500 K1=Kl+10 
_ EJD=~ ~D+ 10 
GO TO 100 




c StjBROUTI~JE FLOTC.JCHA"J~ ITHEJKOU'1T) 
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DIl:2JSI-:ll ~(5~ .. 12e0) .. SPEC(50 )" I]« 1200 ) .. DYe 12 (:; 0 ) .. 
1 KPLOT(20) .. ICrlPR(1~) 
00UE..~ PRECISIO:J F LE: 
CONl'IO~J SP~ .. EXP .. fILE 
C***I:-JITI.oLISE ~nJl ·ram ~ D :-.1.o11E OF CH..cNIJ ELS TO BE PLOT1'ED*** 
100 WRIT £(5 .. 10 ) 
10 F"ORi'W.T( 'H SPECIFY ~JU·13ER OF crmma s TO' BE PLOTTED ' /) 
READ( S .. 20)NCP 
210 FOR!1AT< I) 
I FOJCP. GT . NCHP-':'D,wRIT£( 5 .. 30). CHA\1 
IfeNCP. LE. NCr:.P1'D GO TO 2010 
3 0 FQR:.1AT< ' H U'.ROR!! .o.VAILABLE Ci{A'\Ji-.J ELS EQUPLS :', 12 .. 
1 I .. ' PLEASE P~E VALUE' /) 
GO TO 100 
2010 00 31010 J1=1 .. ~JCP 
.... rH T:::( 5, 40) 
410 FORVA T< ' :1 CHA: . lEL ;. lU13 ER: ' ) 
REP.DeS, 50>KPLOT<J 1) 
50 FORHATC 1 ) 
3010 CO:-.1TI:1UE 
C _ 
C***CLEAR DRAWING PFEA*** 
CALL P1CCLE . 
C***DETER1I:-JE PLOT TH·lE I TrnVAL A\lD PERIOO*** 
1 F<I TH1E. EQ. 1) GO TO 3110 
IFCIT1ME.EQ. 10)GO TO 3210 
1F(ITI!1E. EQ. 3eJ) 'GO TO 3310 
I F( I TU1E. EQ. 60 ) GO TO 3410 
c***SCPN I; TERVAL : 1 1I NlITE*** 
3110 IF(KOtNT. LE. 180)~ACT=I . 1O 
I FCKOll'H. GT. 1810 . A.\1D. KOlNT • LE. 1440 ) FACT= 1. 0/610 . 0 
IF(KOUNT . GT . 1440)FACT=1 . 0/C60. 0*24 . iO) 
GO TO 3510 
c**",SCA: I NTERVAL 110 1I;\j1.JTES*** 
3210 I FC KOU\lT. LE. 18) FACT= 110 . 10 
IF(KOUIlT. GT . 1S . A'JD. KOlN T. LE. 144) FACT= 1. 10/ 6 . 0 
I F(K01.NT. GT . 144) fACT= 1. 101 ( 6 . 10*24 . 10) 
GO TO 3510 
C***SCA'J INTERVAL 310 MWUTES*** 
3310 IF(KOU-JT. GT. 6 . A; D. KOU-JT . LE. 48 ) FACT= eJ . 5 
IF(KOU T. GT. 48)FACT=l . ~/48 . 0 
GO TO 3510 
C***SCA\1 I Tmv.oL 610 '1EJUT:::5*** 
3410 FACT= 1. 10 
IF(KOUNT. GT . 24)FACT=1.0/24 . eJ 
350 ca TeIUE . 
C***DITIALISE X- .OXIS VALUES*** 
00 4100 J2= 1 .. KOUNT 
4 1010 DK(J2)=(FLOATCJ2»*F.o£T 
J3=1O 
IF( ITI '·E . GE. (0)~-L-1R=( ITIHEl60>*KOUNT 
IFC ITI'·!E-LT. 6eJ ) ;JHR=( (ITI~1E*KOUJT)/60 ) 
I Fc:-.r lR. L T. 3) GO TO 4110 
IFe : HR. GE. 3 . A' D. , j-ffi. LE.24) GO TO 42 10 
IFCN}{R. GT . 24)GO TO 4310 
41 10 .JTEXT=1 
.H T=KOLNT I Hl 
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"~JD=FLOhTCKOUJT*I TI;·!E) 
GO TO 450 
420 : TE; T=2 
430 
,J1T=:f& 
XE-J D=FLOATCrrlR)+ 1. eI 










CDEV=SP~ e J4) 
IF(CDEV.EQ. 'T')YEJD=1 00 . 0 
IFCCDEV. EQ. ' F')YDlD= 10 . (:3 
IFCCDEV. EQ. 's ' )YEND= H~00 . 0 
I re CDEV. EQ. 'T' )KVPL 1= 1 
I FCCDEV. EQ. ' F ' ) KV.AL2= 1 
I Fe CDEV. EQ. 's ' ) KV.AL3= 1 
C***ESGm G?.AFH FLOT ROtJrI:-JE*** 
C***I~ITIALISE GrtAPH FLOT VARlAELES*** 
550 Ca-JTINUE . 
00 600 J5= l~KOu'\JT 
600 DYCJ5)=EXpeJ~J5) 
IF(CDEV1 . EQ. 0 . 0 )GO TO 650 
I FC CDEV1 . SQ. CDEV) GO TO 700 
650 CIILL AXlroSC 1~ 30. 0~ 30. 0~ .120. 0~ 1) 
I FCCDEV. EQ. ' T')CALL A'<IPOSCl~30 . 0~ 30. 0.1 100 . e~ 2) 
IFCCDEV. EQ. 'F')CALL AXIPOS(l .l 150 . 0~ 30d'~ 100. 0.1 2) 
IFCCDEV. EQ. 'S' ) CALL F-XlPOS ( 1~ 150 . 0.1 30 . 0.1 100. 0 .. 2) 
CALL A'<ISCA(3 .. NIT~ 0. 0.1XE'JD .. 1) 
CIILL AXISCAC3~20~ 0 . 0.1YEND~ 2) 
CIILL P.XIDRAC1 ~1~1) 
IFCCDEV. EQ. 'T' ) CALL AXIDF.AC - 1 ~ -1 .. 2) 
IFCCDEV. EQ. 'F')CALL AXIDRA(1~1~ 2) 
IFCCDEV. EQ • .'S ') CAlL AXIDRA( 1 ~ 1~2) 
CALL GRI DC 3~ 0~ 0) 
700 CIILL GHASYM(r:K, IJ'{~ KOU'.JT~J3 .. 2) 
CALL GAAPOLC r:K, IJ'{ .. KOtNT) 
CDEVl=CDEV 
YSP=140 . 0-e7. e*CFLOATeJ3») 
CALL MO VT02C45 . 0.1YSP) 
CII1...L CHPHOL e 10HCHPtJ:·Ja *. ) 
CJl.LL .10VT02 ( 65. 0 .. YSP) 
CALL C:tAHJT Offi..OT ( J3 ) .. 2) 
YSl· =YSP+2. 0 
CALL MOVT02 e75. 0 .. YSM) 
CALL SYHi30LCJ3) · 
I Fe J3 • • JE. ''lCP) GO TO 500 
C***X- IIX IS TS{T*** 
CALL ; QVT02e75 . 0 .. 15. 0) 
CALL CHAHOLe2fl'iEXPErtI!1E)JT TI t·1E !:-JTERVPJ...*. ) 
CIILL MOVT02C75 . 0 .. 10. 0 ) 












I?CJ-~-. CC:. 2)C~ CHA:-{QLC9HCHOURS)* . ) 
I ?<: ;TEXT. EQ. 3 ) CPU. CHAHQL ( 8H C DAYS) * . ) 
IFC KV~Ll.EQ.l)GO TO 750 
GO TO 60;0 
CALL ,lOVT02C0 . ~,,133. 0) 
CALL CHAl-fOL(20HTB1PERATURE DEG. C *.) 
IF(KVPL2 .EQ.l)GO TO 850 /' 
GO TO 900 
CALL MOVT02C95 . 0" 133 . 0 ) 
CALL CHPHOL(23HFLOW P.ATE LITRES/t1IN. *.) 
IF<KVAL3. EQ. l)GO TO 950 
GO TO 1000 
CALL MOVT02(92 . 0" 133 . 0) 
CALL ~rlA~OL(24HSOLAR RADIATI~J CW/t12 )*.) 




SUBP.QUTI:JE SAVEICJCHA'J" ITB1F..KOUNT) 
DIME~SIa-J EP( 50" 1200)" SPEX;(50) 
OOUELE .PHECISION FILE., FILEJ 
CGr1r10.J SPlli" EXP" fILE 
C***OPTIO:J TO TRA\ISfiR PROCESSED EXPERIMENT DATA TO FILE*** 
'.I.F.ITE< 5" HiD 
10 FORMATC 'H DO YOU WISH TO SAVE PHOCESSED EXPERIMDJT 
1 UP.TA ?'.II" ' H0- :JO" I-YES ' I) 
HEP.D( 5" 2mi-J tJ.1B 
20 FOPl1AT( I ) 
I F(NUHB. EQ . 0 ) GO TO 100 
C***SPECI FY FILENAt1E OF EXPERIl-1E..JT DATA*** 
w?ITE(S" 30) 
30 FORHAT( 'H TYPE I:J TriE FIL~Al'1E FOR T'riE EXPERIrlENT ' I) 
READ( 5" 40) FILE:) 
40 FORHAT(A10) 
C***TRFNSFER DATA' FRO 1 ARRAY TO 'SPELIFIED FILE*** 
OPE:'J(UJIT=5" DEVICE: 'DSK '" FILE=FILEJ) 
REWIrJD 1 
·· CPU. PRINTWCHA'J" IT! ·LKOU.JT) 







SUEHOl.rrr E VALIDC;..JC~v" ITHI£'XOUi-..JT) 
DE·'DlSro:J EXP( 50" 1200 )" S?EC(50 ) 
DOUELE P-nECISIO;'J FILE. FILE4 
CQi·ll'lO: SPEC" C:XP" FIL::: 
C***OPTIO.J -0 'I'RAJSFrn EXPERH1ENT DATA N?:?.AY TO FILVic",* I 
100 ~ITE(5" 10 ) 
1 0 FORl1ATC 'H 00 yOU WISH TO SAVE EXPERH12JT DATA ON 
1 DISK F'-LE ? '" I " ' H 0-iIJO.l i-YES" /) 
READ< S" 20)~ ~ S 
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2~ ?O?~1ATC 1) 
1FC JAJS. EC. ~D GO TO 3 00 
C",*",S?EC.FY T.~=: DATA C[{P;NEL ~JU·GE? TO DE UTILISED 1U \,'hLIDATIO~J . i 
vEl TEe 5" 2 5) 
25 FOF~'1ATC 'H TYPE n TAE PARTIClJ .... !R DATA CHA\JNEL HEQUIP.ED') 
HEADC 5 .. 27):-.]VAD 
27 FOPl·1ATC 1) 
C**",SPEC1FY F'ILHJFt1E OF EXPERH1ENT mTA** * 
WP.I TEC 5 .. 3 0 ) 
3 0 FOp-·lATC 'H TYPE W TAE PAHTICULAR EXPER! ·lE'JT mTA 
1 FILE-JA:·'E:' /) 
?.EADC 5" 40) FILE4 
40 FOKlATC A10) 
c***TF..A:ISr-ui DATA Fr.m P;P:?AY TO SPELl F'I w F'ILE**", 








HE'J!l D 1 . 
J 1=' JVfI.D 
J2=0 
DO 1000 K1 =1" KOU'JT 
J2=J2+1 
'#RITEC5" 60" ERR=200)EXPeJ1"J2) 
FOR ·lATC 2 0F) 
C(1'JTI.JUE 
CLOSECli'JIT=5" DEVICE= 'DSK'" FILE=FILE4) 
GO TO 300 
WItI TEC 5" 70) FILE4 
FOffi.ATC ' H mHOH 1:-1 HEADING PRRAY TO DISK FILE'" Al m 
GO TO 100 
R..:.-rtJR:'J 
ED 
C***EXElAITI V£ P?OGRA·1*** 
CALL I :-J ITT( 120) 
CALL T4Z1 0 
CPu. DEVSPE( 1200 ) 
CALL 11ENU1 
CflU. DEVE D 






MONITR - Analysis of Monitored Installation Results 
The function of the computer program MONITR, based on the 
previous analysis program STAPEL, is to analyse the papertape data 
output from the data logger facility monitoring the performance of a 
commercial solar water heating installation. The sub-program is 












InJ:l.l rt'(J1ibrEd 00ta fie. -----------., 
D.JtpJt b lrep-ner pocessa:J rrcnimd 00ta,:-. -----I 
Plot processed mcnitred resl1s:-. -------+ 
\tllioo1e mcnibred I"E'9..Ilts '6. cc::rrp..Il?r sirn.i:rtim.---I 
Store ebb file> d processed mcnifoo?d dci;I .. ---~ 
Figure AZ.2 Flowchart representation of treanalysis 
program MONITR. 
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~ : . ~ :: • .i.3~ "") J :....~? (SL. .I 1 ~~~) .I ':r_"":C =~)., I._i-::-~(51.) ., ::..= __ . : ~ :: (: ... )" 
1 _ :.if-.J(5":) ~ ! ... :;:i S..;) 
J)'L.:"": ?i=-.:':'::: 15 1 ') j rL .. :2 ~ ? L L 
CJ.:' ') . J 3F:':~ :::"~F~ rE. : 
·.E.IT!:~( 5 ~ l ~ ) 
lE ?')?.;J..T< ' d r:'P:: U T.-ii. P ?-.. :tTICILAr. ;::·:P~L:;?JT U -.:-'; 
1 fI:....~J~ 1L T~ 3~ STJDI=J ' /) 
?.EJ.....i)( 5 ~ 2~) ?ILE2 
2 0 FDPlii-.T(Al~) 
3k!; 
flL~=fI:""~ 
:"rr.IT£< 5 ~ 30) 
fJE;ATC ' .-1 T':'Pt: l.J r:;~ .JU:lJ2 Or C.1J-.J .Ji.:"S T ~J 
1 LNSSTIGhT::L) ' /) 
F.t:'hj)( 5 ~ vue 
~il ; ·JF_ :P.T< I ) 
'..:R Ili:. < 5 .. Ski) 
;:n .• 
5 0 fOR: '!h T( ' i1 SPEC I rY T,-ii: TiPi. JF C,lh..J:Ji.:.. u::'VI:c..s us=:; : ' I 
I '( I - fli..Z l.JFUT .. 2 - Tu_;r.Jf..':'" upun '0 
;;.EAD( 5 ~ 6~ n:LV 
60 fOP.! ;,;1< I ) 
7fl 
IF( Y.DU . SC, . l)Ch..:.. C.-U-.. JlUC) 
I f cr:W • i.:' . 2 ) Ch:....:"" c; 1~~ J2 U (; ) 
'~T21 TE( 5 ~ 70) 
?Or-':!h-( ' ;{ TY?~ 1.J ;::'~?S=.11 :L.JT TL,jE l.JT8'J;"~ CjI.JS) 
r"'::;:;J(5 ~ 3Z)lT 
?JFJ:AT< I) 
C"c"c""T?.F .. J.sFI.:.~ .. DriTJ.!. ;:r..J:.j SPLC1 fIZ;::' ?I ... i:"c'1''!< 
JP~ J( li. 117= 1.1 ~l:':\iI C~= ' [OS}': ' .. FL i.= FLF2) 
~~";I.JD 1 
Y2=~ 
1 ~~ 1.2=}~ -t-l 
?..z.;...!)< l ~ 9C ~ =:JD=3 e..: ~ u.r .. =4:::J) .JTI.-l£ 
90 f,)::':;";TC I) 
, I) 
1 ((; 1 F.~..D( I .. 11 ~~ ~. J;:):=3 ~Z .. ~_::-.. =5.:;e) UC:iA 1< 1 ) ~ OC.1C 1) ~ i{!:,;' TA( I ) .. 
1 }·?J:.JGi.( 1) .1 1= lL,J(;) 
1 1 ~ F'Jrt.. LA T< 5 ( 13 .. A 1.. I 4~ I 1 ~ 2X) ) 
::;0 2v6 J=l .l .JC 
l:l=J 
lDf.,7A=KUATAOn) 
!?..c-.. JG~=K"O..hJG=(Kl ) 
If(S?;::C( "~l) . ::: • ' T ' )C~L .. C!-~L31C<2 .. IIj;'TA.. IF"':". JG~?IJi-.Th) 
I f( 5?=:.c( t:l) · E( . '5' )C/lL.. ': :::':"'1 32(,,2 .. I ut-.T~J r;;.; .• J G~ ;'.u{,T;.,,) 
l?( SPEC (Kl) • £~ . 'r' ) C.::. ... :.. CP.':"'1:;3 ( I 0;:.:.T;:.. .. IR.C. . 'J GS ?~l-';T ) 
;: :? ( ;{ 1 ~ i~) :::r.C.!;T h 
2~l CO:J- .:;;= 
sa TO l~e 
302 £.JDrLi. 1 
i\E J 1)::; (:.2 - 1 
C~:JS;::( u.r -= 1.1 i)E"TICE.= ' i)S}: ' ~ ?l:""E= fI::"i:2) 
uJ TO 700 ' 
,~~(i; · ... 1fili'~( 5~ ~ le) fIL:2 
41Wii ~J~lhT< 'n ~~a::. f·J;].~D 1.J F.Z.;..DLJG C:-ii-> .. J:JL:.. TIdE ;:?':I~ 
1 ;:;1 3i': fl:....~ ' ~ .c.l J .. /) 
',.""2. T-:( 5.1 ~2~) . JT :- i.£ 
L;2~ FO?:t;.T( ' :-1 .JTEii:. = ' .. IS) 
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r~( 5~ Lj~ ' ) {.;JS 1 
4Lj;; r')r~ :t-.T U d ) 
·?<P. J'SI . i::C. . 'C') G~ T O 10 1 
1?"(hJSl . L:;G; . ' A ' ) G:J TO 3U~ 
GO - :) 7 ~rt 
5 ~~ ·;r.ITE(5~51 e )FILL2 
51 ~ ?')?~ 1AH ' ;1 :::?.?.OF. FDU:..JD l.J nIP.Dl.JG C.-i:'.J .JE... u{,Th. rr:): 1 
1 DISK Fl~E '~ AI0~ /) 
520 
1J?ITE( 5 .. 52~UC;-:AJ, Wi L iWATt,( I) .. i-:?_c", JG.c.( 1) 
FORl-iAH ' ;-i.JCHA J =' ~ 13 .. /~ ' ;),];.1 = I ~ P-.l ~ I .. " ~DMTh 
1 14 .. 1 .. ' YJ=.:AJGE = ' .. I I .. /) 
w"R ITL::( 5~ 525 )1"2 
525 FO?':~H ' j-{ :Jt,;;;dfi\. OF' D.;TA = ' .. 1) 
·,iii. l-E( 5 .. 530) 
- , 
- ~ 
530 F'Jrt1AT( ' ;-i TY?E C TO CO.HUUL OF. A T ') hbOnT r .U J' /) 
F.EP.: )( 5 .. 540 ) A JS2 
540 ? On rl.;H AI) 
IHh:JS2 . E.Q. 'C')G'J TO 101 
IH A JS2.:C:G: . 'A')GJ TO 3~~ 







SU3ROUTLJE. C;{F-~Jl UC) 
DL '!£JSI O.J CZP(5 2 .. 12~C ) .. SPC(5 k:; ) 
D'Ji.B:"S P?:C:CISI O. J FILEl ~ F"L:::: 
CO.·~· jJ . J S?EC~ EX? .. rli...E 
c -", ,,, ,,, SP=:C1 rY FIL.2'JA IL: IJ F C.iA J ·J::::'" .s...sl.:;;:£: 'I:JT :;:::VICE5",,,,,,, 
'~I?IT ::: ( 5 .. l e ) 
10 
20 
F'Ori::hH ':.1 TYPE U TdE FA;=.TICULM ':.-iJ..~ J . 1L:.. ~ ;~.sl.i?,S. lE.JT 
1 D:::VIC~ FILE. J;': lE. ' .. / .. ' FOR Td !:: E..>CPi:I.I :·Ii::'JT ' /) 
? CPJ)( 5 .. 2 ~ ) fILEl 
? OE.:1AH h I ~ ) 
C.f'H7E .... · lS ... .:r. DATA r-nOl'l S?SC I FlED fIi...S"""", 
OPE JC U. JI T= I .. CC:V1 C:::= ' D.3X' .. F'Ii.. i::= FIi...~l ) 
?Z.JLJJ 1 
hLP-.DC I .. 3 ~)( S? E:( 1) .. r;'" 1 .. :Je) 




CL. ').3£( U. Jl T= L Dr.: . I et:= ' ;::S t~ ' .. ;:-L .. £= r 1 ... E 1 ) 
S' ~? JUT I:JE C:-t;.:J2UC) 
DI:-SJSl').J E.\?( 5~ .. 1 2(Z )~S?:::c( 5 3 ) 
OOJ3~=: P?CL ISI IJ. J n~:::I~ tI i...~ 
CO!: J :J SPEC .. ~~P .. fI LE: 
C",>C AC l SJT I FY : EAS1.-?EiE JT :J:::vrc;:: t ') ? EAC:i Cdh.:·J. JE:.. "" ",* 
Y.=0 
~.n· -;::(5 .. 10) 
11:. rJ D'::'; T< 'n "'~n!;;y ; · lE'.P·.sUE~ If. JT m :VI C=: r OE EAG;-{ 
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1 '::i':.J Ji:.:..,'/' ; - T::;::=. i )":; ·T...'?;":"/' : - ?.. f,,:.:::'-.-:-::'-.r. ' / 
;:: , .3 -:3 JL i-:-' : . :::.-:-3. ' /) 
DJ 11:J 1:. = l.l .J':: 
J:= {;~l 
~"?ITL( 5 , 2i H\ 
2ll ?"lJf':!AT< ' H Ci1h.J.JE:... : '.1 1) 
r~.D(5.1 3i)SPSC(K) 
Jet ?OE;·1hT<Al) 
1 ~QJ CO.JTI : IUE 
C",,,,,,,OPTIO,J TO -rtAJSFER hF.?.AY DATA TO Fli..~"''''''' 
viR I TEC 5.1 40) 
40 FOFJ1ATC ' H DO YOUl.JISrl T'J SAVE C:-1A:~ :Ji:... SPi::ClFICt..TIIJJS 
1 ! ' /' ~FJO.I l - Y£S ' I) 
READCS.I 50) ,'-Jf.HE 
50 FO?l·lATC I ) 
I FCJP':1E. EQ . 0) GO TO 2tl0 
C",,,,,,,SPEC I FY FILe: JAi-le OF C;;:-iA Hi:l.. l·lu.,SLiriE'.. j£'JT ueVI CLS .. "",'" 
WRITE(5 , 60) 
60 . FOPJ'1AT< ' H TYPE W TriE PAP.TICULP.fi C:iAJ.JE:.. :l&.5URE"lZJT 
1 DEVICES ?ILSJhi·'E FOR T.-iE c:<p~l:-li::ri ' I) 
fiEAD( 5 .. 70) FE. EI 
70 FORl1AT(AI0) 
C*.hTF.AJS?ER DATA :ROil ;"F.r.AY TO SFECI Fl w FILv.c",,,, 
OP=:JCu.JI T=5 .1 D~VIIJE= ' [SK ' .. FlLE:= FlL~ l ) 
RL~I:JD 1 
. II.'nIT:::C5 .1 8~:D (S?L::CC 1) .1 1= 1 .1 ~JC) 
30 . FCl?':~T<hl) 









c",,,, ... l L-JPliT",,,,* 
C",,,,*2PRI:'JT,,,*'" 




DATA ~·1]CUL1I32 .. 33 .. 34.. 65 .. 3(; .. 69 .. 76 .. 32 .. 
1 32 .. 49 .. 73 .. 76 .1 3e .. S5 .. 34 .. 32 .. 
2 32.1 5 0.180 .. 32 .. 73 .. 73 .. 34 .. 32 .. 
3 32.1 51 .. 3 ~ .. 76 .. 79 .. 34 .. 32.1 32.1 
~ 32.1 52 .. 36 .. 65 .. 76.. 73 .. 63 .. 32 .. 
5 32.1 53.1 33.1 65 .. 8 6 .. 69.1 32 .. 32 .. 
6 32 .. 54 .. 69.1 73.1 63 .. 3",32/ 
C",,,,*C~L CHFRACTCR SIZ~"'''' 
100 CALL CSIZECi-:-iO?.5Z .. KVE?.5Z) 
C",,,,*GO TO ~ ·l£m POSITIJ: J",*", 
C~ :-J ~ .. :PAG 
CALl.. ~l'JVP.E:.. (~.1 - 61{)0 ) 
C",,,,,,,OUTPUT ilOW ... l Crit..?.ACTE?.s ... *", 
Y.= 0 
DO 2e J=I.17 
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... 
~J 2 " ~ i= 1.1 3 
:<:= i"'+1 
C.c,:..L A 'CrlIJC';-J v1..lCK» 
2e.~ C:UTI.JU£ 
C.*-1<Iif.A' .... BJ:< ArtOUD :1£f "''''''' 
C~~ ·;I)vn&..( - 66~.1 0} 
CAL..L !):i~olhEL( 0.1 2",}{VE?.5Z) 
CP~~ DR'J.?~( -2"'KrlORSZ ,, 0) 
CP~ D?WP£L(0.1-2",KVERSZ} 
CALL DR~(2"'Krl~RSl,,0} 
C",,,,.CURSOR cmn lA:'JD 1~DE>.<.'" 
CAL~ OCtrn.SRC IC;-L;R, IX" IY) 
CPl.L 3::- I . 
CJJ....i.. :J?. iPAG 
CA!..L Fk J: lODE 
C**.UDE.JTIFY rCHAR CO:-JDI TI m.J:"",,* 
IfCICKhP. . SQ . 49}GO TO 300 
IF(IC~ . EQ . 50)GO TO 400 
IF(ICHhR. ~~ . 51)GO TO 500 
If(ICH.~ . EQ . 52)GO TO 600 
1 rC IC;-{AR . EG. · 53 ) 'GO TO 700 
If(ICHP~ . EQ . 54)GO TO 300 
r{ICnAR. LT . 49 . 0R . IC~R . GT . 54)GO TJ 10e 
C."".U?UT C:-iAf.JEL DEVICE DATA AJD EXPi:RIt-iE-JT FEStJL TS*".". 
3e0 C£L I.JPUTC'JCi-iF-.J.I lTII'~L i\OU'JT) 
GO :-0 le0 , 
C",,"''''Pr:! ~JT C:-iAJ.Jn.. D~ICE ~Th p~Jj) EX?@1>1£>JT fiEStJL TS",,,,. 
C", •• ~UTFUT IS TO LV1EPR.I.JTill ••• 
4ze CAL:" ?~LJTUC;-th'J" ITHZ KOUJ T> 
GO TO 100 
c",,,,,,,PL'JT U;PERI:EJT REStJLTS*",. 
C",,,,.OUT?UT IS T4 ~ 1 "'''''''.''''''''''''''''''* 
5 0e "riLL P"~OT(.JC;"'iA:J" lTIl1E..iWUJT) 
~O TO lero 
CH",VALIDhTZ E:<PElU:lE'JT ?.ESULTS .c.G .. ~LJST CO,·!FUTER SI l 1tJ~.';Tl'J:.J."'", 
600 CALL WJ. .. IDCllv:-1AJ.I ITI:£KOU:'JT> 
GO TO 1 'l Ql 
",,,,,,,SA E FI~E OF EX?ffiIAc.-JT RESULTS",,,,,,, 
7e0 CP.L~ SA'JE 1 UC:-iA:J" IT mE... KOUJT) 
GO TO l~ro 
,-,,,,'"',,,E:JD Of P?O -EA! 1",,,,* 
3Z~ F.:=:TlJF~J 
~JD 
SU::;ROU-I :'JE C~I31 (' :rU'jE... I iJATA.. r ?.A.'JGS'T:.i ':P) 
- 'r. '::JSI O: J ~ '?(5 .11 2 ' ~) " SPEC(5l) 
JU3L:::: ?F.:::G I S I O:-J !="ILE 
CO; [ -'0: ] SFEC, 2'<P" FILE 
:::; .... ",T.; lS S 'SPr::J':;P..';:1 CP-1..1 3 ?.ATES A'Ju C'),Jvt:-\TS I.-iS C,--1h. U E... 
"'''' 'JO:" -AG~ I.J7Q D==G-~:::S C£JTI GF.hD£..>,c",,,,,,,*,,,,,,,,,,",,,,,-f'''' ''' ''''*''' '''''''''* 
C "'X ",C~h. ] . lfi.. VO~ - F,:::::",,,,,,, 
2 'JOL T=ri .. IJAH I DATP.) 
CH ", O::::T:::r.:n ,JE PA.::;'TIC' L~F. RAJGi:: FOR CHPd.JEL"''''''' 
C>< CJ. " ERT li IC:-:tOVOL TS TO :J£G? ';'cs CEJTI ffiADc'" "'*"'. 
I Fe I?.hJuZ. EQ. J >T~'iP= (R'JOL T /1 0 . 0) 
1 r( IF\.:~ J \JE . ;SQ . >T~~ (2VOi.. T I( 1 Z . ro) ) 
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F \ i :JT .:r . :T . h ':C0 . i:.: H i:". i?-=r=:)'Ji.. T /1 i..: • ..; 
If( IF.riJG~. : E.3. f-. J L.i . I?";'JSc. • . JZ. . L03) TCJ W\::· 
GO TO 2u0 
1~~ C?~ ~~ , 
T.Jr.1 TEe 5J 1 e) 
1~ FDn:!ATC ' n C.c':"'I3nATlO:J E?J1.OR! ! T:"lI:'R",QCJUPLE VOLTAGE 
1 OUT OF RAJGE!! ' I) 
·Jr.l TEe 5J 3 0 k::DKTI ME 
3 ct0 FOP':1HTC 'H DATA = 'i 1) 




SU3EOUTI:JE CALli32e KTE1£. I 'JOLT .. I?'p-~JG~ SOLP.AD> 
DIt1I:'::'JS I ~J:J ~{pe 50 .. 12c.:Hn . SPEC (50) 
DJU3LE PEEC I S I O:J FILE 
CO;1!'1"):'J SPEX: .. EAP .. FILE 
C*",*TIiIS Su3?ROG~'l CALIBnATES h 'JD CO:JVERTS TrlE CiA,ua VOLTAGE 
C***I ~JTO wATTS PEP. SQUARL l'lETFL FOR TnE Pt-RTICULAP. KIPP A 'JD 
C*",,,,Z'TJE'J SOLARHIETffi UTl...ISE:DF"'*"'''''''",~*.f'''''''*'''*.f''''*'''*'''*''''''*'''*''''''''''''*** 
c",,,,,,,CrlA:'J:Ji:L VOL TAGE*** ' 
RVOLT=Fl...OAT(IVOLT) 
C*",*CETER!1UE PARTICULAR P..A.'JGE FOR c;-u;:nE..",** 
C""",*CO:JVU1.T mLLI VOLTS TO t1 ILLI WATTS/SCUF.?.E CEJTU1ETRE*** 
I F< lAA'JGE. EQ . 3 )SVOLT= (RVJLT I( 0 . 121* 1 ~0 . 0 » . 
I Fe IRA'JGE . EQ . 4)SVQLT= (RVOLT I( IJ . 121*4 . ~* 1 ~0 . 0) ) 
l?e !HhJGE. :JE. 3 . A:JD . IrtAJGE. : IE. 4) GO TO 10 /2 
GO TO 2 00 
100 CALL 3ELL 
i..TRITE( 5 ... HD 
10 FO~1AT( 'H CALII3RATIO.J ERROR!! SOLFRIi:12TER VOLTAGE 
1 OUT OF AA'JGE! ! ' I) 
~.T£ITE( 5 ... 150 )KTl"lE 
150 FOnHATC ' H t.r.P..OR DATA =' ... 1) 
' GO TO 3 00 
C*",,,,C;O:JVE?T MILLr..JATTS/SQUARE CEJTL'1ETRE TO WfI.TTS/SQUFRE i'-1E1P.E** 
2ee SOLf~SVOLT*10 . 0 





SUEROUTLIE CAi..I33 ( lDATPu IRA:-'JGE.. FLOW") 
;::n :,EJS I O:J 8«( 5 0 .. 12l0 ) ... SP:E:C e 5 0 ) 
DOUBLE. PRECISIO:-J ?ILE 
COi·!:jO.-J SPEC~ CXPi FILi:: 
C***r; ... ns SlJ6PROGEAl1 ChLIBRATES AJLJ CO:-JVU.TS TiiE CiiAJ:JE.... 
C",,,,,,,V!JL TAGE I:-JTO LI TRE$ Il'i I:JUTE>:<*",*'1''''-1'*''' "'''' "''''''' """"'" * "''''''''''''' "'* 
C>:<",""Cnp.~{J EL VOLTAGE",",,* 
?VOLT=FLOAT(I DATA) 
c** .. DETEP":U :JE ,PhRTICULAR nA'JGL FUR C;1A .r.Jfi.. .. ",,,, 
C",,,,,,,CO:.JVERT i1 ILLIVOLTS TO i..I-RE.SI:';LJlJTE;...c".,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
IF(IFP ... J GE . EQ . 3)F~0~~(?VO~T/1030 . e) 
IF(I?P~JGE . EQ . 4)FLO~(RVOLT/(1~O. 0"'4 . 0 ) 
I Fe I?A:JGZ. ;JE. 3 . A.JD . I?P ... ' JGE . :JE . 4) GO TO 100 
GO TO 2C1i2) 
CM' r-.....~ BELL 
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·,.r. 7 i< 51 1 ~) 
10 f J r=.; ·:,;"'c ':., Cf....i....I::;r= ..... TI).J l::_=t ')2!! F.... 'y,:. ';i:Ti:::: VJ;'" T';G= 







SU3ROUTI:JE PRI:JT(NC;-it..JI ITlt-1E. KQU:JT) 
DI I12JSIO:-J EXP(S~I 12~0) 1 SPEI:;(5~n l .'J?A·JGE( 10) 
OOU3LE PRECISIQJ FIL~ 
CQ 1HO;'J SPECI EXP I fILE 
C~ •• ~EADER TITL~.* 
WRITE(SI10) 
10 fOP.!1AT( ' SOLAR EJffiGY TEST fP£ILITIE:.S '1/1 
I ' SOLAR EXPERI:1E..JT TEST RI G DATA TAPE PP.OCESSI :JG 
2 fACILITIES ' I / 1 " LJDQOR EXPERI I1E.: JTS-<STAPELl> ' 
(SYSTB'l GOI:JG DO'J.N AT 23 - ?.ffi-3 1 09 : ~~ : 0~J 
3 ' WRITTE'J r!( p . R03ERTSO:JI 193~ . ' If) 
~.T?ITE( 5120) fILE 
2 0 fOK:1AT< ' I:·JOOOR TEST E{PER1:1E.JT ' I lX I Al el / / 
I ' ci-ii:iJ:JEl. SPEC I fICATIO:JS : ' 1/1 ' T - CU/C0:J 
2 TrfERl10COUPLE:.S <DEG. C. > '1 /1 ' f - Fi.OW,·lETERS 
3 <LI TP.EIl1I:·J> '1/1.' S - KIPP '" lQ:JEJ SOLARllIETE?.5 
~ < '.JATTS/SQ . iI . > ' /) 
C~.~TA3LE HEADErt •• ~ 
KI=1 ; [JEJIPl~ 
100 'NRITE(5130) 
30 fOR11AT(' C({A·J.IJEL : JUlG~ : ' ) 
" =0 
00 200 Y2=Kl ... :JEJD 
:--J=;J+ 1 
2~0 :JP.AJGE(lJ)=Y.2-1 
:';1\ITE( 51 40) C'lRA JG£:< I) .. 1= 11 .'J) 
40 fOF~·1ATC 10(3.".\ .. 13» 
w?ITE( 5 .. 50) (~PEC( 1) .. I=Kl .. NE-·lD) 
se fOR'!AT( '- CHAJ:Ju.. DLVICE: : '1 / .. (10(5X ... A l ») 
~'P.ITE( 5 ... 60) I TI1-iE 
6t3 roF.:1P.T< ' Cj-H~.J:JEL SCA:~ I.JT£?VAL : . ... 13 ... ' t·lI.lUTES 'I) 
C~~*Tri3ULATE VALUSS~~. 
00 30~ K3= 1., }mu.JT 
w"P.I TEe 5 .. 70 ) KJ .. ( ~.;?( .JC .. K3).J ~JC=K 1.1 :-J£ JD) 
70 fOR:iATC 14 ... IX .. (1 ~ ( FS . 1.1 IX») 
300 CO:-JTI:'JUE 
C~~~TE.ST fOR EJD Of Rh'JGL'H~ 
C*hEJD Of !1Q ]lTQRED DP.TA ?::RIO~H: 
1 fCJCHP-.'J . GE . (Kl + 10) . A·W . )JCnAJ . LE . C :lE.JD+ 10») GO TO 4 00 
I fc:JC:-iA:J . GT . (' .JE:.JD+ 10 » GO TO 5 00 
GO TO 6e~ 
4Z" :J,o.DIP: JC:-iA'J - (K 1 + W) 
Kl=Kl+H~ 
:J2'J[FKl +:JADD 
1 Fe ADD. EQ. 0) . .JSJD=Kl 
GO TO 100 
500 K l =K l+1~ 
:JE: 'JD=~JE'JD+ 10 ' 
GO TO W0 
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SUBROUTUE PLOTCJCi-iAJJ IT I i-lE.. iCOU'J! ) 
DIi1I:;.jSIQ,',] EXP(5~J 12 0~ ) J SPEC(5~ )J a -:e 12~0) J DYe 12C0) J 
1 Y.PLOT(20) J ICHAR(10) 
DOUBLE PREC I Sro:J FILE 
CQI1t-1(}'.J SPEX:;J EXPJ FILE 
C***UITIALI SE :\IU!-!BER Al\JD :'J~1E OF C;-{AJ:JEl..S TO BE P"1...8TTF.D+:>i<* 
100 WRl TE:< 5 .1 10 ) 
10 rQF.:1AT< ' H SPEC I FY :JU1'BER OF CiiAJ;,JELS TO BE P"I...OTTLD ' /) 
READ{ 5J 20) ~ JCP 
20 FOE.' 1AT{ I) . 
I FC)JCP. GT. :'JCHRJ) 1;"RITCC 5 .. 3e) :'JCi{A'J 
IFUCP. LE. :.JCiiF;nGO TO 200 
30 FOPl1AT( ' H EPoROH !! AVP.ILhELE CdAJ,'JELS EQUALS :'.1 12J 
1 1.1 ' PLEASE RETYPE VALUE' /) 
GO TO 100 
200 00 3e0 J 1= 1J:.JCP 
14TH I TE{ 5J 40) 
4e FQP';1ATC ' H CHA-f·JEl. :-JUI,13ER: . ) 
P£AD(5 .. 50)KPLOT(J1 ) 
50 FQPj'IAT< I) 
300 CO. TI .JUE 
c 
C***CL£~ DRAWI)JG hREA>i<~~ 
CALL PICCLE 
Cn*DETm~ I;JE PLOT TIHE I ~JTE?W·L AJD PERIO[;;.: ... 'I< 
IF(ITIME. EQ. l)GO TO 310 
I F( ITI!1E. EG. . 10) GO TO 320 
IF(ITIM~ . EQ . 30)GO TO 330 
I F<I TH1E. EQ. 60) GO TO 340 
Cn*SCA:J INTERVPl.. : 1 i ' lI i JUTE~~~ 
310 I FCKOli-JT. LE. 100) FACT= 1. co ' 
I F( Koun. GT . 180. A>JD. KOU .. .JT . LE . 1440) FF>.GT= 1. 0/60 . e 
IF(KOU\lT . GT . 144~)FACT=1 . 0/(60 . 0*24 . 0) 
GO TO 350 . 
C~nSCA\J WTffiVAL 10 t·n :--JUTES",** 
32e! IF(KOlNT . LE. lo)F'?-.cT=10. 0 , 
IFCKOUJT. GT . 18 . ~JD· KOUJT . LE . 144) FACT= 1. 0/6 . 13 
IF{KOUJ-. GT . 144)FhCT= 1 . 0/(6. ~~24 . ~) 
GO TO 350 
C*~*SCA:J 1. TEP.VAL 30 '1 I ~JUTFS*~'" 
330 1 FCKOU'JT. GT . 6 . F-~JD . i{OUJT. LE. 43) FhCT= 0 · 5 
1 FC KOU.JT . GT . 43) rACT= 1. 0/43 · 0 
GO TO 350 
C*~~SCA\J IiJT2lJAL 60 t'!I >JUTFS",~~ 
340 FACT=1 . 0 
1 F( KOUJT. GT . 24) FACT= 1. 0/24 . 0 
3513 CO: TI'JUE 
C"",,*I : ITIALISE: X-AXIS VALUESn* 
00 400 J2= 1.1 1{QUJT 
13 C{(J2)={ rI...OAT(J2) )~FACT 
J3=ro 
If< IT n E. GE. 6e) .Jrlfi=( IT!>1V60)"'KClU.JT 
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1? 1-1 : :=. :"'T . 6~) l-1E=( (lTi.j:'"" ::0u_ JT)/ !:' ~) 
I ?U:-iE . i... T . 3) GJ TO L.j 1 ~ 
I Fe ' JriP. . GL:: . 3 . ?:JU. :J.-i? . i...::: . 24) GJ TO Ll2 0 
IfU;--{h . GT. 24)GO TO 430 
41 ~ .n~<T= 1 
:nT=KOu..JT/Hl . 
XEJD= FLOATCKOUn"'I TIi-1E) 
GO TO <.150 
420 :'JTEXT=2 
'-JIT=~JHR 
XE'lD=FLOATUHR) + 1. 0 
GO TO 450 
430 .JTEXT=3 
-J I T= ~·J:-1R/24 
XEJD=FLOAT< CJHR+12)/24) 







I Fe CDEV. EG! . ' T ' )YE-JD= 100. 0 
IFCCDEV.EQ. 'F' )Y2JD=10 . 0 
I FC CDEV. EQ. '5' )YEJi):: 1 ~00 . 0 
IF(CDEV. EQ. 'T' )~JAL1=1 
If(CDEV. EQ. ' F ' ) KVAL2=1 
IFCC DEV. EQ . 'S' )XVAL3=1 
c*HaEGI~J GP.AFH PLOT ROUTI:JE**", 
C*",,,,UITIPl..ISE GRAPrl ~OT VARIABLES*",* 
550 CO:lTI:-JUE 
DO 60 0 J5=I J KOU..JT 
60 0 OY(J5)=EXP(J4JJ5 ) 
IfCCDEV1 . EQ. 0 . 0)GO TO 650 
IF(Cv~I . EQ . CDEV)GO TO 700 
650 CALL AXlPOS( IJ30 . 0J30 . 0J 120 . eJ 1) 
If(CDE"J.EQ. ' T ' )C?.L...L - AXIPOS( IJ3~ . 0J3 ~ . ~J 100 . 0 .. 2) 
IFCCDEV. EQ. 'f' )CALL AXIPOS( 1.1 15 0 . 0.13 e . 0 .. aJe . 0 .1 2) 
If(CDEV. EQ. 'S' )CALL PXIPOS( 1.1150 . 0 .. 30 . 0 .11 00 . 0 .1 2) 
C;'U .CV< ISCAC3.1 :JIT.l 0 . 0 .1XE.JD.I 1) 
CALL PXISCP.C3.1 2 0 .1 0 . 0.1YEJD.l 2) 
C.c.:...I... AXI DP.AC 1 .. 1 .. 1) 
IF(C DEV. E • 'T')C~ AXIDP.AC -1.1-1 .. 2) 
If(CDEV. EQ. 'j="')C?l.i.... PX l u~...c. ( 1.1 1 .. 2) 
IFC CDEV. EQ . 'S')CAi...L AX I D?_liC I .. 1 .. 2) 
CPl..L G~I DC 3 .. 0.1 0 ) 
7e0 ChLL GrtAS~·1C OX .. jJ{ .. KOU.JT.I J3 .. 23) 
CPLL GRAPJLC DX.lDY.l KO . .J T) 
CDC:Vl =CDEV 
YS?=1 4' . e -c 7 . 0",CFLGATCJ3») 
CPU 10'JT02(45· ~.I~SP) 
CPU C;-;hiiOL ( 1 0.--iCnA: J JEl. *. ) 
CALL "OVT02(65 . ~.IYSP) 
CPl..L C~AI : TCKPL OTCJ3) .I 2) 
YS:-j=YSP+2 . 0 
CALL !O'JT02 ( 75 . 0.1YSX) 
CALL SYr 30L<J3) 
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1?(J3 · :n :: · : )CP )GJ TJ 5 ~ 2 ' 
C"'''' ''<{ - hX I 5 T::::T"' ... .c 
CI-.:...L :10iTT02 < 75 . C .. 15 . ~ ) 
CJ:.LL C;-{I-~ OL (26ii~'(PEr.HJEJT Tl i' ;:: I:JTi:r. W.,L", . ) 
C~L i lO'!T0 2<75 . 0 .. 1C . 0 ) 
1 fUTEXT . SQ. 1 )CJll..L CHAiiOLC 11rH f'lUUTLS) "' . ) 
1 f( ~JTEXT . EQ. 2)CALL Cl-iA~OL<9i1<HOURS )"" . ) 
IfUTEXT. EQ. -3)CALL Cl-iAYOLC8H( DAYS H . ) 
If( XVAL 1 • E~ . 1) GO TO 750 
GO TO 8 0 0 
750 CALL t·lOVT02( 0 . 0 .. 133 . 0) 
CALL Cl-iAl10L(20'dTEl1PERATUR£ DEG . C *. ) 
800 If(KVAL2 . EQ . l)GO TO 350 
GO TO 9 00 
850 CALL !·10VT02(95 . 0 .. 133 . 0) 
CP-LL Cl-iA.~OL(23HFLOW RATE LITrtE.S/11L-J . * . ) 
ge0 IF(~vP.L3 . EQ . 1)GO TO 950 . 
GO TO 1000 
950 CALL 10VT02(92. 0 .. 133 . 0) 
CP-LL Cl-iJlHOLC24l-iSOLP-R RADIATIOI'J (WIl12)", . ) 
100 0 READ(5 .. 60 ) ~AIT 






SU3P.OUTl:'JE SAVLl UCH.C.~'J .. ITIl1£.KOl!)JT) 
DI AE"JSIo."J EXP( 5 0 .. .12 00 ) .. SPELt 5~) 
OOUDLE PRECISIO:J fILE.. FILE3 
CO:ll·10.'J SPEC .. £{P .. FILE 
C**""OPT IO:J TO TRA:'JSFER PROCESSED EXPERH1E.'JT DATA. TO fILE*** 
W? IT£( 5 .. 10) 
10 FUP~-:ATC ' H DO YOU it.TISl-i TO SAVE PROCESSED EXPffiE1E'Jr 
1 DATA? ' .. I .. 'H0 - :..J0.. l-YES ' /) 
READ( 5 .. 2 0 )NUt13 
20 fOP~T(I) 
IFCJlY.·13 . EC. 0 )GO TO 10 0 
C""",,,,,SPECIFY FILE:-.JA!-1E Of EXPERH1E:'JT DATA*** 
~'RITE(5 .. 3 0 ) 
3 0 FOR!1ATC 'H TYPE U T;-{£ fIL2JP>l1E FO::i TdE EXPERli·1Er ' /) 
~EAD( 5 .. 40 ) fILw 
4 0 rDP':1ATC A1 (3 ) 
C""",,*r.-tAJSfffi DATA FnO~l A?PJW TO SPEI:I F1ED fIL£*** 
OPEH U JI T=5 .. O:::VIC:::= ' OSi{ ' .. FILE= FIL£3) 
R=::-o.J I : JD 1 
CALL P2 :JTC . JCH.~J .. IT Il·j£. KOUJ T) 
CL OS £ <U.'JI T= 5 .. DEVI C=:r= ' DSK ' .I fILE= FILw.l 0 1 SPOSE= 'PR1 ~JT I ) 






SUBROUTIiJ E VAL I OUCnA:..J .. I TI :''lE.. iCOtJ:-JT) 
DI:1EJS IO. EXP ( 50 .. 12 ( 0 ).1 SPEI:(50 ) 
OOU2LE: PRECI SI O:J FILE.. f ILEA 
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co:;: :'):J S?i:.S~ :::Q~ FIL~ 
C""""'O?TI O:J TO hl~YS=' CA:i?:-iIL!.. S,JLAF.. n 'JSTEL DH-TA"'",,,, 
;"rr.I Ti( 5 .. 10) 
Hi FOP.: lAT< 'i-l TYPE I:J DATL nO~ A:JD ST~TI:JG 1-1l :'JUTE OF 
1 WJ: JITORI:JG : ' I) 
READ( 5 .. 20) DAY .. l-i? ... T~1 I :-J 
20 FOR11AT< 3F) 
K=0 
101 TRADl=0 . 0; TP~=0 . 0 
COLHT1=0 ~ 0;COLHT2=0 . 0 
TOTRDl=0.0;TOTRDe=0.0 
To'TCL 1 = 0 . 0; TO TCl:-2= 0 . 0 
EFCYl=0. 0 ; EFCY2=0 . 0 
TOTRD=0.0;TOTCOL=0.0 
HORZ=0 . 0 
99 K=K+l 
CP.LL St.r.JPOS ( DAY .. HP ... TI-1l:'J .. DECL .. HA:'JG~ AL T) 
TI1I:J=TI'lIN+ 1 • 0* ( FLOAT< I Tl11D ) 
I re TI1I :-J . EQ . 60 . 0)HR=HR+ 1. 0 / 
IF( TI1I:J . E~ . 60 . 0)T!1H=0. 0 
S 0=EXP( 4 .. K) "'FLOAT< ITH·lEH60 . 0 
HORZ=HORZ+S0 
CALL StY.JRDl (S0 .. AL T .. DECL .. HA'lG" SI) 






KrLO 1=1 FIX(EXP( 1 .. X» ; KrL02=I FIX( EXP(2 .. K» 
IF(KrL01 . EQ. 0 )EXP(I .. ~)=0 . 0 
IF(KFL02 . EQ . 0)E{P(2 .. K)=0 . 0 
Cp..PCY=CffiO< E{P( 20 .. K) H FLOAT< I TE1E) 
FLO~1=EXP(1 .. K)*CAPCY/1000 . 0 
FL01.ol2=EXP( 2 .. X) ",CAPCY 11000. 0 
OUTLTl=EXP( 12 .. K) ; FLl :Jl=EXP(20 .. K) 
OUTLT2=(EX.P('13 .. K)TEXP( 14 .. K»/2 . 0; FLU2=EXP( lS .. K) 
COLi-iTl=COL}iTl +( OUT!... T 1- FLI;J 1) "'FL01Jl 
COLHT2=CO~-;T2+(QUTLT2- FLIN2)"'FLO~~ 
IFCIFIXCnR) . EQ. 24)GO TO 100 
GO TO 99 
100 TrlOPZ=(HOP2*CA'I'2 . ~)/3 . 6L6 
TOTRDl=(TP_~Dl"'CA)/3 . 6E6 
TOTnD2=CTF~"'CA)/3 . 6E6 
TO TRL= TOTHD 1 + TOTRD2 
TOTCL1=COL-iTl/3 . 6:::6 
TOTCL2=COLHT2/3 . 6E6 
TOTC OL=TOTCLl+TOTCL2 
EFCY1=(TOTCLI/TOT?Dl)"'1~0 . 0 
EFCY2=(TOTCL2/TOT?~2)"'100 . 0 
WRI TE(5 .. 25)TrlORZ 
25 FOR 1AT< 'H TOTAL RADIATlO>J I ~ JCIDC:JT O;.J iiQRIZO:JTAL ' .. F7 . 1 .. 
1 'X lrlR') 
"IRI TE( 5 .. 3 ~ )TOTnD1 
30 FOP. lATC 'H TOT.C,,L EADIATIO:-J I:JCIDEJT O~J TOP COLLECTOR 
1 POP_RAY' .. F7 . 1 .. ' K'~-iR ') . 
w~ITEC5 .. 4 ~ )TOTRD2 
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4~ ;-'J;::-'::hT( ' :-1 TJT~ ?';'~ I ATI ').J l"lCl~;:::rr -J. ; e,)TD;; CJLl...i::c'Or. 
1 f..::::?J:..Y ' ~ ;;7 . 1 ~ 'i:·..,: in ' ) 
~~ITE(S~ 5e) TOTC~1 
5 0 f QFl:hT< ' H TOT,;L HCAT EJEr:GY COLLECTED EY TOP 
1 COLL~TOR A?.F.AY ' -I r7 . 1-1 ' KVJJ-iR ') 
WF.ITE(5~ 60 )TOTCL2 
60 f O?.:·1J:>.T< ' H TOTAL HEAT E-JERGY COLLECTED Of BOTTOM 
1 COLLECTOR ARRAY' ~ F7 . 1 ~ ' K~riR ' ) 
WRITE(S-I7~)EFCYl 
7 0 f ORI1AT< ' H AVERAGE CQ.LELTOR ErFI C I EJCY (TOP) : '-I 
1 FS . 1-1 ' ~, ' ) 
WEITE(S-I60)EFCY2 
80 fO?.!1AT< ' H AVEF.AGE COLLECTOR EITICIB'JCY (BOTTQt1> : '-I 
1 FS . l -1 ' %') 
CAY= DAY+ 1 . 0 
nR=0 . 0 
If( K . GE. KOU~T)GO TO 90 
GO TO 101 
90 p.EADe5-1200)A 




FU~CTI a J CW..o<Tu'lP) 
Dh1=:'J510:-3 DE(6)-1CAe6) 
C",*",FLUID O:C:'J51TY"'** . 
DATA DEl 1 002 . 28 ~ 1 00~ . S2-1 994 . 59 -1 985 . 46-1 974 . 03 -1 960 . 63/ 
C***SPECIFIC Hi:.AT CA.°AC1TY OF FLUIDl<*'" 
DATA CAl4 . 22~3*4 . 18 ~ 4 . 20-1 4 . 22/ 
KT=I FIX( TEMP) 
C***DETE?.!1I.J E TIiER!OR-iYSICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUID+:** 
ITl= - 20 
1T2=0 




1f(KT . GE . 1Tl . ~-JD . KT . LT . 1T2)GO TO 200 
l Qle! CO~T I ~UE 




CPRO= D2JSY*CP..PCY", 1000 . 0 
RETURN 
EJD 
SU3ROUTI ~JE Sl1\lPOS( DAY-I HR., TI1U~ DECL-I rtA:J~ AI... T) 
Dl ~'lE:'JS 10:-.J EXP( 50-1 1200) .1 SPE:C( 50) 
ooua...E PREC I510:-J FILE 
Corll·1'J;-.J SP2C -I EXP-I fILE 
REAL LA T -I UY.-J G 
LAT=57.3 
LO:JG=2 . Ql 
YEPJ1.= 1980 · 0 
l Oo £= -1. Ql 
SEC=0 . 0 
TWQP1=6 . 23318 53 
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?f-.j)=Z . Cl7~53293 
T=;-17.+( T, J LJ/6~ . ~) 
DEL YF.=Y~-193 ~ . 0 
L~IFIX{DLLYF./~ . 0 ) 
TI lE =D=:L YR'!'365 . e +LEh.:J+ DAY-l. e,+ (T /24 . ~ ) 
I Fe (I FIX( Cfi.YR» • EQ. i..EAP",~) TI:·IE=TIi'E;-l. 0 
I FC (DEl. YR . LT. 0 . 0 ) • AJD. UJfi. YR . : JE.LE'AP"'~) HI! ':r:= TI:1E-l • e 
THETA=360 . 0*C Tli1E/365. 25) ",RAn 
G= - 0 . 031271-~. 53963E- 7*TIHE+TrlETA 
EL=4. 90~968+3 . 6747E-7*TE1E+{ 0 . 033~34-2. 3E- 9",TI;'iE) 
1 *S!N{ G)+0 . 000349*SW( 2. 0* G)+ T.-i ETA 
EPS=0 · ~09140- 6. 2 1 49E-9*TlME 
SEL=SU( EL) 
Al=Sil..*COS( EPS) 
. A2=COS-C EL) 
RA=ATAJ2{Al .. A2 ) 
I F( I FIX( PP) .LE. ~DHA=RA+TWOP I 
DECL=ASI:-J{ SEL*SI~J C EPS» /HAD 
ST1= 1. 759335+TWOPI*CTH1E13 65. 25- Dfi.. YR) +3. 694E- 7*TI:·1E 
lFeST1.GE.TWOPl)STl=STl-TWOP I 





PI. T=F.5 l:·J( Sl:H P.-iI ) ",S I;-J{ DECLn ) +C OS C P:, I HCOS( DECLP.) *COSCH) ) 
AlI=ASI:'J( COSC DEI:UtHSE~(H) /cose Ai.. n ) IR!ill 
I re S I:.J< AI.... T) • GE. sue DECU IS I:Je P:-iI » GO TO 10 
I F{ All . LT .'0. 0)Al l=AlI +3 (il . 0 
All= J80 . 0 - All 
10 P2I=180 . 0 - AZI 
c 
C 
PI. T=Fl.. T /RAD 
RETUR;'J 
=:-JD 
SU3ROUTl:n::: SUJRDl (50 .. AI... T .. DELL .. HA·JG.. 51) 
DU1EJS IO~J EXP( 50 .. 1200) .. SPELC 5k:l) .. HED( 13) 
IXlUBLE PKE:ClSlQ;J FILE 
CQt1l10:'J SPEX; ... S{P .. FILE 
RE'Pl.. LAT .. LATP. 
DATA H3D/0 . 0 .. 28 . l .. 43 · 0 .. 54 . 0 ... 63 . ~ ... 71 . 0 .. 77 . 0 ... 8 3 . Z .. 33 . ~ .. 
193 · 0 ... 99 . 0 ... 10 1 . k3 ... 105 . 01 
RAD= 0 . 0 17453293 
ACOL= 0 . 95 
TILT= 70 . 0 
C",*",DE:TER: U£ T.-iE EHEJSITY OF T.-iE :i{)nIlO:JTP.L 3AC}\G:~OU:JD DIF'!=l..JSE 
C*",,,, ?.AD I AT I 0: J *****"'*"''''*'''''''''* "'''''1<'1'' '1< "''''''''''''' '''''' "'''' "'*'1<*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*-"'*>'<'1<'l' "'*'1<'" 
ALT1= - 7 . 5 
ALT2= - 2 . 5 
ICOliJT= 0 
00 100 1= 1 .. 13 . 
AL T l= PL T 1 +5 . 0 
AL T2=AL 1'2+5 . 0 
ICOt.r.JT= I COU..JT+ 1 
IFCAI....T . GE . ALTl . A..JD . P.L T.LT . ALT2)GO TO 200 
100 CO:-.JTI:-JUE 
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?.i0=0 . 0 1 7~5 
LAT=S7. 2 
WZA=190 . 0 
LAT?=LAT'!'RAD 
?L TR=AL T'!'P.AD 





C***CALCULATE TriE A"IGLE OF INCIDEJCE OF TrlE i3EAl1 RADIAT10:..J*** 




















CC=~ . 0 . 
rtBDR=~ . 78+1.07*ALT+6. 17*CC 
DIRS=(S0-iWDR)*R3~11 
C*"''''CP~CULATE1:,E SKY DIFFUSE RADIATIO:'J*"'* 
. CC= 1. 0 
HBDP2=0 . 78+1 . 07*ALT+6. 17*CC 
DIFFIA=rtBDP2*«1 . 0+COS(TILTR»/2 . 0) 
DlrFl=HBDR*«1.0+COS(TILTR»/2 . 0) 
C***CP.LCUL~TE TH~ ?J:rLECTED GROU~D RADIATIO~"''''* 
RO=0. 2 
DlrF2=S ~* C(l . 0-COS(TILT?»"'RO)/2 . 0 





c",*",T?..A'JSi·lISSICt.J CO~FICIE:-JT FUR DIP-EeT P..c:.DIATI O:\l:,;** 
TDIR=-e . 0e885+2 . 71235*COSI - ~ . 62062*COS2I 
1 -7. 07329.COS3I+9 . 7599S*COS4I-3 . 89922*COS51 
C**",AESOrtPIIO:J COSFrICIE-JT FUR DIF.ECT HADlP.TI ITJ*",* 
ADIR=0 . 01 154+0. 77674*COSI-3 . 94657*COS21 
1 +8.57881*COS3I-B . 38135",COS4I+3 . 01138",COS51 
c~",*P.EFLELTIa.J COEFrICIENT FUR DIRECT RADlATIQ;-.I*** 
RDIR=1 . 0-TDIR-ADIR 
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C,.".:,c7?_c.::S:·IlSSI CJ .. J hJO ;';::S J r:.PTIJJ CJ:::::-?S . ?O? IJI::-?>JS=: ?..l;D1;'.I.J 
TDl ::-= ~ . 796; Filll r=i:: . i56 
C~'HEEYLECTl CJ:J COL:=-FICl~JT ruE DI :FUSE. rP.DlATIJ. J~'!<'" 
ED1F=1 . 0 - TDIF- P.D1F 
C..,*:,cEE:LECTIO~..J COEFTICIEJT FOR COLLECTOR SURFACE**", 
RCOL= 1. 0- AeOL 
C 
C 
ABTR l=TD1R'!<ACOL/( 1. 0-(1. 0 - ACOL)"'RDIR) 




SUBROUTUE SU'JRD'2 ( S0 .. AL T .. DECL .. HAJG... 52) 
DH1E:LJSIO:J EXP( 5 (cl .. 1200) .. SPELC 50) .. HEDC 13) 
ooUBLE PREC1SIO:..J FILE 
CONi·mr..J SPEC .. EXP .. FILE 
RSAL LAT .. LATR 
DATA HBD/ (cl . 0 .. 28 • C .. 43.0 .. 54 . 0 .. 63 . 0 .. 71 • 0 .. ' 77. 0 .. 83 . 0 .. 83 • 0 .. 
1 93 . e: .. 99d!J .. 101. 0 .. 105 . 0/ . 
RAD=0 . 017453293 
ACOL=0 . 95 
TILT=45 . 0 
C***DETffi1WE TrlE I:-.JTEJS 11Y OF TrlE HORI lO~.JTAL BACKGP..OUJD DI FFUSE 
C***FPDIATlaJ"'*"'*****~**"'*******"'***"'******"'***"'*"'****"''''''''''''''''**** 
P-l..Tl= - 7 . S 
ALT2= - 2 . 5 
ICOlNT=0 
00 100 1=1 .. 13 
ALT1=ALTl+5 . 0 
PI.. T2=AL T2+5 . 0 
ICOUNT=ICOlNT+ 1 
IF(ALT. GE. ALT1 . AJD. P.LT. LT. ALT2)GO TO 200 
100 CQJTI NUE 
200 HBD?=HBD(ICOliJT) 
'""lA= 190. 0 
IF(n3DR. GT . S0)n3DR=S0 
C",**CHP:JGE CALCULATIO:J PARP,:'1ETERS .A.:..JGLES WTO RP.DIP.:J5",** 
LAT=57 . 2 
LATR=LAT*RAD 
PI.. TR=AL T*P.AD 
"lA=( IJlA- lS0. 0)*( - 1. 0) 
PL IF.= iIi"lA*R.® 
TlL TF.=TIL T*RAD 
HA-.J GR=H.A.:'JG*P..c..D 
D~LR= DLCL",PPD 
C**",CP.LCULATE T.-iE ~JGLE OF UCI D~JCE OF 1:,,£ 3EPl·j F.ADI.~TIO: J*"'''' 
Cl =5 1. ( DEr:LR) 
C2=COS( DECL~) 
C3=5 I :J (LAT?) 
C4=C05CLATR) 
C5=5I:-J( TIL TR) 
C6=COS( TIL TR) 
C7=SW(AZIR) 
C3 =C OSCAZIR) 
C9=5EJ(i-i.A.: JGR) 
C 10=C OS( HP:JGR) 
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C:n*CALCULATE THE B£P..:1 RADIATIO:J*** 
COSDT=COS(LATR- TIL TR) *C2",C 10+S I:JCLATR- TIL TRHC 1 
COSDZ=C~*C2*C10+C3*C1 
RBEAI·l=P.3S( COSDT /COSDZ) 
CC=0 . 0 
HBDR=0 . 70+1.07*ALT+6. 17*CC 
DIRS= (S0- HBDR) *R8EAM 
C***CALCULATE T.~E SKY DIFFUSE RAD1ATION*** 
CC= 1. 0 
HBDR2=0. 70+ 1. 07*ALT+6. 17*CC 
DIFFIA=HEDR2*(Cl . 0+COSCTILTR))/2 . 0) 
DIFFl=HBDR*(Cl . 0+COS(TILTR))/2 . 0) 
C***CPLCULATE THE REFLECTEDGROU~D RADIATIO~~~* 
P~=0. 2 , 
DIFF2=S0*(Cl . 0-COSCTILTrt))~RO)/2 . 0 





C*~*TRA:.JSi·lISSIOl J COErFICIE-JT FOrt DIRECT RADIP.TIO:J*** 
TD1R=-0 . 00385+2 . 71235*COSI - ~ . 62062*COS2I 
1 -7 . 07329*COS3I+9 . 75995*COS~I - 3 . 39922*COS5I 
C***PBSORPTIO:J COEFFICIENT FOR DIRECT PAD1ATIO:J*** 
pn1R=0 ~ 0 115~+0 . 77674*COSI -3 . 94657*COS2I 
1 +8.5788 1"'COS31 -3 . 38135*COS~I+3 . 01188*COS5I 
C***P.EFLECTIO:J COEFFICIENT FUR DIRB:T RAD1ATIO:'J*** 
RDIR=1 . 0- TDIR- ADIR 
C***TP..A"J S~1 1SSIO:.J A:.JD PBSORPTICl'.J COEFrS . FOR DI FFUSE RADIAT.'.J 
TDIF= 0. 796;ADIF=0. 056 
C***REFLECTICI.J COEFFICIENT FOR DIFFUSE p.ADIATI m.J*** 
FnlF=1 . 0- TDIF- pnIF 
C~*~RErLECTIO:J COEFFICIE.JT FOR COLLECTOR SURFACE*** 
C 
RCOL=1 . 0- P£OL . 
PBTRl=TDIR*ACOL/C 1 . 0- (1 . 0-ACOL)"'P~IR) 





CALL r ;JI TT< 120) 
CPLL T~~ 1 0 
CALL DEVSPE( 1200) 
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